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BUSINESS EDUCATION AND OFFICE ADMINISTRATION
AN EVALUATION OF THE ACCOUNTING CURRICULUM IN THE
ALEXANDRIA AREA TECHNICAL SCHOOL
Elvin E. Glein
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the accounting curriculum in the Alexandria Area
Technical School, Alexandria, Minnesota, to determine if the curriculum is adequately preparing the accounting graduates for duties and responsibilities required in the field of accounting_
The adequacy of preparation was measured by the types of positions held and by the
duties performed by the graduates_ Employers' opinions of the graduates capabilities and performance were also used as evaluative measures _
Each of the 90 accounting graduates during the school years of 1968 through 1 ~72
was asked to respond to a questionna ire_ The questionnaire technique was also used to survey
the 47 employers of these graduates_ Responses were received from all 90 graduates and from
43-of the 47 emp loyers.
A majority of the accounting graduates indicated that they were employed in positions where they were using their know ledge of accounting. This would indicate that the
graduates were employed in positions for which they were trained.
The graduates indicated that intermediate accounting, business machines, and
business correspondence were considered as being the most important subjects in the curriculum. Economics, advanced cost accounting, and advanced data processing were considered of
least importance in the curricul um. Graduates indicated that instruction in speech and business correspondence should be given more emphasis in the curriculum . This indicates that
graduates become more aware of the need for good communication skills after graduation.
Employers were aske.d to indicate to what degree accounting graduates were meeting
the needs of their firms. Employers indicated that the graduates were performing satisfactorily .
This indicates that the graduates possess saleable skills which meet employers' needs.
Employer recommendations for curriculum revision centered primarily on communications. This indicates a correlation between employer and graduate responses indicating a
need to intensify oral and written communication in the accounting curriculum.
A majority of employers indicated that sa laries for accounting graduates were adjusted to compensate for post-secondary training. This indicates that employers are aware of the
value of post-secondary vocational training.
The conclusions reached in this study are based upon information acquired from the
accounting graduates and employer questionnaires.

'APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, FEBRUARY 1973

Russell Madsen, Chairman

MANAGEMENT AND FINANCE
AN ANALYSIS OF PROMOTIONAL ADVERTISING FOR MINNESOTA
(7977-72)
Oliver Donald Billing, jr.

State-level promotional advertising and, specifically, the developme n t of Minnesota's tourism
media schedu le for 1971-72 is the focus of this study. A review is made of the traditional
means of state-level appropriation of funds, the hierarchy of tourist promotional advertising,
and the advertising agency selection process and how these methods can be more effective.
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PROCEDURE:

Both Minnesota's and Michigan's tourist promotion advertising campaigns are

analyzed in terms of media schedule development and market segmentation. Media schedule
and market segmentation considerations are inter-dependent.
Media schedule evaluation is made in terms of ad format, impac t and cost. -Format
and cost are analyzed within the magazines selected by the state. Ad cost, is investigated on a
cost-per-reader basis.
Market segmentation is based on location of tourist markets, season and recreational
ac tivities, and tourist demographic criterion. Market segmentation helps to choose magazines
which are widely read by tourist-prone people and influences ad cost effectiveness.
Critical reader cost components are total ad cost, magazi ne circulation, secondary
and cross-readership, and market cove rage as well as tourist demographic characteristics. The
relationship is:

Cost
Per
Re ade r

The model has three applications in tourism promotion. Inter-media and inter-state
comparisons can be made, but the major use is in media selection on a cost-per-reader basis.
Subjective factors are also introduced in the model's process to insure realistic media selections.
RESULTS: Generally, Minnesota's ad format and resulting ad impact see m poorly pl an ned.
Minnesota does not exploit ad format opportunities and ad position is not carefully chosen.
Ad color changes appear due to the new ex pense of inquiry cards.
Better Homes and Gardens plus Field a nd Stream is recommended as the optimal
media pair. This combination results in the least cost. The readerships reflect the husband 's
dominance in vacation decision-making. Both magazines have large unduplicated readerships
and traditionally yield above-average coupon response rates. The cost in other tourist-prone
categories verifies Better Homes and Gardens plu s F ie ld and Stream as the optimal magaz ine
se lection.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMM ITTEE, FEBRUARY 79 73
La Verne A. Cox, Chairman

AN ANALYSIS OF THE HOSPITAL WAGE AND BENEFIT PROGRAMS IN
HEALTH CARE PLANNING DISTRICT D

Gregory L. Nystuen
Attracting, retaining, and motivatin g a competent workforce is one of the major responsibilities
of any hospital administrator. The maintenance of a competitive wage and ben ef it program
plays an essential role in the fulfillment of this major responsibility. To maintain a competitive
wage and benefit program, the administrator must be sensitive to the wage and benefits offered
by other hospitals of compara tive stature. In order to gain insight into competitive wage and
benefit programs, the hospital administrator must: (1) collect wage and benefit data from
hospitals of comparative stature; (2) compile the data in a meaningful manner; and (3) develop
a method for the anal ysis of that data .
The focus of this study is the wage and benefit programs offered by the private and
comm unit y hospitals in Health Care Planning District D. · Wage and benefit surveys have been
conducted at these hospitals, and the findings have been presented herein in a systematic fash·
ion. The wage and benefit programs offered by co mpetitive hospita ls should be the most useful
too l of the hospital adm ini strator in establishing the wage and benefit programs for his institu·
tion .
Based on the wage data collected, the ad ministrator can develop his own wage pro·
gram through the use of mean minimum and mean maximum wages for each position. Through
the use of mean minimum and mean maximum wages, the administrator can satisfy the three
basic req uirements of a sys tematic wage program:
(1)
salary range and job classification graduations and progressio ns that relate to
one another internally commensurate with other hospitals;
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(2)

salary ranges that have the proper depth to afford salary advancement within
a particular job classification; and
(3)
salary scales that are competitive.
Similiarly, through the use of benefit survey data, the administrator can determine
which benefits are to be offered to his hospital's employees, relative to other hospitals of
comparative stature.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMM ITTEE, jUNE 7974
La Verne A. Cox, Chairman

COMMON STOCK OWNERSHIP: TRANSFERENCE ANAL YS!S

james R. Sauer
PROBLEM : The problem researched in this thesis is the extent to which the pre.sent transfer
time for common stock may be reduced and alternatives available to accomplish this. The
purpose of this study is to provide information in this area that is considered important to the
brokerage industry , banking industry, regulatory institutions, stock exchanges, investors,
scholars, and other interested parties.
SCOPE : The study emphasizes the limitations and deficiencies surrounding the stock certificate. Background for the study is provided by a review of current literature and its ramifica·
tions in brokerage, banking, and market trading.
The results of this study provide a supplement to research already conducted in this
area and hopefully an impetus for further study and recommendation.
FINDINGS: The problems afflicting Wall Street eman ated from numerous sources, the primary
one being an unanticipated increase in trading volume. Inaccurate forecasting of trading
volume by the NYSE in 1965 created an unnecessary void in immediate planning. Similarly ,
inadequate staffing, as well as few joint efforts by the securities industry toward the adoption
of a long-range program, severely hampered Wall Street operations.
A system connecting brokers, exchanges, OTC markets, clearing houses, and depositories by means of a locked-in-trade will provide the basis for the certificateless processing of
ownership. The transfer agent would be connected to the locked-in-trade to provid e automatic
entry of trades into the stockholder's register.
RECOMMENDATIONS :
Brokerage firms and bank transfer agencies should continue to
develop computerized technology that will result in reduced transfer time and more efficient
operations.
CCS should continue to expand by the inclusion of all actively traded stocks, both
exchange and OTC stocks. CSDS should evolve from CCS and include the stocks of all sectors
of the investing public.
The certificateless system should be studied in depth to determ ine its overall feasibility. Legislation should be proposed and enacted to allow for a certificateless transfer system.
Computer technology should be refined in regard to th e locked-in-trade .
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, MAY 79 72
La Verne A. Cox, Chairman

AN ANALYSIS OF TRANSFER PRICING METHODS IN RELATION TO
DIVISIONAL PROFIT MEASUREMENT AND MANAGER PERFORMANCE
EVALUATION

Charles A. Sjoquist
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The method of assigning quantitative values to intra-company transfers of products in a divisionalized firm is termed transfer pricing. There is general agreement among authors as to the
origin of, the need for, and the objectives of transfer pricing and the necessary conditions for
an effective transfer pricing system. The disagreement exists as to the best method to be used

in establishing transfer prices.
The transfer pricing problem ar ises o ut of the interdependencies which exist between
the separate auto nomous operating units after d ivisiona lization is implemented. Top leve l
management may design the transfer pricing system to provid e information fo r divisional profit
measure ment a nd eva lu atio n of divisional manager performance.
The five basic methods of estab lishing tra nsfer prices are, (1) cost, (2) cost plus a
markup, (3) marginal cost , (4) market pri ce a nd (5) negot iated price ;
The completely autonomous operating units must have operatio nal independ e nce,
access to so urces a nd markets, sepa rable costs and revenues and maximum profit intent. Also,
the division must be given the freedom in company policy to make all operatiflg decisions ind ependent of corpora te management. Transfer prices for divisions in this category should be
established by the negotiated method . This method wi ll provide the most reali stic profit information for divisio nal profit measurement a nd perfo rm ance eva lu at ion.
Restri cted units do not have the freedom to operate independently. Transfers between these divisions should be priced at hi sto rica l cost for corporate profit determination a nd
inventory control . Th e firm should seek non-profit criteria for d ivisional m a nage r performa nce
evaluation.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMM ITTEE, MARCH 1973
LaVerne A. Co x, Chairman

EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION
IMPL/CA TIONS OF EXTENDED SCHOOL YEAR PLANS FOR THE
ANOKA-HENNEPIN SCHOOL DISTRICT

David G. lrber and Bruce D. Schlueter
PROBLEM: The purpose of this st ud y was to examine the 45 / 15 Plan a nd the Q ua rte r Pl an in
order to determine the main characterist ics, a nd the adva ntages and disadvantages of each pla n .
The st ud y was a lso to aetermi ne what effect the adoption of a year-round schoo l pl a n in the
Anoka-Hennepin School Di st ri ct wo uld have on the community, schoo l staff, st udents, curric ulum and Di strict Eleven's sc hool budget.
P ROC EDU R E: Inform a tion for th is study was obtained from a co mprehen sive review of re.searc h a nd professio na l li terature, personal intervi ews, atte nd ance at a national year-ro un d
sc hool confe ren ce and vis itations to th e Mora , Minn esota Public Schoo l Di str ict.
FINDINGS : The study revealed that:
1.
Economic a nd educational factors have promoted a renewed intere st in year·
round sc hool plans.
2.
Toda y there are over one-hundred extended -schoo l year 'Plans in operation or
under st udy .
3.
The major ity of extended sc hool year plans in operation or under examination are th e 45 / 15 Pl a n and the Quarter Pl an.
4.
Curricu lu m rev isio n is ne cessary.
5.
Additional funds are being mad e availa bl e to school districts for study, implementatio n a nd evaluation of year-round sc hool plans.
6.
Year-round schoo l p la ns usually fa il because of a lack of community understandin g a nd involvement with the year·round program.
7.
Successfu l year-ro un d sc hool plans lower operating costs, avoid or delay
building construction, improve the curricu lum a nd win the sup port of the
community.
8.
One -third more st ud ents ca n be acco mmod ated with existing facilities under
a 45 / 15 Pl an or Quarter Plan .
9.
For financial savings to be realized each student's attenda nce must be mandated to a pproximately 180 days a year .
Start up costs will negate the savi ngs of the first few years of a year-round
10 .
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11.
12.

school operation.
Anoka-Hennepin School District could accommodate an addi tional 11,000
students if it were on a 45 / 15 Plan or Quarter Pl an.
Enrollment projections for Anoka-Hennepin show an inc rease of 75 0 students
per year for several years.

CONCLUSIONS: It was concluded that :
1.
The Anoka-Hennepin School District should initiate a plan to convert to a
year-round school program over a period of fourteen-years in order to delay
new building construction, and to house its prese nt and fut ure increasing
enrollments with its present facilities.
2.
On a year·round school plan, Anoka-Henne pin could. save $55,000,000 in
educatio nal costs over a fourteen-year period.

APPROVED BY FIELD STUDY COMMITTEE, jUNE 79 74
james W. Anderson, Chairman

A DESIGN OF AN EVALUATION MODEL FOR THE IGE/MUS PROGRAM AT
LA KE JOHANNA ELEMEN TARY SCHOOL

Thomas jacobson
This paper designs an eva luation model for the purpose of fo rm ing a frame of reference for
eval uating the IGE/M US program at Lake Johanna Elem e ntary School, Mounds View School
District# 621 . It suggested evaluation procedures fo r three main areas : 1. eva luation of student 's in cognitive and affective development; 2. evaluation of the schoo l's fac u lty with regards
to atti tudes , effectiveness, and involvement; a nd , 3. evaluation of the awareness, attitudes, and
involvement of the school's community.
Th e mo del suggeste d that evaluation of pupil growth in cogn itive deve lopment be
base d on two interrelated measures: 1. ach ieve me nt tests; and, 2. scholastic aptitude tests.
It investigated the sim ilarities and diffe re nces of these two and also explored norm-referenced
achievement tests and criterion-referenced achievement tests.
In the area of affective development, th is model suggests two basic techniq ues:
1. self-reports; and , 2 . inference base d on obse rvation, and gives specific examples of each .
The evaluation of the school's faculty is based o n three basic techn iq ues: 1. observation; 2. objective instruments; and, 3 . rating for ms. The model suggests instruments to be
used with these tech niques and explores Flander 's Sy stem of intraction analysis and Goldha mmer's observation cycle.
The evaluation of the school's community is based strictly on surveys. One survey
deals specifically with community awareness, one with attitudes, and one with involvemen t.
This paper is not a n eva lua tion system, but a proce du re to follow when designing
a comprehensive eva luatio n progra m .

APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, ] UL Y 7973
George Farrah, Chairman

THE EFFECT OF PERIODICAL NEWSLETTERS ON PARENTAL A TTITUDES
TOWARD ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS

james K. Vick
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It was the purpose of th is study to determ ine whether a periodic newsletter concernin g the
mathematics curriculum of a particular cl assroom would have any positive effect on parents '
attitudes toward th at same curriculum .
The researcher decided to use rural, suburban, and urban settings. Experimental and
Control groups were requested from the Elk River, Robbinsdal e and Minneapolis School
Systems. A control group and experimental group were selected in each district.

Both gro ups were then given a questionnaire designed to measure one's attitude
toward eleme nta ry mathematics and school in general. This test was repeated after the treatment period .
Parents in the experimental groups were mailed bi-weekly a newsletter co ntai nin g
information on the activities and goals of the mathematics class their child attended. The control gro ups received only the standard school-home communications.
Following the 15 week treatment period the post-test of parental attitudes was given.
The contro l groups have at value of .19 16 under 50 degrees of freedom. This group did not
make any significa nt cha nge in attitude.
The experimental group had a t value of 3.227 under 50 degrees of freedom. This
was a significant change in attitude.
The researcher believes this does indicate periodic newsletters co ncerning class room
activ iti es does have a positive effect on parents. It would seem profitable for school districts
to start to use grass-roots public relations. The researcher a lso believes many possible variables
nee d to be investigated .
APPROVED BY THESIS COMM ITTEE, MARCH 7974
jam es W. Anderson, Chairman

A SIMULATED MODEL FOR FORECASTING SCHOOL GROWTH AND
SITE DEVELOPMENT
Curtis j. Wilcox

The prim a ry purpose of this st udy was to identify, ana ly ze, and compare various demographic
factors for use in a simulated model. Another important purpose was to develop more valid
and easily adaptable methods in order to he lp educational planners in forecasting growth and
site developments .
While the simulated community of Linderson was fictitious, there were bona fide
sources of data which included: 1) review of the pert inent literature; 2) information relevant
to e lectr ical meter box .installation ; 3) traffic and aeria l maps; 4) a cohort su rvival projection;
5) various indices of growth; 6) interviews; and 7) projected entries fo r school enrollments.
In order to effectively build the simulation model, methodological inquiry consisted
of tabular and content analysis of va rious demographic indicies. Moreover, other research
techniques in volved the use of "d ivis ion s," or of dividing a school district into a number of
specified areas; stat istical analyses of various population cha racteristics associated with change,
growth, or analys is ; confidence intervals were employed to cope with the factor of variability
which provided maximum or minimum le vels of expectat ions, rather than a linear, fixed rate of
growth; interviews with professionals and experts in the field ensured in-depth analyses of
critical aspects related to site development; and personal observation was directed to the enumeration of population density, to the kinds of commerc ial establ ishments evident, and to the
location of major traffi c routes.

FINDINGS: The major findings, with pertinent comments, were presented as severa l sectiona l
summaries. It was discovered that: 1) unless five year interva ls are used, distortions appear in
indices of growth such as electrica l coflnections; 2) that the techniques utilized in ed ucation a l
planning can be enha nced by the scie nce of demography--especially the cohort su rviva l method;
3) it is possible a nd advantageous to use a random error factor, or the difference between a
census cou nt and the actual schoo l enrollment ; 4) simulated patterns of enro llment, including
sta ndard weights, were developed to show school enrollments to the year 1990; and 5) simulated site developments we re portrayed indicating areas of future growth.
It was concluded that the technique of simulation provides educational planners with
some val~able tools to cope with the pheneom ena associated with change.

APPROVED BY THESIS COMM ITTEE, AUGUST 7973
jam es W. Anderson, Chairman
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ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
A DISCRIMINATI VE STUDY OF MATHEMATICAL KNOWLEDGE AND
METHODS OF TEACHING MATHEMATICS IN THE KINDERGA RTENS OF
ANOKA-HENNEPIN DISTRICT# 77

C. Elaine Burgess
PURPOSE OF THE STU DY : The purpose of the study is to m ake a com par ison of th e na ture
and extent of ac hievement of kindergarten child re n at the completion of the kindergarten year
with the teachi ng approaches used.
SCOPE OF THE PROBLEM : The kindergartens of Anoka-Hennepi n District# 11 use th e incidental approach in t he teaching of numbers. The curriculum office of this district regards
incidental teaching as acciden tal, a nd therefore favors a structu red a pproach. Experienced
teachers of k ind ergarten fee l that incidental teaching does not necessari ly mean accidenta l.
The ki n dergarte n c urric ulum is overloaded with structured subjects a nd the teachers do not
favor add ing another structured subject.
PROCED URE : A test of number knowledge was devised f rom a rev iew of research studies
a nd for mal workbook programs, in o rd er to determine th e number co ncepts which profess iona l
c urricu lum writers felt a ki ndergarte n program should include.
This test was admi nistered to three kindergarten classes in the spr ing of 1970 to
ferret o ut mistakes in wording of directions.
The writer discussed individuall y with each teac her involved in t he stud y the method
whi ch that teacher wou ld emp loy in the teach ing of mathematics. In stru ctio ns for administering the tests were also given to eac h teacher individual ly.
T esting in the fall was begun before any numbers had been taugh t.
FINDINGS: A one-way analysis of variance was used in th e computin g of the F ratio.
Me thod One, the incidental approac h to the teaching of m athem atics, had a significant F ratio at the 5 % level of 4.37. Method Five, which used the Big Book of AddisonWesley Publ ishi ng Company had a sign if ica nt F ratio at the 5% level of 4.55. Methods Two,
Three, and Fo ur were not s ignifica nt at t he 5% leve l.
CONCLUS ION S: Kinderga rten e nt ran ts under Method Four scored th e highest test scores on
fo ur of the strands. These same ch ildren as kindergarten graduates scored the lowest on these
sam e four strands. It appears that a n in ex pe rienced teache r does have an effect on th e amount
of mathematical knowledge a ch il d under her guidance lea rn s.
Three strands showed the greatest mean variances. Each teacher had set various goa ls
fo r her c hildre n to atta in . The test shows indicatio n that the child ren scored very closely to
wh at the teacher expected of them. Teacher expectations seem t o play a n importa nt part in
pup il accomplishment.
Th e difference in F ratios be twee n Me thod One and Method Five was .1 8. These two
methods ranked either first or second in every part of th e test a t the end of the year. The combi ned efforts of these two methods shou ld make an effective approach to the teaching of mathe matics to kindergarten ch ild ren.
Based o n accomplishm ents by kindergarten grad uates it appears th at written exe rcises play an important part in the reinfo rcement of a m ath e matica l concept as does grouping
fo r a bility instru ction .
RECOMMENDATIONS : District# 1 1 should enlist the services of th e teachers of Method One
a nd Method F ive to keep a necdotal records of lessons be ing ta ught during the remainder of the
year. These lessons should be comp il ed into a written curriculum of mathe matical concepts
with added explicit d irections on th e m a nner in which these concepts are to be developed.
The Distri ct Gu ide for the Teaching of Mathem.atics shou ld be rew ritten t o include
grou ping for ability procedures and the various levels of expectations for each group. In-service
training should be given to each teacher e ither before the institution of the new cu rric ulum or
while it is be ing taught. Work books limited to the con ce.pts of the num erals one through te n
should not be purchased.
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APPROVED BY TH ESIS COMMI TTEE, MAY 1972
Thomas C. Park, Chairman

INQUIRY ORIENTED SCIENCE INSTRUCTION AS A GOAL IN THE TEACHING OF ELEMENTARY SCIENCE IN THE MOUNDS VIEW SCHOOL SYSTEM

Warren A. Emmons

Evaluating inquiry oriented science as a primary goal of an elementary science program encompassed four major areas. The purpose of the study was to : ( 1) evaluate the elementary school
sc ience textbooks and the new science programs used in Mounds View Schools, and examine
the relationship of these materials to the criteria for inquiry oriented science instruction;
(2) determine what methods teachers should use to develop facility in scientific skills and attitudes through the use of inquiry ; (3) evaluate students' ability to cope with inquiry oriented
science; and (4) evaluate the success of efforts to implement inquiry oriented science into the
Mounds View Elementary Schools.
The literature revealed that the process skills of inquiry are being stressed more in
the elementary schools today than in the past and most scholars agree that these ski lls are a
desirable goal in elementary school science programs. How, when and to what degree the inquiry methods should be taught to students is not agreed upon, however the trend is to encourage ·a revision of science methods towards more inquiry techniques.
Criteria used in evaluating textbooks in relation to the new science programs used in
the Mounds View Elementary Schools included a critique of four science units. These units
were representative samples of Elementary Science Study units and textbook units. Opportunity for process skill development was shown to exist in both methods of instruction, however
the Elementary Science Study units provided easier access to science materials that provide for
process ski ll development through investigation and experimentation.
To determine the methods used by teachers to develop facility in scientific skills and
attitudes through th e use of inquiry, a survey checklist was deve loped and distributed to fourth,
fifth and sixth grade teachers of science in School Distric t# 621. The results indicated that opportunity for process ski lls of inquiry are not provided extensive ly for students in this age
group.
A test was devised in which processes comprising scientific inquiry were included .
The test was adm ini stered with a set of standardized directions to 717 fourth, fifth and sixth
grade students.
Techniques used as a basis for drawing conclusions from the science process test were
se lec ted and applied. A test for re liability was completed by determining the coefficie nt of
correlation between the number of co rrect responses of odd and even numbered questions.
The Spearman-Brown prophecy formula for measuring reliability was then app lied to the sp lit
halves technique of odd-even responses.
Six teachers examined the test a nd completed a rating scale for each of the five process skills inc luded in the t est for the purpose of establishing face validity.
To compare the test results of fourth, fifth and sixth grade students a f requency
d istributio n, a c ummul a tive frequency distribution, standard deviation s and mean scores were
determined for each grade le ve l tested .
The procedures used to exam ine th e test revealed a re li abi lity coefficient of .84 and
a favo rable face validity. The test indicates that the three grade levels tested are able to successfully cope with the skills of identifying facts, inferences, observations, hypothesis and characteristics for classifying.
The d ifferences in abilities of students at the three grade leve ls tested showed that
sixth graders are more proficient than fifth graders, and that fifth graders are more proficient
than fourth graders . The difference in th e proficiency was not shown to be large.
To evaluate the scie nce program that now exists in District# 621 to determ in e the
exte nt to which inquiry science has bee n implemented in the e lementary school s, a survey was
devised . The survey was divided into ten categories, and each of them consisted of items pertaining to aspects of a science program that is desirable for implementing inquiry science
instruction . Weaknesses were revealed indicating a need for reorgani zation and inservice training for teachers.

APPROVED BY THESIS COMM ITTEE, AUGUST 79 72
Thomas C. Park, Chairman
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INDIVIDUALIZED STATION APPROACH TO REA DING VS. BASAL
READER PROGRAM 1N A FOURTH GRADE
Glenda je wel Henry Masha
PROBLEM : The purpose of thi s stud y was to co mp are t he achievements of the fourth grade
students under th e Indi vid uali zed Station Approach to Reading during t he schoo l yea rs
19 70-197 1 and 197 1-19 72 with the fo urth grade st ude nts under the Basal Reader Program
durin g th e sc hool yea r 1969-19 70 . Thi s study was conducted a t the Bl ai ne Elementary School
in Spring Lake Park , Minn esota, Distri ct 16.
PROCEDURE AND FINDINGS: Th e fo llowing tests were used to co ll ect the data: (1) Th e
Otis-Lennon Mental Ability test , (2) Hou ghton Mifflin Basic Re adi ng T est for Hi gh Roads,
(3) th e Iowa Test for Basic Skills, a nd (4) the Metropolita n Achievement Test. A o ne-way
analysis of variance was applied to the IQ scores. Th e re was no sig nificant diffe rence between
th e three gro ups' IQ scores.
A t-test was a pplied to each individu a l test co nta ined in th e Hou ghton Mifflin Basic
Rea ding Test for High Road s. The Comparison Group under th e Basa l Reader Program was
compared to each of the expe rimenta l groups und er the Individuali zed Station Approach. The
two groups under the station a pproach were compared to each other. Th e three gro ups were
compared on 24 different tests. There were signifi ca nt differences in t he reading achieveme nts
between the Comparison Group a nd the Expe rimental Group Two on 18 tests with th e Experimental Group Two showin g th e larger ga in in a ll of the tests . Lookin g at the two experimental
groups, th e re were significant differences in the reading achievements between the Ex perim e ntal
Group One and the Experimental Group Two on 13 of the tests with Experimental Group Two
showing th e la rger gai ns.
On th e scores of the standard achievement test, a t-test of gain scores was a ppli ed.
Th e re were signifi cant di ffere nces a mong most of the comparisons showi ng that th ere had bee n
substantial growth in a ll the gro ups during the time of the stud y . Al so, at-ratio was app li ed to
the grade equ ivalents in the verbal and re ad in g skills which were ta ken during the fall of their
fifth grade year . In comparing th e three groups to one another on the sta nd a rd ac hi eve men t
test, there were no sign ifica nt differences in their sco res.
CONCLUSION:
From the results obtained in t hi s study, the two ex perim e nta l groups
(1970-1971 and 19 71 -19 72) sho wed signi f ica nt differences in many areas th at were stud ied
when co mp a red with the Comparison Group (19 69-19 70). The author co nc lud ed t hat the
Indi viduali ze d Station Approach to Re ad in g as defi ned in this st ud y was a better met hod to
teach rea din g than the Basa l Reader Progra m .
APPROVED BY THESIS COMM ITTEE, MAY 79 73
Russell H. Sch midt, Chairman

A DESCRIPTIVE DEATH AND DYING RESOURCE UNIT FOR GRADES 5, 6, 7,
OR 8 PUBLIC SCHOOL STUDY: ITS RATIONALE, CONCERNS, AND DEVELOPMENT
Duane Einar Nelson
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Thi s thesis , which proposes a reso urce unit for death and dying ed ucation, has seve ral ma nife st
purposes:
1. T o esta bli sh general and specifi c guid eline s for a fo rm a ll y structured stud y of
death and dying by e lementa ry chi ldren.
2. T o invite progressive sc hoo ls upon adventures with death a nd dying e du ca tion ;
wherein and what would be its effectiveness?
The review of literature surveye d applicable background in fo rm atio n (philosop hi ca l
and practical concepts) as proposed a nd/or researc hed by child educators, medica l doctors,
psy chologists, nurses and re li giou s representatives. A preponderance of the ir ev idences rel a tes
that children today and previousl y have/had interest coup led with inherent need s for death and
dying education. Th e lite rature f urther portrayed young peo ple as bein g ill-equipped emotion-

ally for death and dying, hav ing been guided inadvertently by family, friends, entertainme nt
and news media , teachers, eta!. sources.
The Death a nd Dyi ng Reso urce Unit has o utlined areas of importance thro ugh its
development. A basic unders ta ndin g of death and dying (re levant to emotional and intell ec tual
m aturiti es) is definitely sig ni ficant in the complete ed ucation of chi ldren.
Behav io ral objec·
t ives are stated which relate the se lf-ad just ments a nd understandings hopefully to be accomplished by ch il d ren. Many issues, pro b le ms and question s have bee n proposed to encourage a nd
focus young peo pl e's thinking upon the topic of de at h and dying. An inventory is represe nted
of possi ble activities (with imp li ed tec hniques) t o initiate, develop and concl ud e a death and
dying unit of study . Several suggestio ns indicated for evaluation of the Death a nd Dying Re·
so urce Unit would be to determine t he effective ness a nd va lue through its contemplative st udy
in either grade 5, 6, 7, or 8. Then major safeguard co nsideratio ns identified are acknow ledgments that an organi ze d st udy of dea th a nd dying in the elementary public schoo ls is potentially co ntrove rsi al.
Durin g the e le m e ntary school years chi ldren have multiple interests and needs. Child ren wa nt to learn about t hemse lves, t he ph ysica l world and their social environme nts. Few students graduate "automatically" from sc hools with the personality charac teristics of honesty,
self-respo nsibi li ty, com mon se nse, and the discipline of emotions. Therefore, children require
personal experie nces regarding death and dying, with adult guidance, to man age themselves,
t he ir be hav iors, and es pec ia ll y their fee li ngs . However, if pupil s learn a bout death and, simi larly , sex hapha za rdl y, ad ults co nce rn ed a nd involved with education should reali ze th e :co nse que nces.
For adults a nd ch ildren a ph iloso ph y of li fe which de nies and ignores a n understanding of death becomes inadequ ate. Elem e ntary schoo ls by offering death ed ucation wou ld counse l yo un g people for daily livi ng in usin g their emotio na l faculties to m a nage adversity, however e ncou ntered. Educators everyw here a re encouraged to participate in the cha ll enges a nd
opportunities ava il a bl e with a ration al a pproac h toward death and dyin g education for c hildren
of in terme di ate ages.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMM ITTEE, } UL Y 7973
L ouis j. Karakas, Chairman

A SURVEY OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION IN
THE MINNEA POLIS AND SA IN T PAUL SUBURBS

Stephen Maurice Saunders
The purpose of thi s st ud y was to determine the amo unt a nd kind of envi ronmenta l education
bei ng offered to the in termed iate aged chi ldren in a samp lin g of suburb an e lem e ntary sc hools
in the Twin City subu rb a n area. The hypo th esis of the study was th a t a majority of the suburban schoo ls taught environ mental ed ucat ion but that this was done in a ha phaza rd, nonseq ue ntial manner .
The principals of a rando m samp le of e leme nt ary school in each of the tw e nty-nine
Mi nn eapo li s-Sa in t Paul suburb an sc hool districts included in the st ud y was surve yed by means
of a mailed questionnaire. The data was co ll ec ted in the fa ll of 1971 co nce rn ing t he 1971-1972
schoo l year.
T he m ajo ri ty of the principals sur veyed reported that e nviromental ed ucation was
being taught at th e interm ediate grade level. The data shows th at 78.4 percent of the inter mediate grades were teaching environmental ed u cat io n . O ne of the tw e nty-e ight schoo l distr icts
completi ng the survey had a k ind ergarten through twelfth grade curric ulum in e nvir onmental
education and o ne district had a kindergarten through six th grade c urri culum. About one-th ird
(32.2 percent) of th e teachers in the stu dy had been trained in e nvironmental educatio n . Over
ha lf of t he grade levels surveyed used prepared units in e nvitonmental ed ucat ion and sixty percent of them took env iro nm enta l field trips.
CONC LUSIONS : There is a great dea l of environmental ed uc at ion being taught in th e Twin
City suburbs, but it is no t being taught in a se quenti all y structured program. There is little
difference between the fourth, fifth or six th gra des in the amount of environme'ltal ed ucatio n
being ta ught. Trai n ing of teachers seems to be an important factor in increasing the amou nt
of e nviro nm e nta l education being taught.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMM ITTEE, } UL Y 7972
Russell H. Schmidt, Chairman
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THE COLD SPRING INDIVIDUALIZED MATHEMATICS PROGRAM FOR
GRADES FIVE AND SIX

Rita M. W. Stucke/
PROBLEM: It is the purpose of this study to give a descriptive case study of the individua lized
mathematics program for grades five and six, which was devised for the Cold Spring Publi c Elementary School, and to report the evaluation of its progress after four years of operation.
PROCEDURE : The basal text method of approach was used in preparing the program. An
assessme nt of student needs in mathematics was made. The needed ski ll s were divided into
units. Behavioral objectives were prepared to cover each unit. Contracts to help the student
attain the objectives were written . Criterion referenced tests to measure stude n t achievement
of the objectives were prepared.
An analysis and comparison was made of the test scores of the mathematics section
of The Iowa Tests of Basic Skills, administered in 1971, 1972 ; and 1973.
Detailed records were kept of the contracts comple ted and the proficiency level attained by each student on the criterion referenced tests.
A survey of junior high teachers was conducted to determine how students rated as
to independence in work habits. Yearly student polls were taken to ascertain student reaction
to individualized instruction. A questionnaire was sent to the parents of 138 students to obtain
parental reactions to the program.
FINDINGS: By significant test ~twas determined that more children were working at grade
leve l and above in 1973 than in 1971 or 1972. The 1973 test mean national percentile for
grade five was 66.30%, for grade six 59.97%. Overall growth in mathematics skills in a two-year
period showed, on the average, low ability students gained 19.92 month s, average ability students gained 19.24 months, and high ability students gained 21.74 months.
The criterion referenced tests showed at least 80% of the students reached the required proficiency level on the first try with boys rating higher than girls. The second year in
the program produced more significant growth. Junior high teachers indicated t h e students
from the program a re exhibiti ng independence. Results of the student polls and the parental
questionnaire revealed that both students and parents approve of the program.
CONCLUSIONS: The individuali zed mathematics program was judged to be successful. The
standardized test used indicated success. The criterion referenced tests showed th e students
performed well. The student and parent reaction to the program was highly positive.
The writer concludes that the experience of preparing and implementing a program
of this nature makes a teacher more aware of how learning takes place, therefore a more
effective and efficient teacher.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, AUGUST 7973

Russell H. Schmidt, Chairman

EVALUATING CRITICAL THINKING AS A PRIMARY GOAL IN THE
TEACHING OF ELEMENTARY SOCIAL STUDIES IN THE MOUNDS
VIEW SCHOOL SYSTEM

Ronald George Swee!ey
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Evaluating critical thinking as a primary goal of an elementary social studies program encompassed four major areas. The purpose of the study was to: (1) determine the validity of
critical thinking as an atta inab le goal by investigating the literature, (2) see if critical thinking
can be taught by the use of one textbook, (3) determine if supplementary materials are used,
and (4) evaluate sixth grade children 's critical thinking ab ility by using a teacher-prepared
test.
The literature indicated that critical thinking ski lls must be considered as a goal of
social studies instruction. An adeq uate background of the thinking stages, a n organized sequence of thinking tools, a consciousness of available materials, coupled with a positive class-

room atmosphere and use of appropriate questions are necessary for instruct ion .
Criteria used in evalu ating textbooks in re lation to critical thinking s kill s included a
critiqu e of four social stu dies texts.
1. Was critical thinking stated as a goal a nd was a seq uence of steps included for
teaching each facet of c ritical thinking?
2 . Did the a uthors' questions meet th e criteria which were set up in Taba's model
of cognitive tasks, the Inte r-College Committee's definition of infere nces ?
3. Did the sequ ence of the authors' questions a llow fo r a c hild 's experiences first?
Ex posure of the critica l thinking sk ills was presented in the texts, but reinforcement
of those sk ill s was lacking. A procedure in the presentation of a skill was ge nerally lacki ng except when problem solving was an objective . Questions we re presented in all th e texts, but a
problem resu lted, because the qu estions did not a ll ow the child to use his first-hand experiences
before tacking a question involv ing a n unfamiliar setting. Evaluations were indicated in the
fo rm of c heck lists, a necdotal records and objective testing. Checklists and anecdotal records
were limited , because of the time factor requ ired for individual evaluations. Generally the
tests did not measure the critical thinking objective listed as a goal in the text.
Supplementary materials used by the teachers of t he children tested were in ve ntoried . Types of supp lementary sources were checked in co njun ction with the teacher's
identification of each ski ll with the k ind of resource used.
The resource inventory revealed that socia l stud ies basal a nd supp lementa ry texts
were em ployed along with nonfiction library books, fi lm s, newspapers, and maps and glo bes .
Primary sources were seldom used. Th e in ventory was limited, because the d egree to which
each source was used in developing each facet of critica l thi nking was not a part of the inven tory .
A mul t ip le-choice , teacher-p repared test was deve loped: (1) to use as a classroom
measurement, and (2) to use as a standardized instrument for predicting sixth grade chi ldren 's
ach ievement in their use of th e cr itica l thinking skills. The test was administered with a set of
standardized directions to 442 children .
A mean of 13.9 with a var iance of 22.6 and a standard deviation of 4.8 indicated a
cen t ral tendency of the test t o approximate a normal curve . A reliability coeffic ie nt of .562
was established with a confide nce interval significant a t t h e .05 level. This pilot study warrants
f urth er testing and research.
An item ana lysis was cond ucted to improve the reliability of the test. Poor a nd marginal items (six of the t hirty) were revised. Some of the test distractors indicated that they were
either too plausibl e or too difficult. Also the distractors tested a ch ild 's conciseness in reading
and not just the ski ll it was intended to m easure , alo ng with one response preying o n a child 's
preconception of the item's conte n t. A fifth difficulty involved repetitive wording in the
response .
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, }UN £ 7972
jam es W. Anderson, Chairman

HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION
THE USE OF ANTHROPOMETR IC AND SKINFOLD MEASUREMENTS IN
PREDICTING M I NIMA L WEIGHTS OF HIGH SCHOOL WRESTLERS
Michael D. Bah
Forty-three h igh school wrestlers between the ages of fo urteen and e ighteen years, f rom th e
St. Cloud area, were measu red for seve n body d iameters and six ski nfold ·measurements. The
seve n body diamet ers were: height, chest width, chest depth, bi -il iac width, bitrochanteric
width , wri st diameters, and ankle dia m eters. Th e s ix sk info lds that were taken were at th e
fo ll ow ing body sites: subscap ular , tricep, chest, abdomen, supra-iliac, a nd thigh. Th e bod y
diameters were substit uted into a formula, develo ped by Tcheng a nd Tipton in Iowa, to predict
the minimal weight at which each wrestl er should com pete. The six skinfolds were substituted
into a formu la, a lso developed by T cheng and Ti pton , to predict the percent body fa t. The
body diameters we re taken twice, the f irst week of practice and agai n half-way through th e
wrestling seaso n. The skinfold measurements were taken four times: the f irst week of the
seaso n, half-way through the season, the week prior to tournaments, and a month after the
season. The results of these m easurements were compared to results obtained by the fo llowing
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investigations from four other geographical areas: Clarke in southern Minnesota, Sinning at
Springfield, Massachusetts, Katch and Michael in southern California, and Tcheng and Tipton in
Iowa.
The following hypotheses were investigated : (1) that St. Cloud area wrestlers ' mea·
surements were no different than those of wrestlers from other geographic areas, (2) that the
medically certified weight was no different than the actual wrestling weight, (3) th at the predicted weight was no different than the medically certified weight and (4) that the actual
weight was no different than the predicted weight. Comparison for total groups were made
using the t·ratio test. None of the hypotheses were significantly different at the .05 level of
confidence. However, when examining individual wrestlers and their predicted, certified and
actual weights large differences were found in some cases. It was concluded that the Tcheng·
Tipton method for predicting minimal wrestling weights should be used as a guide for finding
the minimal wrestling weight, but should not be used as the sole criteria.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, ]UL Y 7973
George Serdula, Chairman

A SURVEY OF EMPLOYEE INTEREST IN INDUSTRIAL RECREATION AT
STEARNS MANUFACTURING COMPANY, SAUK RAPIDS, MINNESOTA

Donald A . Bergman
The purpose of this study was to determine whether employee interest was substantial to war·
rant the development of an industrial recreation program at the Stearns Manufacturing Company, Sauk Rapids, Minnesota, and to gain information related to employee desires and attitudes regarding such a program .
A census study, in the form of a questionnaire, was conducted and the results were
obtained from 241 (fifty-eight percent) of 412 possible questionnaire returns. Chi square tests
were used to determine significant differences in answers given by employees with regard to the
following hypotheses : (1) there is no significant difference between married employees and
single employees in interest expressed concerning the organi zation of an industrial recreation
program, (2) there is no significant difference between employees of varying age groups con·
cerning interest in the organization of an industrial recreation program, (3) there is no signifi·
cant difference between employee interest and number of children concerning the organization
of an industrial recreation program.
A significant difference was discovered for the second hypothesis only, at the .05
level of confidence. Actual number tabulations or percentages were made for all questionnaire
responses. It was concluded that substantial interest did exist for the development of a plant
recreation program. Employee desires and attitudes toward such. aspects of a recreation pro·
gram as management, finance, schedul irig, and activities were also obtained from the study.
A joint company and employee method of management and finance were desired by the em·
ployees. Evenings and weekends were selected as the best times to schedule plant activities, and
the leading activities chosen were bowling, swimming, volleyball, arts-crafts, and picnic-camping.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, jU NE 7974
Robert G. Wax/ax, Chairman

A COMPARATIVE STUDY DESIGNED TO MEASURE THE SELF EVALUATED
PERSONALITIES OF HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL COACHES AND THEIR
PERCEPTIONS OF THE IDEAL FOOTBALL COACH'S PERSONALITY

Gary M. Buer
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GENERAL PROBLEM: The general problem was to determine what relationships existed
through an individual-to-group profile similarity coefficient, between an individual football

coach's test scores, as determined by Cattell's 16 Personality Factor Questionnaire, and selected
football codches' perceptions of the "ideal" football coac h 's personality profile.
LIMITATIONS: This study was limited to fifty high school footba ll coaches from the public
schools in Minnesota. For the purpose of this study the Cattell 16 Personality Factor Questio nn aire was used by the football coaches to measure their personality traits . The coaches also
used Cattell's 16 Perso nality Factor Profile (Coaches Rating Scale) to measure the traits of the
"ideal" high school foot ball coach.
PROCEDURES: Data for this study were gathered fro m fifty selected high school football
coaches in Minnesota during March, 1973 . After the study was approved, a contact letter was
se n t to each coach thoroughly explaining the study. Each coach was given a copy of Cattell's
16 Personality Factor Profile {Coaches Rating Scale) a nd was asked to assess the personality
traits of the "ideal" high school football coach . Cattell's 16 Personality Factor Questionnaire
was then administered to the fifty coaches to evaluate their personality traits.
TREATMENT OF DATA: The data on the 16 Personality Factor Questionnaire were ha nd
scored as directed in Cattell's Handbook for the 16 Perso nality Factors. The coaches received a
raw score on each personality dimension which was then converted into a standard ten sco re,
based on norm s for males over twenty years of age. From this a personality profile for each
coach was formulated, based on a one to ten rating sca le for each trait. Raw · scores from the
Coaches Rating Scale were converted into mean scores for each of the perceived coaches personality profile.
The profile si mil arity coefficie nt (rp) was used to determine correlations between the
personality trait scores on the 16 Personality Factor Questionnaire and the Coaches Rating
Scale . After calculation of rp, sig nifi cance was then determined by Horn's T able (Appendix 2,
Cattell, et al., 1970, p. 306). Acceptance for significance was set at the .05 level of confidence.
FINDINGS: The results of this study revealed that a significant correlation did not exist between individual coaches' test sco res a nd the perceptions of the selected coaching group's
" id ea l" coach's personality profile. Nor did a signifi cant co rrelation exist between. individual
coach's test scores and their perceptions of the "ideal" coach's personality profile.
Years of coac hin g experience and the career won-lost record were not significant factors in the coach's ab ility to perceive the "ideal" coach 's personality profile.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, MARCH 7974
Robert Wax/ax, Chairman

THE EFFECTIVENESS OF SOCIODRAMA AS A TOOL IN DRUG EDUCATION
Glenn D. Donnay
PROBLEM : The purpose of this study was to develop a sociodrama which could be used as a
tool in drug education, portray accurately the local drug scene, be presented by former users,
and be proven effec ti ve when subjected to ana lysis .
PROCEDURES: The soc iodrama was developed through a series of sce nes in each of which a
central theme was developed by the cast members in accordance with their individual personal
experiences. Additional revisions were made afte r the initial performance.
A questionnaire was developed to measure se le cted att itudin al changes. Item s proving non-discriminatory were replaced after the first admin istration . A five-point Likert scale
was adopted sin ce responses co uld eas il y be recorded on an IBM 12 30 answer sheet. The investigator personally delivered all materials to the designated school authority who was requested to fo ll ow standa rdi zed procedures in admin isteri ng the pre - and oost-tests.
The sociodrama was presented at six sites during the winter and spring quarters,
1972, to Central Minnesota elementary, junior high, and senior high schoo l stude nts, resulting
in a total samp le of 1,315 respondents . Their responses were statistically analyzed using a twotailed t-test to determine the significance of the differences between the pre- and post-test
means obtained for each item .
FINDINGS: Statistical significance was obtained for fifteen of the twenty items administered
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to the total group. The responses to thirteen of t hese items showed a sh ift toward the desired
outcome, while those for the other two were reversed. When the total group was subdivided
on the basis of age a nd locatio n, further evidence was obtained to su bstantiate the effectiveness
of the sociodrama, but comparisons within the study could not be made due to variation in the
subgroup sample size. Significance was determined at the .05 level of confidence.
The following factors may have affected the results: credibility of the cast; egoinvolvement on the part of the audience; controversial nature of the play; prior knowledge
among the audience; and the time allotted for each performance. These factors were in agreement with previousl y completed studies. While the total sample was large, it was inferred that
another factor, namely the sociodrama, was necessary to obtain fifteen sign ifica nt item s.
No attempt was made to measure the therapeutic benefit to individual cast members, a ltho ugh
this was noted.
CONCLUSIONS: Based upon the findings, it was concluded that the sociodrama developed in
this study, was an effective means of drug education for the total sample.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMM ITTEE, AUGUST 79 72
Cameron Thompson, Chairman

A CURRICULUM INFORMATION AND DEVELOPMENT STUDY FOR SEVENTH
AND NINTH GRADE STUDENTS IN SMOKING EDUCA T/ON

Robert W. Wandberg
PROBLEM: The problem of this study was to determine the smoking characteristics of the
seventh and ninth grade students enrolled in the Bloomington Public Schools of Minnesota in
regard to their personal smoking patterns, the smoking patterns of their parents, the knowledge
they possess on the effects of smoking and various attitudes and opinions he ld by these students.
PROCEDURES : The 2,930 subjects were tested with a forty-two item questionnaire during
regularly scheduled science and hea lth education c lasses. Students were able to complete the
questionnaire at their own rate which was normally abo ut thirty minutes.
The student was required to identify himself only in regard to grade, school, and sex.
No names or other identifying marks were required .
Answer cards were then statistically analyzed by TIES Computer Service. The answer cards were first analyzed separately according to each grade an d sex--then as a total gro up .
FINDINGS :
1. In grade seven eleven percent of the students smoke.
2. In grade nine, 23 percent of the students smoke.
3. Girls--in both grades seven and nine have a high er inciden ce of smoking than the
boys--especially at grade nine where 28 percent smoke.
4. Fathers of 47 percent of the tested students smoke.
5. Mothers of 35 percent of the tested students smoke.
6 . Seventh grade students were lower in know ledge concerning the effects of smoking than the ninth grade students.
7 . Smoking students were lower in knowledge concerning the effects of smoking
than the non-smoking students.
8. Most (84 percent) students believe teenagers s tart smoking because thei r friends
and associates smoke.
9. Most (82 percent) students agreed with th e state ment, "When I have c hildren I
hope that they never smoke."
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RECOMMENDATIONS : It is recommended ...
1. that more emphasis be placed in smoking education before grade seven .
2. that smoking education program s exist in grades seven , eight, and nine .
3. that education regarding the female (teenage) smoking characteristics shou ld be
emphasized especially and specifically before grade nine.
4. that education regarding parental influence in association with cigarette smoking
be presented.

5. that ed ucatio n regarding psychological depende nce be incl uded--possib ly emphasized.
6. that ed ucation rega rding peer pressures associated with cigarette smoki ng be in·
eluded in the program .
7. that the health ed ucator d irectly presenting the smoking and tobacco program to
the stud ents be a n o n-smoker.

APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, DECEMBER 7973
Chet Buckley, Chairman

INFORMATION MEDIA
A SURVEY OF PAPERBACK USAGE IN MINNESOTA PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Robin j. Crumb
PROBLE M: The intent of this study was (1) to determine the exte n t of paperback usage in
Minnesota; (2) to stu d y acq uisitio n, catalogu ing and processing methods for paperbacks; a nd
(3) to com pare paperback usage in different types of public school s.
PROCEDURES: Two h un dred q uestionnaires were d istributed to building level media person ·
nel througho ut th e state. Those responding to the questio nn a ire were asked to check a ll appli·
cab le a nswers. The returned questio nn aires were charted in all categories that app li ed.
F INDINGS : On e hundred and seventy-three questionnaires were returned. The survey ind icat·
ed that m a n y schools are combining aud io-visual a nd libra ry services. The results also showed
t ha t most schoo ls are now usi ng paperbacks throughout th e building inc lud ing the media
ce nter. Answers to questions regarding acq ui sitions, processing, storage, cata logui ng and circulation indicated that a wide range of ideas and methods are being used in the public school s.
Personal comments and experiences also revealed so me interesti ng methods fo r using paper·
backs.
SUMMARY AND CONC LUSI ONS: The results of this survey were not necessarily surprising;
however, the study does se rve as a type of eval uative in strum ent in determining what has already been done with paperbacks throughout the state. Thi s information co uld be used to
establish more co ncrete guidelin es for usage of paperb ack materials.

APPROVED BY FIELD STUDY COMM ITTEE, AUGUST 7973
Lawrence B. Smelser, Chairman

A NON-TECHNICA L GUIDE TO THE PRODUCTION OF SOUND SLIDE SETS
Charles L. Droubie
It is the a uth or's co ntention that a udiovisua l materials prepared co mmercially fo r a w ide range
of a udie nces ca nn ot be as effective in meet in g specific lear ning objectives as materials designed
fo r those o bjec ti ves.
This non -tech nical guide to th e prod uction of so und sli de sets is a 178 visual sound
slid e se ries w hi ch collects from many so urces th e most important components of sound slid e
set production . Th ese are simplified to the point whe re success ca n be appreciated without
vast expend itures of time and money . Th e need for such a gui de is reinforce d by research
wh ich indicates that simple, well -pla nn ed local prod uctio ns can be as effec ti ve as commerc ial
presentations.
The produ c tion is characte ri zed by simple, relevant hin ts w h ic h ca n be t he fo und a-
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tion for further succe ssful experimentation by the user. The ai m is to dispell the educator's
fear of proceeding with such a production a nd replace it with a workable background in sound
slide set production skills.
APPROVED BY FIELD STUDY COMM ITTEE, AUGUST 7973

Lawrence B. Smelser, Chairman

HISTORY, ORGANIZA T!ON AND ADMINISTRA T/VE STRUCTURE OF
LEARNING RESOURCES SERVICES AND DEPARTMENT OF LIBRARY AND
AUDIOVISUAL EDUCA T!ON OF ST. CLOUD STATE COLLEGE
C. Robert jaspersen
PROBLEM : The problem for this study was to depict the history of Learnin g ResourcesServices a nd to provide a description of the philosophy, administrative structure and operational
guidelines that make Learning Resources Services and The Department of Library and Audiovisual Education in the School of Education at St. Cloud State College unique . The purpose of
the study was to disclose how the "total media concept" was conceived, developed and made
an integral part of the educational process at St. Cloud State College. This study was made to
show one way the "total media concept" was implemented at the college level, not the only
way. No attempt was made to evaluate the model described here.
PROCEDURE: The desi gn for this field study was to explore and investigate the history,
f unction, and possible f uture programs of Learning Resources Services a nd The Department of
Library and Audiovisual Education. The approach to the subject was heuristic in nature a nd
no effort was made to prove any specific hypothesis. Research procedures depended on the
form of the data available. Published and unpublished. Printed material s took the form of reports, books, catalogues, bulletins, and periodicals. In order to provide personal, subjective and
unprinted information about Learning Resources Services and The Department of Library and
Audiovisual Education personal, tape recorded, interviews were conducted with various peopl e
across campus who could furnish any information that would fill in the gaps in this historical
development.
FINDINGS: St. Cloud Normal School opened in September, 1869 as the third Minnesota
State Normal School. Over the years the emphasis of the school was changed from primarily
teacher training to a multi-purpose institution offering undergraduate and graduate programs
of study in the School of Business, School of Education , School of Fine Arts, School of Industry, School of Liberal Arts and Sciences, and the Graduate School. The growth and change
of the library into a Learning Resources Center took place at a rapid rate also in order to keep
pace with the rapidly growing and changing College. It is stated in the philosophy that Learning Resources Services is organized to include all instructional resources used in support of
teaching a nd learning at St. Cloud State College . The organizational framework of Learning
Resources Services is built upon a line and staff relationship. The general categories of personnel within that framework are Dean of Learning Resources Services, Assistant Deans , Division
Supervisors, Section Leader and Section Personnel. The fact that everyone on the staff is expected to teach as well as have a responsibility in a Service Area is unique to St. Cloud State
College Le arning Resources Services. This has made the staff much stronger and more flexible
in many ways.
CONCLUSIONS: In one of the first courses a student takes upon entering the Information
Media Program in the Department of Library and Audiovisual Education in the School of
Educa tion it is stressed heavily that " People in Media must be willing to change." This becomes
very apparent when looking into the future of education in general and Learning Resources
Services in particular. It has been said that, "Yo ung people are getting conditioned to communication of a non-linear variety and if we in education are going to compete for their lea rning
attention we are going to have to adapt to and adopt such a program."
APPROVED BY FIELD STUDY COMM ITTEE, AUGUST 1973
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Lawrence B. Smelser, Chairman

AN INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM FOR THE DESIGN, IMPLEMENTATION,
MAINTENANCE, AND £VALVA TION OF A MEDIA PROGRAM IN
GRADES K-9

jack R. Loss
PROBLEM : Wh e n organ1z1ng a media program within a school or district, there must be
a means of assisting teachers in directing students through a program which will prov ide them
with an opportunity to explore and become involved in the new learning alternatives .
It is the problem of this study (1) to examine the literature rel ate d to media pro gram orga ni zation and associated student benefits, (2) to determine the role of teachers and
media staff in initiating suitable systems for directing students in acquiring media resource
skills, and (3) to provide an illustra tive model from which schoo ls might initiate and maintain
a student-directed instructional system for acquiring skil ls needed to use media effec tively.
PROCEDURE : The method of organization of information and find ings is based upon areview of current literature and observations in areas related to media program development, independent study techniques, and approaches to curriculum development and organization.
Using the information from these resources, an effort has been made to distinguish, outline,
organize, and discuss the various elements of media curriculum planning for the grades K-9 .
A model program design for implementation of a m edia curriculum is presented to
serve as a guide to future unit methods and is based upon an existing school program from a
neighboring school district. The difference is noted in the utli zat ion of an audio-tutorial
teach ing technique whic h is used as the primary method of student instruction in the sugge sted model.
FIND INGS : In a n atte mpt to organize a framework of operation for any new program, consideration must always be given to how it may affect or support other learning units and the
established objectives. There is need to evaluate existing situations and to identify prioriti es
dependent upon the environment and educational goals of the school.
The organi za tion of systematic methods of learn ing per se are not an answer to a ll
learning problems or a subst itute for the personal direction of qualified teachers. However,
they may offer some relief to limited staff problems and also free teachers from drill type tasks
or informational rout ines that ca n be acco mplished indep e ndently by th e students.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: Th e development of a media instruction design mode l is
primary to the tota l media resource program effort. The design and eventual application of
such a program will f ind its final test in the degree of media competencies ga ined by the children involved and how they are ab le to make application to a variety of learning di sc iplines
utili zing mu ltiple resource materials.
APPROVED BY FIELD STUDY COMMITTEE, jUNE 79 73
Lawren ce B. Sm elser, Chairman

A COMMUNITY MODEL FOR THE EDUCA T/ONAL USE OF CABLE
TELEVISION IN ST. CLOUD, MINNESOTA

Duane L. Radeke
PROBLEM: Because of community and outside interest in cab le television this study describes
a workable, existing system, its development, impact on the schoo ls and community, and future
project ions of implementation to make cable television a more integra l part of the schoo l and
community.
PROCEDURE : This mode l was developed through search of the literature, information from
authorities in the field, and experience gained over a period of three years.
1. The first phase of the study describes educational needs of the schools with in the
commun ity, vending of educationa l services, a nd the cooperation and p lanning
that shou ld exist between the schools and cable companies.
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2. The second phase of the study describes the present cable facilities in St. Cloud,
the local programming that is presently available over CATV in the community ,
and the evaluation of its impact on the educational program and community
viewers.
3. The third phase explores television expertise within the community, media avail·
able for CATV programming, and community resources necessary for outstanding
local programming.
4. The fourth phase explores the need for inter-agency cooperation within th e community and model specifications for future development of programming and
tec hnical capability necessary to make CATV a more integral part of the schools
and community.
SUMMARY : A realistic approach of implementation was described to solve the following
problems:
1. How did cable televsion become a part of the schools and community?
2. Why is cable television an important aspect in the educational program?
3. What type of negotiations and cooperation should exist between educational inst itutions and the cable company?
4. What type of evaluation is necessary to justify educational involvement in cable
televsion?
5. What type of expertise and materials are available for local programming?
6. How does a school district capitalize on the use of community resources for local
programming ?
7. How does inter-agency cooperation enhance the impact of cable television within
a community?
8. What kind of agencies within a community might find cable television a useful
communication tool?
9. What kind of local programming is possible for a school district involved with
cable television?
CONCLUSIONS: Cable television will play an important role in educational communications,
especially in larger school districts. Educators must get involved in plans for utilization of this
growing technology. Too often educators have struggled for access to cable channels without
systematic planning to meet the educational needs of the community. Involvement is a gradual
process , however, the potential of cable television must be realized by teachers and administrators.
APPROVED BY FIELD STUDY COMMITTEE, MAY 7973
Lawrence 8. Smelser, Chairman

PSYCHOLOGY
A CORRELATIONAL ANALYSIS BETWEEN ACADEMIC INTELLECTUAL
CURIOSITY AND GPA 'S (GRADE POINT AVERAGES)
Paul M. Buenger
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ABSTRACT: A questionnaire was designed to measure academic intellectual curiosity . Academic intellectual curiosity is the tendency for a person under conditions of leisure, or leisure
time to choose ·from among an array of stimuli the stimulus (or stimuli) most likely to contain
higher amounts of academic information. It was expected that a significant correlation could
be obtained between scores on the questionnaire and respective GPA's (grade point averages)
of students administered the questionnaire. For control purposes, the project was designed to
denote an experimental effect.
Academic intellectual curiosity approximates D. Berlyne 's notion of epistemic curiosity. A comprehensive review of the knowledge available concerning curiosity or aspects of
curiosity is presented by Berlyne in his book, Conflict, Arousal and Curiosity.
The questionnaire was comprised of forty questions using a numerical forced-choice
scale. Weights were assigned to each question allowing the subject to score three, one, or zero
points except where only two choices were available (here either one point or zero was scored).
The maxi mum possible score was 164 while the minimum was zero. The choices available for

each question varied from two to five.
Five classes at St. Clo ud State College were selected as representative of the student
body. Classes were chosen from all five schools within the co lle ge. Members of the classes were
administered the questionnaire. A total number of 180 scores were utilized. One hundred one
subjects were taken from classes in which students were released fictitious information on how
academic intel lectual curiosity was shown to be a trait possessed by people of high IQ who
could grasp complex materials easier than those who possessed little or no aca demic intellectual
curiosity. A gro up of seventy-nine subjects were informed about the virtues of study habits
prior to• presentation of the questionnaire. A test-retest reliability coefficient of .83 was ob·
tained on a separate sample of twenty-seven students.
An F ·ratio between the two groups indicated samples whose population variances
were homogeneous. A T·score between the two groups (the 101 and 79) indicated no signifi·
cant difference between the means. The correlations obtained between the scores on the ques·
tionnaire and the respective GPA's (grade point averages) of the students were consistently low.
Hence, it was conc lud ed that the questionnaire in its present form cou ld not be used as a pre·
dictor of college grades.
The next step involved if further wo rk on the project were to continue, would be to
acquire a sta nd ardized instrument meas uring some aspect of curiosity. Concurrent validity be·
tween the questionnaire and the instrument could be established. Although the questionnaire
purports to measure academic intellectual curiosity, empirical data to vindicate this is lacking.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMM ITTEE, }UL Y 7971
M.E. Van Nostrand, Chairman

THE GENERALIZATION OF FEAR REDUCTION FOLLOWING SYSTEMATIC
DESENSITIZATION OF RAT PHOBIAS
Ronald W. Sherman
The present study was designed to investigate if systemat ic desensitization of a specific feared
object (i.e. 426 gram white rat) had any effect on fear reduction with similar objects (other rats
and mice) not dealt with in treatment. Students who reported "terror" or "very much fear" to
rats and mice on the Fear Survey Schedule II were asked to participate in the study. Sixteen
female students were ultimately selected as Ss on the basis of their responses on the Phobic Test
Apparatus (PT A) and the Fear Thermometer (FT). Eight Ss in the treatment group were then
given desensitization to a specific feared object (i.e. 426 gram white rat) . This invo lved two
sessio ns of relaxation training, one session of visualization training, and eight sessions of a
standard schedu le of desens it ization (Nawis 1970). Desensitization was continued until each S
had comp leted the 16·item rat hierarchy. Fol lowing the last desensit ization se ssion, the treat·
ment Ss were again tested on the PTA and the FT. At this time, the eight control Ss were ca ll·
ed in and tested on the same measures . One month later, a fo ll ow-up was completed and both
the treatment and contro l Ss were retested.
The results showed significant reductions in post-tests PTA and FT scores for the
treatment Ss with respect to rats and mice . Thus, the generalization hypothesis was confirmed.
A PPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, MARCH 7972
Charles }. Boltuck, Chairman

CLIENT-CENTERED GROUP COUNSELING COMPARED WITH BEHAVIOR
MOD/FICA TION IN CHANGING /NAPPROPR IA TE BEHAVIOR OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CHILDREN
Lenore S. Subotnik
Forty-six elementary schoo l children identified by their teachers as exhibit in g problem behavior were divided into two experimental gro up s a nd one control group to study the effective ness
of two different counselor ro le s. In one experime ntal gro up , the exper imenter acted as a clie ntcentered gro up counselor wit h the ch ildre n. In the other, she was a consultant to the teachers
of the subjects, teaching them behavior modification. C hanges in the subjects were measured
by independent observers visiting the classrooms, yie ldin g a n inappropriate behavior sco re, and
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by a sociometric test, yielding a reputa tion score. Trends on the observation data were toward
more improvement of the Counseling group than the Consulting or Control groups. Statistically
significant differences were found on the sociometric data , in opposite direction to the trends
of the observation data . The Counseling group's reputation scores decreased in comparison to
the Control group and the Consulting group . The Consulting group showed a trend toward improvement when compared with the Control group. The suggestion was offered that negative
reactions from classmates occurred when students were removed from the classroom f or counseling, and that positive reactions occurred when teachers used positive reinforcement in the
classroom.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, DECEMBER 1977
Derwy n L. Anderson, Chairman

A STUDY OF THE RELA T/ONSHIP BETWEEN ROSENZWEIG PICTUREFRUSTRATION STUDY AND AGGRESSION

Richard L. Theisen
The present experiment was a study of the relationship between the extrapunitive dimension
of the Rosen zweig Picture-Frustration Study (P·F) and aggressive behavior as measured by the
subjects' (Ss) shock intensity selections.
Subjects were divided into a low aggression (LA) group and a high aggression (HA)
group on the basis of their extrapunitive (E) scores on the P-F.
The Ss were told that they were taking part in an experiment to study the effect of
punishment on memory. Their tasks, they were told, was to give shocks to another S, in an
adjacent room, who was trying to memorize a word list. The Ss were instructed to give one
shock every ten seconds until a total of ten shocks were given, to try to interfere with the
memori zation of the word list.
No shocks were actually given and there were no memory group Ss. Each time the
S pressed a switch, one of six lights on a display panel in the next room was lit. The lights were
numbered to correspond to the numbers of the switches. An observer recorded the shock intensity selections as indicated by the lights.
The number assigned to each switch was used to measure shock intensity selection,
with "1" indicating the weakest intensity and "6 " indicating the strongest. The median shock
value for each S was used in the analysis of the data.
No significant difference was found between the LA and HA groups in the expression
of aggression. Also, no sex differences in shock intensity selection were observed.
Based on the concordance of the results between the present study and other similar
experiments, it is suggested that there is not a significant relationship between the P-F and ex·
perimentally observed aggression .
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, jUNE 1972
Charles j. So/tuck, Chairman

READING SPECIAUST
AN INVEST!GA TION OF VIDEO TAPED EXPERIENCES AS AN EXPERIMENTAL
METHOD OF READING INSTRUCTION

Florence Borman
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The purpose of this study was to determine whether a reading program in which students video
taped their own creative activities produced more desirable results than an existing program in
which students worked individually on comprehension, word recognition, spelling, and study
skills. Null hypotheses tested three variables: reading achievement, self-concept, and attitude
toward school.
The sample consisted of twenty pupils selected by computer scheduling from a population of thirty eighth graders, all of whom had scored a grade level of 7.1 or below in the com-

prehension subtest of the Gates·MacGinitie Reading Tests administered the preceding spring.
The experimental group participated in a special program of video taped activities: role-playing
pantomime, choral reading, drama, and story-telling. The control group continued in the exist·
ing individualized reading program. The study was conducted over an eight-month period.
Three instruments were administered as pretests and posttests: the Gates·MacGinitie
Reading Tests, Form E; the California Test of Personality, Intermediate Series; and a locally·
developed Personality and Behavior Rating Scale. There were no significant differences in
mean self-concept gains nor in mean changes of school attitudes. The Gates test revealed a
significant difference at the .01 level of confidence in mean comprehension gain in favor of the
control group, but no significant differences in mean growth of speed and accuracy or vocabu·
lary.
The following conclusions were stated:
1. A reading program based on video taped creative activities has no higher prob·
ability of producing improved self-concepts and attitudes toward school than
does an individualized, skills-centered program.
2. Students in an individualized, skills-centered program are more likely to demon·
strate comprehension gains than students in a program utilizing video taped crea·
tive experiences.
3 . Students who video tape their own activities will demonstrate more enthusiasm
for their class than those involved in skills work, but this enthusiasm should not
be interpreted as a sense of achievement nor as an indication that these students
are reaping more benefits.
4 . Activities using video tape and drama may offer welcome variety to a practice·
centered program.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, ]UL Y 7973
Roger L. Rou ch, Chairman

A STUDY OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF CRITICAL READING ABILITIES IN
SEVENTH AND EIGHT GRADE STUDENTS

Marie Walsh Esser
The experiment was conducted to investigate the development of critical reading . Two-hun·
dred-eighty seventh and eighth grade students and four certified teachers from a central Minne·
sota junior high school participated in the study . Using forms 3A and 3B of Reading Tests
(STEP) , a pre-test/posHest design was used. The 128 students in the experimental group were
given a nine week series of seven lessons designed to teach skimming and scanning, recognizing
the author's purpose, making generalizations, drawing inferences, judging the validity of the
author's ideas, evaluating the logic of the author's statements, and distinguishing fact from
opinion. It was hypothesi zed that the students who had received training in critical reading
would improve their critical reading abilities to a greater degree than those who had not re·
ceived this training. There was a significant difference (.01 level) between the post-test infer·
ence and application sub-tests scores of the seventh grade groups in favor of the experimental
group . There was a significant difference between the post-test evaluation sub-test scores of
both the seventh and eighth grade groups in favor of the experimental groups. Therefore, it
was demonstrated that these critical reading skills do not develop automatically . The critical
readin g skills of evaluation, application, and inference can be taught.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, MARCH 7973
Ly nett e Chang, Chairman

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF CHRONOLOGICAL AGE ON READING ACHIEVEMENT
THROUGH GRADE SIX

james Phillip Lemieux
PROBLEM: It was the purpose of this paper to try to discover if there was any difference be·
tween a child's chronological age when he finished grade six and his level of reading achieve·
ment at that time.
Boys make up the larger percentage of retarded readers and are maturationally one .
year younger than girls. If boys start school later or are retained during their first six years of
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school, they should generally read as well as girls.
PROCEDURE: The Nelson Reading Test, Grades 3-9, Form A was used to test 1245 students
in grade 6.9. Test manual directions were followed explicitly.
The testing took place over a four-year span from 1968 to 1971. All tests were given
by one person in the same testing situation from year to year. Proctors remained unchanged
with only one exception; one new teacher was added.
It was noted that authorities in the field of reading showed divergent and conflicting
views on chronological age and sex d ifferences. Approximately one-half of the literature researched leaned away from chronological age while the other half favored some kind of chronological age criteria for school e ntrance ..
FINDINGS:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Several items of interest were noted:
Boys were two months older chrono logically than the girls;
Older boys tended to read better than older girls;
Younger girls read better than younger boys and older boys;
Younger boys read better than older boys;
Girls averaged nearly one year above the boys in grade equivalents.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: Since the statistics used were limited to the range, median,
and mean, more research sho uld be done in the area of chronological age a nd sex differences.
This research would help educators, administrators, and parents more accurately determine if
their chi ldren are ready for formal reading instruction.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, AUGUST 7972
Roger Rouch, Chairman

ASSESSING TEACHER jUDGEMENT OF INSTRUCTIONAL READING LEVEL

Lois A. Sjoquist
The study examined the competencies of teachers in (a) estimating instructional reading level
of students and (b) testing and teaching of recognition and comprehension skills.
Thirty classroom teachers completed a criterion-referenced test developed for use
with Competency in Teaching Reading (Carl J. Wallen, Science Research Associates, 1972) and
estimated their students ' instructional reading level. The teacher judgements were evaluated by
the stu dents' performance on a cloze test constructed at the reading level indicated by the
teacher.
The following null hypotheses were tested: Hypothesis one--There is no relationship
between a student's performance on a cloze test passage and the reading level estimated by the
teacher and hypothesis two--There is no relationship between a teacher's score on Performance
Measure for Competency in Teaching Reading and his ability to estimate students' instructional
reading level. Hypothesis one was rejected because the statistical analysis revealed a chi square
value of 39.42 (p .01) existed between the variables. Hypothesis two was accepted because the
relationship between the variables was not significant at the .01 level of confidence.
It appeared that teachers were using some criteria in estimating students' instructional reading level but there seemed to be no relationship between their ability to estimate instructional level and their score on the performance measure.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, AUGUST 7973
Roger L. Rouch, Chairman

SECONDARY EDUCATION
AN ANALYSIS OF STUDENT !NIT/A TED ACTIVITIES IN A VOCAL MUSIC
PROGRAM KINDERGARTEN-GRADE NINE

janet Korte
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PROBLEM:

The problem of the study was to determine the effectiveness of the student's

ability to initiate study in the vocal music area, when the student is presented with an open
schedule.
PROCEDURE : The study involved the vocal music area in the Thomas Gray Campus Laboratory School , St. Cloud State Col lege. The writer was an instructor in vocal music in the school.
The study took place betwee n the years of 1967 and 1970. The enrollme nt of students for the
kindergarten through grade nine averaged between 258 and 280 students.
The Thomas Gray Campus Laboratory Schoo l consisted of self-contained classrooms
in 1967 to 1968 . During 1968 to 1969, a move was made to an ungraded unit plan based upon
the Wisconsin Research and Development Model.
In order to develop the study, it was necessary to identify the basic concepts in music education. The eva luative tools were developed into performance criteria sheets for chi ldren. Accurate records were kept over the three-year period in the form of class music schedul es, instructor schedu les and the student-initiated time schedules. Bar graphs and line graphs
were constructed to present the accumulated data. Th e gra phs were presented for each of the
units and the junior high area. Line graphs and summary line graphs show compar isons between years, of the contact hours and the initiated scheduling.
SUMMARY: The change from self-contained rooms to ungraded units presented administrative problems in scheduling especially for the primary areas. Interest time blocks were gradually developed and this enabled some in dependent study time to be set up . Problems of large
numbers of chi ldren in one area gradua ll y diminished. In add ition to the physical problems,
there were some social problems that appeared among the peer groups and in family relation·
ships.
An experimental program for grades seven to nine was set up. General Music was no
lo nger a requirement. Minimum requirements in music a ided in student-initiated scheduling.
Interest groups and independent work units were developed ; however, a chorus was continued
for large group work.
CONCLUSION: To encourage stud ent-in itiated scheduling, interest time blocks in the units
were developed. This enabled the child to select experiences in academic or special areas.
Large group experiences were determined necessa ry and were continued as a part of the music
program.
Individual records of each chi ld's progress were determined necessary a nd were reco rd ed on performance sheets. Skil l areas were developed from these performance sheets.
It is felt by the writer that when the schedu le for music was left open, the students
scheduled themselves into the mu sic program .
APPROVED BY THESIS COMM ITTEE, AUGUST 7971
ja ck R. jones, Chairman

SPECIAL EDUCATION
NEGO TIATED CONTINGENCY CONTRACTING AND NEGATIVE
CLASSROOM BEHA VIORS
Richard H. Bjorum
The purpose of this study was to determine if a negotiated contingency contract would extin guish negati ve classroom behaviors in the treatment and transfer conditions. The subjects
were secondary students with histories of maladjusted school behavior and reading deficiences
atte nding a school for students w ith special needs . A single subject reversa l design was utilized
to determine if the contingency contract wou ld extinguish negative c lassroom behavior in the
treatment and transfer conditions. The treatment condition had a baseline period of one week;
a first modifica tion period of two weeks when the contingency contract was operating; a se·
cond baseline period of two weeks; and a second modification period of two weeks when the
co ntingenc y contract was reinstated . The transfer conditions were other schoo l setti ngs where
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the contingency contract was not operating.
A one-tailed t-tes t for correlated means was employed to test if there was a significant
difference in incidence of negative classroom behavior between A vs Band A vs B' in both conditions (p-<::.05). The results of the analysis indicated that the negotiated contingency contract
did significantly reduce the incidence of negative classroom behavior in the treatment condition
prior to its removal and that it produced a minimal transfer effect where it was not operating.
It can be concluded that contingency negotiated contracting with the students at the Career
Education Center was an effective way of reducing negative classroom behaviors and that when
it is abruptly removed it has a detrimental effect on the classroom adjustment of students.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, AUGUST 7973
Floyd W. Ayers, Chairman

ATTITUDES TOWARD THE HANDICAPPED HELD BY COLLEGE STUDENTS
WHO HAVE SELECTED SPECIAL EDUCA T/ON AS A CAREER VERSUS
THOSE WHO HAVE SELECTED ELEMENTARY EDUCA T/ON
Carrie M. Branum
PROBLEM: This study attempted to identify differences in attitudes toward handicapped persons among elementary education students at St. Cloud State College. The study a lso sought
to determine if profession al and derogatory labels for certain handicaps are thought of as
synonymous.
PROCEDURE: The popul:!tion of this study consisted of 300 elementary education majors at
St. Cloud State College. From this population, 72 subjects were randomly selected for the
study sample. To obtain data on attitudes toward 15 handicapping conditions, the semantic
differential technique was used. Elementary education students who minored in special education were compared to tho se who had other minors. Students beginning their major study were
compared to those completing their major. The professional label s were compared to the derogatory labels.
CONCLUSIONS : The following conclusions were determined from the data :
1. Attitudes of elementary education majors toward the handica pped were found to
be similar regardless of type or amount of training except for the following findings :
A. Special education students were found to have more positive attitudes
(p...::: .05) than non-special education students toward the emotionally disturbed.
B. The effect of special education training was found to improve attitudes
(p ....::: .05) toward the concept "deaf."
C. Attitudes of the non-special education students toward th e concept " mentally
retarded " (p < .05) improved from beginning to completion of their major,
although they were still less positive than the special education students. The
prior positive attitudes of the special education students seemed to be not as
subject to change as more negative attitudes.
2. Derogatory labels were not found to correlate with professional labels indicatin g
that the elementary education majors do not consider the labels interchangeable .
3. The rank order of attitudes toward the handicapping conditions from most positive to most negative were as follows: "Normal," "deaf," "blind," "cripple,"
"physically handicapped," " handicapped," "mentally retarded ," "tongue-tied,"
"dummy," "emotionally disturbed," "crazy," and "delinquent."
SUMMARY: Some significant differences in attitudes toward handicapped persons were found
among elementary education students.
Professional and derogatory labels were found in most cases not to be synomynous.
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APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, jUNE 7973
William E. Lovelace, Chairman

THE EDUCATION OF SPECIAL LEARNING AND BEHAVIOR PROBLEM
CHILDREN AS A FUNCTION OF INDIVIDUALIZATION OF INSTRUCTOR

janice A. Fandel
PROBLEM : The study was designed to examine t he amo unt and type of individualization of
instruction in SLBP classrooms. Comparisons were made between observer rat ings of actual
classroom practices and classroom practices as perceived by SLBP classroom teachers.
SAMPLE: The samp le co nsisted of three teachers who have the services of the SLBP resource
team and three other teachers who are without this service (traditional program).
METHOD : The teachers were asked to fill out the fol lowin g: Teacher Questionnaire, Teacher
Information Record, a nd Classroom Characteristics Inventory.
Three raters with graduate training in SLBP observed the teachers. Each teacher was
observed for 30 minutes by the three raters at different time periods. There were four areas of
individuali za tion of instruction which were measured: use of intra-class grouping, use of a
variety of materials, development of pupil autonomy, and differentiated assignments.
FINDINGS : There existed a significant difference at the .05 level in the comparison of the observer ratings and teac her sel f- ratings in the areas of use of a variety of instructional materials
and differentiated assignments, with the teachers viewing their c lassroom practices in a more
favorable way .
There was no sig ni ficant difference between the classroom practices of the SLBP
resource team teachers and the traditional program SLBP teachers at the .05 level on all areas
of individ.uali za tion of instruction .
DISCUSSION : In the classrooms the re existed a variety of materials such as tape recorders,
record players, and so on; however, they were seldo m used. When they were in use, it was with
th e e ntire group th at was bein g serviced at that time period.
In the area of differentiated assignments, the majority of teachers used the same
books that were used in the regular class room . Assignments were give n to the group as a whole.
In both cases the teachers fe lt that the children had already been grouped according
to their sim ilar needs or weaknesses, therefore there was no evidence of individualizing within
the groups .
APPROVED BY THESIS COMM ITTEE, AUGUST 19 72
Stanley C. Knox, Chairman

THE EFFECT OF THREE VARYING TEMPOS OF MUSIC UPON THE
ACTIVITY LEVELS OF SEVERELY AND MODERATELY MENTALLY
RETARDED CHILDREN

Melanie}. Harbrecht
PROBLEM : The purpose of this st ud y was to ascertain the effect of music a nd, more spec ifi·
cal ly, three different tempos of music, upon th e activity levels of a n institutionali zed population of severe ly and moderately retarded children.
PROCEDURE : This study was conducted with 30 subjects from Cambridge State Hospital in
Cambridge, Minnesota , 13-years-old and under , who we re the members of three independent
groups, d iffering in tempo of music treatment. The subjects were observed individually in aresea rch room by means of a two-way mirror. They were exposed to four experimental conditions during th e ten-m inute observation periods :
1. Two minutes adaptation time
2. Two minutes pre-baseline (no music)
3 . Four minutes music
4. Two minutes post-baseline (no music)
Seven different measures of activity were tallied in one-half m in ute time intervals for each
subject.
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FINDINGS: The data was a na lyzed usi ng 1. repeated measured a nalysis of variance and
2 . o ne-w ay a na lys is of variance. There was a sign ifica nt difference at th e .05 level of confi·
dence in activity level under a music-no music co ndi tion for Sed entary T im e-Adagio Music, Repetitive Movements-Adagio Music, a nd Self-Stimulative Behaviors-Adagio Music. The remainder
of the gro up s showed no sig ni f ica nt differences. Th ere was a lso a sig nificant differe nce in activity leve l under three different tempos of music for the T ouching Toys activity . The other s ix
categories of activity showed no significa nt diffe re nces.
SUMMARY AND CO NCLUSIONS : The results indi cate that t he musi c used in this particular
st ud y was not very effective in alter in g act ivity leve l for the measures of act ivity used. The
investigation was foc used on to o limited a musical va ri ab le. Further studies with a more compl ex des ign a re recommended in this area. Variables such as intensity, rhythm, a nd me lody
should be included , as well as tempo.
APPROVED BY THES IS COMM ITTEE, AUGUST 7973
j ames F . L ewis, Chairman

A STUDY OF THE EFFECTS OF AN EXPERIMENTAL JUNIOR HIGH AND
SENIOR HIGH DROPOUT PRE VEN TION PROGRAM
Philip A. Koprowski
PROBLEM : T he problem of this study was to determine if there were differences between
potential junior a nd se n ior high dropo uts who were e nro ll ed in the Resource Action Program
(RAP) a nd a match e d co ntrol gro up of potential dropouts who were receivi ng mainstream educatio n with regard to th e fo ll ow in g var ia bl es: (1) read in g ach ieve ment, (2) grade point average, (3) attenda nce in school, and (4) number of students who drop out of sc hool.
PROCEDURE : Twenty-three students were se lected in each of the ju n ior and senior high
schools for the RAP grou p. A contro l gro up was se le cted usi ng class ra nk and grade po in t
averages of the RAP st ud e nts. Each gro up was pre- a nd post-tested in a readi ng achieve m e nt
test. Grade point averages, atte ndan ce and number of students w ho dropped out were measured using the 1971-1972 and the 1972-1973 school years. The RAP students received special
help in the way of spec ia l classes, tutoring, wo rk stud y program a nd their own field worker .
T he controls received mainstream educatio n.
FINDINGS: Th e senior high experienced a large dropout rate. Due to this fact, the data on
th e sen ior high group was not analyze d. The junior hi gh showed no sig ni ficant differences
between the RAP and co ntro l gro up conce rnin g reading ac hievement, grade point averages,
atten da nce and number of stude nts who dropped out of t he progra m .
APPROVED BY THESIS COMM I TTEE, AUGUST 79 73
j ames Lewis, Chairman

AN INVEST/GAT/ON OF CORRELATIONS AMONG THE ILLINOIS TES T OF
PSYCHOLINGUISTIC ABILITIES, THE PEABODY PICTURE VOCABULARY
TEST AND THE PEABODY INDIVIDUAL ACHIEVEMENT TEST
Michael f. L eigh
PROBLEM : It was the purpose of this stud y to determine th e coefficients of correlation amang t he subtests of th e Illinoi s Test of Psy cholin guisti c Abilities, the Pea bo dy Individu al
Achievement Test a nd the Peabody Pi ct ure Vocab ul ary Test.
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PROCEDURE : Ten grad uate students administered the three tes ts to five students who were
randomly assigned to them in order to minimize th e bias factor . The testing was co nducted

within a two-week period at the midpoint of the children's school year.
When all data were collected, a Pearson Product Moment correlation was computed
amo ng all tests.
FINDINGS: The hypothesis to be tested, stated in the null form, was: There are no significant
correl ations amo ng the sub-tests of the ( 1) Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test, (2) Peabody
Individual Achievement Test , and (3) Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities. The findings
demonstrated by a correlation matrix reject the hypothesis.
SUMMARY: Results of the analysis of data revealed significant correlations among the subtests of the three tests. Only two correlations proved to be not significant at the .05 level. The
magnitude of the relationship varied from small to large. The study reve a ls a high correlation
with decoding skills. When an individual student revealed a hi gh decoding pattern, he did well
on achieve ment. This may have some significance to learning patterns.
The graphic matrix presented demonstrates clearly that the Peabody Individual
Achievement Test has a bas ic language foundation. Nine of the I.T.P.A. subtests demonstrated
significant correlations with the P.I.A.T. The only non-significant correlation was that of manual expression.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, AUGUST 7972
Stanley C. Knox, Chairman

A STUDY OF THE EFFECTS OF AUDITORY AND VISUAL MODALITIES ON
COMPREHENSION

Gwen Hall Martinson
PROBLEM : The purpose of this study was to determine whether children with a high preference fo·r e ith er the auditory or the visual senso ry modality scored higher on tests of comprehension when such tests were presented by a method which e nab led the subjects to u·se their
preferred modality .
PROCEDURE: The samp le for this study was drawn from all the fo ur th grade ch ildren enrolled in an inner city school. The audito ry and visual reception subtests of the Illinois Test of
Psycholinguistic Abilities were administered to al l fourth grade children . Those children who
exhibited a difference of one sta nd a rd deviation or more between standard scores on the a uditory and visual reception subtests were assumed to have a preferred learning modality. A sam ple of 15 students who met the c riteri a in each mod ality were ra ndomly selected to form two
groups, high auditory (Hi·A) and high visual (Hi-V) .
The reading recognition and reading comprehension subte sts of the Peabody Individual Achievement Test were then administered to the 30 subjects. The reading comprehension
test was administered twice, once in the standard form with the material presented visually and
once in an auditory manner .
FINDINGS : The results indi cated no signif icant differences between the Hi-A and Hi·V group s
on visual compre hensi on, when a n analysis of covariance was app lied to control for word recognition skills. A t-test fai led to yield sig nifi ca nt differences between the means on the a uditory
comprehe nsion scores.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMM ITTEE, AUGUST 79 72
Stanley C. Kno x, Chairman

COMPARISON OF THREE SELECTED INDIVIDUAL MATHEMATICS
ASSESSMENT INS TRUMENTS WITH TMR ADOLESCENTS

john james O'Brien
PROBLEM: The purpose of this study was to determine (1) if the mathematics subtest of the
Peabody Individual Achievement Test (PlAT) a nd eight subtests of the KeyMath diagnostic
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test, A, B, C, D, E, L, M, a nd N, are va lid for use with trainable mentally retarded adolescents,
and (2) if any subjects could perform on six tasks of conservation as measured by the Goldschmid standardized test of conservation.
PROCEDURE : The sample consisted of 50 TMR children selected from two intact populations
of 22 and 135. Intelligence quotient, mental age, and chronological age ranges were 32 to 55,
4 to 9 years, and 12-11 to 21-5 years. The corresponding means for these ranges were 17.9,
6.9, a nd 44.1. The subjec ts had to have been in a public school program for a minimum of two
years. Three qualified examiners admi ni stered the tests. To reduce examiner bias, su bjects
were systematically rotated through the test sequence and examiners rotated on test administration. Coefficient cor relations between PlAT and KeyMath , PlAT and mental age, and KeyMal:h
and mental age were obtained. The subjects were divided into three groups on the basis of age
and associated PlAT and KeyMath scores were subjected to a one-way analysis of variance.
Percentages of chi ldre n to basal on the PlAT and eight KeyMath subtests were calculated. The
Goldschmic' tests were analy ze d to determine the mental ages at which the subjects were a ble to
conserve.
RESULTS : All corre lations involving PlAT , KeyMath, and mental age were high-positive and
significant. Obtained F ratios, for this sample, indicated that chronologica l age does not significantly affect test scores. The percentage of PIA T basals was high. Percentages of Key Math
sub test basals varied considerably. Thirty-five of the 50 subjects scored ze ro (absolute range
0 to 12) on the Goldschmid test. No chi ld with a mental age less than seven years could conserve on any item. The mean mental age of subjects able to conserve was seven years, eight
months .
CONCLUSIONS: It was concluded that the PlAT and KeyMath tests are valid for use with
TMR ch ildren with mental ages five to seven or eight years, and that these instruments could
also be used for pre-test and post-test purposes. Low basal percentages o n certain KeyMath
subtests indicated a re -eva lu ation of initial test items for use with TMR children. An item
analysis of these achievement tests, in conju nction with a review of the literature of Piaget and
others, would appear useful in plann ing mathematics curriculum and programs for individual
TMR children.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, AUGUST 7973
Stanley C. Knox, Chairman

AN INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS SURVEY OF SPECIAL LEARN ING AND
BEHAVIOR PROBLEM TEACHERS IN SOUTHWESTERN MINNESOTA

joAnne I. Peterson
PROBLEM : The Special Learnin g and Behavior Problem (SLBP) program in the State of Minnesota assumes that children falling within this category manifest a wide range of special needs
which can only be met by individual diagnosis and carefully individu a li zed programming. An
SLBP teacher must be able to make a psy cho-education al diagnosis of the student and select
from a wide variety of materials a specific material for the student to ach ieve a successfu l completion of his behavioral goal. The purpose of this study was to investigate the SLBP program
in a 16-county area in Southw ester n Minnesota, to discover if the current selection of instructional materials is influenced by psycho diagnosis, a nd to f ind out whether teacher and situational characteristics enter into the selection.
PROCEDURE: A questionnaire was developed to survey materials which are being used by
SLBP teachers in a 16-county area of Southwestern Minnesota. The six teacher characteristics
which were selected for this study are: (a) certification of teacher, (b) total caseload of teach er, (c) status of teacher's emp loyment , (d) c lassroom model of teacher, (e) grade level taught,
and (f) size of school. Related to each of these characteristics were th e criterion va riables of
where these teachers located their materials, their reasons for material selection, and the types
of materials they were using.
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FINDINGS: Southwestern Minnesota had a higher percentage of ce rtified and fu ll time personnel than did the rest of the state. The certified SLBP teacher used a variety of materials which

would indicate they are individualizing programming for their students.
The majority of teachers in this survey worked as tutors and at the primary·intermed iate level. All si x of the teacher characteristics did influence material select ion, and there was
evidence that psycho diagnosis was being used for material selectio n .
Of the area in the State surveyed, reading subject matter received the major emphasis
followed by math, language, and perceptual motor. In the materials tabulation, a discrepancy
which appeared was that teachers employ material a great deal which they do not find particularl y useful.
SUMMARY:
Material se lection was influenced by teacher and situ ational characteristics.
There was evidence from this study that teachers are using psycho-educational diag nosis with a
large variety of materials to plan individuali zed programs for students.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, OCTOBER 7973
Floy d W. Ayers, Chairman

A COMPAR IS ON OF THE PERFORMANCE OF TWO ADAPTI VE BEHAVIOR
INSTRUMENTS OF INSTITUTIONALIZED SEVERELY AND MODERATELY
RETARDED
Linda Lucerne Rieves
PROBLEM : The purpose of th is study was to compare the difference in total raw score gai ns
and subscore gains on two adaptive behavior scales: (1) the TM R Performance Profile for
Severely and Moderately Retarded , and (2) the Brainerd State Hospital Rating Scales; a nd to
ascertain the correlation between the scales when employed with severely and moderate ly retarded institutionali zed subjects.
PROCEDURE: The sample cons isted of 32 severely and moderately retarded institutionalized
children and you ng adults attending day c lasses for five hours per day. The subjects were rated
on the two a daptive behavior sca les by the classroom teachers in November and again in May .
F IND INGS: The findings of the study revealed significant differences at the .001 level of con fidence between the pretest and posttest scores on both the TM R Profile and the Brainerd
Scale. Significant differences at the .05 level of confidence or greater were found for pretest
and posttest subsca les on the Brainerd Scale and al l but the Comm uni cat ion subscale on the
TM R Profile. Th e two instruments were found to be sign ificantly correlated at the .001 level
of confidence.
APPROVED BY THESI S COMM I TTEE, NOVEMBER 7973
jam es L ewis, Chairman

TWO ANCILLARY APPROACHES TO READING INSTRUCTION: A BASAL
READER APPROACH VERSUS AN ECLECTIC APPROACH
Carl R. Skordahl
PROBLEM : This study was designed as an experimenta l-m ethods stud y to determine t he relative effectiveness of two ancillary reading approaches. The approaches were designed to sup plement a co nventional basal reader approach used in the classroom. One app roac h (Treatment 1)
used the sam e methodology as that prescribed by the basal reader approach. The second approach (Treatment 2 ), an eclectic design, used methodology from severa l approaches other than
the basal reader approach . The two ancillary approaches were utilized in a reso urce setting and
were required to use the identical skil l sequence and content of the basal reade r program they
were supplementing.
PROCEDURE: Fifty subjects were selected by stratified random sampling techniques. The
independent variable , mental age, was measured by the Slosson Intel li gence Test just prior to
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commencement of the study. Pre· and post-testing of the control variable, reading achievement,
was measured by an Informal Read ing Survey. To qualify for theN, subj ects had to be approximately one year behind their grade placement in reading achievement.
Five Special Learning-Behavior Problem resource teachers participated in the study.
Each of the SLBP resource teachers identified ten qualifying subjects for the sample. These
subjects were randomly divided into two equal cells. Each cell was assigned a treatment and
received reading instruction according to its approach for the remainder of the study, which
covered a six -month period. All pre- and post-testing was accomplished by each SLBP resource
teacher in his respective building. At the conclusion of the study, the raw data from each of
the ten cells was combined into two sets of data, one set for the five cells receiving Treatment 1
and the other set for the five cells receiving Treatment 2.
RESULTS : A two-group analysis of covariance with one single variable (MA) was employed as
the statistical treatment on the raw data. Two questions were formulated with regard to the
statistical anlysis. They were: (a) Does one treatment exceed the other on the average? and
(b) For what values of the predictor variable does it do so? The mean reading gains for Groups
I and II were .86 and .93 (grade equivalent) respectively. The reading gains were not sign ificant
at the .05 level of confidence between the mental ages of -4.08 a nd 31.70 years. The sample in
this study did fall within the range of least significance at the .05 level of conf id ence. The
point at which there would be no significant differences in reading gains between the two approaches for the predictor variable was -3.20 years.
CONCLUSION: The two ancillary approaches in this study, designed to supplement a conventional basal reader approach, both have merit. Howeve r, when controlling for initial differences
in mental age, which did not have a covarying effect on the outcomes, the mean reading gain in
favor of Treatment 2 was not a significant gain.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, NOVEMBER 7972
jam es F. L ewis, Chairman

INVEST!GA T!ON OF THE RELA T/ONSHIP BETWEEN CHILDREN'S
LANGUAGE AND TEACHER - PUPIL INTERACTION

jerry james Wellik
PROBLEM: It was the purpose of this study to determine the effect of pupil language as measured by the auditory reception and grammatic closure subtests of the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities and indirectly by maternal education level on teacher interaction sty le in
dyadic contacts with children .
PROCEDURE : Twenty-one children age seven through ten were adm inistered the a uditory
reception and grammatic closure subtests of the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities.
Maternal education was ascertained from the children's cumulative records. Teacher-pupil interaction for three hours of class time for each child was recorded accord ing to the Flanders'
Interaction Analysis Category System . A second observer t rained in interaction analysis provided a reliability measure. When the data were collected an ANOVA was computed between
the maternal education level groups and teacher interaction style (lndirect:Direct ratio). and
multiple comparisons were com puted between la nguage scores and teacher interaction sty le .
FINDINGS: The children of the different maternal education groups were treated differe ntly,
with low maternal education level children receiving a more direct teachin g sty le . There was no
relationship found between direct measures of the children's language and teacher interaction
style.
SUMMARY: The teachers interacted with the student of the different maternal education level
groups differently . However, the findings did not support the hypothesis that student language
characteristics elicit different interaction style from teachers.
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APPROVED BY THESIS COMM ITTEE, NOVEMBER 7972
Floyd W. Ayers, Chairman

ART
A STUDY OF WATERCOLOR PAINTING WITH EMPHASIS IN THE
SECONDARY ART PROGRAM

Matt V. Kohnke
PROBLEM : This study was written to be used as an aid for a teacher in watercolor pa intin g.
It discusses materials, techniques, composition; artists, and the teaching of watercolor painting.
It attempts to answer the following questions:
1. What mater ials are used in watercolor painting?
2. What techniques are common and essential to the understanding of watercolor
painting ?
3. In what way have selected artists made notable co ntributions to wate rcolor
painting ?
4. How can the knowledge gained be applied to teaching the art of watercolor
painting on the secon dary leve l?
PROCEDURE: The descriptive method of research was used to select authors a nd art ists who
would give an overview of all aspects of watercolor painting. The total findings were condensed
and evaluated to be used in developing a watercolor unit for the seco ndary classroom .
The artists selected were those having some influence on either English or American
watercolor development.
The st udy does not purport to cover every aspect of watercolor in detail, but selects
pertinent information helpful in teaching watercolor painting on the secondary level.
FINDINGS: A discussion of the findings rel ate d to the problem was presented and the infor·
mation was condensed and used to develop suggestions for two units in watercolor painting.
It was found th at there are four basic material s which most art ists feel are essential
to a ny watercolor painting. These materi a ls are: paints, brushes, paper, and accessories.
It was found that certain techniques a re essential to understa nding watercolor a nd
the pertinent ones related to the secondary classroom were selected.
The chapter on the secondary classroom covered motivation, materials, and tech·
niques.
CONCLUSIONS: This study about watercolor painting was written to be used by the second·
ary teacher. It discusses mater ials, techniques , artists, composition, a nd resources for te achi ng
watercolor. It does not cove r any aspect in detail, but is meant to be used as a starting point
for addition a l study and research. This study should spark some interest, answer so me ques·
tions, and raise some curiosity for further exploration in watercolor painting.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, MAY 7973
Gerald Korte, Chairman

A COMPARATIVE AND DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS OF TWO APPROACHES TO
THE USE OF CONTEMPORARY AMERICAN WATERCOLORISTS' TECHNIQUES
AND THEORIES IN A SCHOOL ART PROGRAM

j ohn f. Muller
PROBLEM: Th e purpose of this study is to utili ze techniques a nd theories of contemporary
American watercolorists in a comparative and descriptive analysis of two approaches: (1) to
paint directly from nature or color sketches from nature, and (2) to paint from colored slide s
projected onto a screen, in selected junior high school art classes.
IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY: It has long been common practice for waterco lor painters to
go to their subject for landscape painting. Painting from nature; however, has its problems
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when applied to the school art program. Some of the things that could make painting outdoors
difficult would be: weather, time, and the proximity of the schoo l to areas to be painted. The
use of slides could allow for a much more economical use of time and there would not be any
problem with travel or weather.
TEST INSTRUMENTS AND PROCEDURE: The grou ps tested consisted of sixteen eighth
grade students, seven in Group l- and nine in Group II . In Group I five students completed their
paintings. These five were used and from Group II five were randomly selected . These selections were made by assigning each student a number, these were placed in a container and five
numbers were drawn.
EVA L UAT ION AND ANALYS IS OF DATA: The evaluation of the samp le collected was done
by three members of the art department a·t St. Cloud State Col lege, St. Cloud, Minnesota. In
the evaluation of the sample the judges were to base their evaluations o n the qualities--techniques, composition, color, and creativity. The raw scores co ll ected were processed with a
computer. From these raw score s were computed the mean, standard deviation and "T" statis·
tic .
SUMMARY AND CONSLUS IONS : The results of the evaluation indicates that paintings done
indoors from slides were somewhat more successful than those painted f rom nature. On t he
basis of the study further research is encouraged .

APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, MAY 7973
Gerald Kort e, Chairman

A SUGGESTED ART CURRICULUM FOR EIGHTH GRADE STUDENTS BASED
ON MOT/VAT/ON UTILIZING DRAMA TIC PRESENTAT/ON AND INTERPRETA T/ON
David f. Neron
PROBLEM: The research of th is study is concerned w ith attempting to design a curriculum
with motivation using dramatic presentation whereby the eighth grade student is stimu lated to
utili ze all of his feelings, emotions, and ideas along with whatever skill he has or has learned to
creatively express himself in Art.
HYPOTHESIS: The use of various types of dramatic presentation such as dramatic readings,
poems, music, stories, and words and phrases with technical and physical props or a combination of any of these including sets, makeup, and recorded aides involved in motivational procedures at the Junior High School level in Art should result in the student having a greater feeling
of freedom to creatively interpret his feel in gs, emotions, and ideas with less emphasis placed by
the instructor or the students, on their individual skill to technica ll y reproduce something they
merely observe.
A logical deve lopment and out lin e of this research is to look at se l f-expression, as its
meaning and impor tance dictate the moti vatio n within a curricul um used to achieve it. Second,
a review and exa mina tion of the background of the person and personality who is to creative l y
express himself--the adolescent. Third, an examination of motivation as it has been used and
what current authorities feel it should consist of and accomplish. Next, a suggested eighth
grade curricu lum using motivation based on dramatic presentation and interpretation.
SUMMARY : An analysis of the data researched indi cates a definite need and natural interest
on the part of ado lescent students to participate in creative individual expression.
The allowance of feelings, ide as, and emotion as part of a portrayal w ithin adolescents art work can and should provide an outlet for feelings, a means of commu ni cat ion of
ideas and a source of discovery of each student's personality and person by which they may
look and possibly understand themselves and by which others may know and und ersta nd them.
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APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, jUNE 7972
Gerald Korte, Chairman

THE FORMULATION OF A MEDIUM-FIRECLAY BODY AND GLAZE FOR
USE IN A SECONDARY ART PROGRAM

Eugene james Waldowski
PROBLEM : The positive attributes of a cone 4 to cone 6 clay body and glaze , characteristic
of stoneware and high-fire glazes, should not be neglected in a secondary school ceramics program. The high cost of commercially prepared clay and glazes , the definite lack of an aesthetically pleasing commercial clay body and glaze, and the total involvement of the student in the
ceramics program prompted the experimentation. It was the purpose of this thesis to formulate
(1) a co ne 4 to cone 6 clay body that could be used successfully for throwing in art classes of
secondary schools, and (2) three cone 4 to cone 6 base glazes with different surface textures.
PROCEDURE : The procedure used to formulate a medium-fire clay body was to combine a
low-fire earthenware clay with the higher firing ball and fire clays. The procedures used to
formulate two base gl az es using a feldspar began by finding out the formula of a feldspar, determining how much could be used and divide the formula accordingly, and to fill the rest of the
formula with other ingredients. The procedure used to develop the base glaze using slip clays
was to use the line blend method varying the percentages of slip clay and fluxing chemical.
FINDINGS : A medium-fire throwing clay body was formulated using Cedar Heights Redart,
Old Hickory ball, and Denver fire clays. Another clay body attempted using Ochs Cem-mix
proved unsuccessful. Two cone 4 to cone 6 base glazes were formulated using 56 .8 and 46.0
percent of nepheline syenite as the major ingredient in the formulas . The glazes were an
opaque, white mat ; and a milky white, semi-opaque, semi-gloss pattern glazes respectively. A
black pattern, opaque slip glaze was also formulated using albany clay, black barnard cl ay, and
colemanite.
CONCLUSION : The clay body and glazes were quite acceptable and should meet the requirements of a public school ceramics program.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, NOVEMBER 1977
Laurie L. Halberg, Chairman

MUSIC
THE IMPL!CA TIONS OF ACCOUNTABILITY ON MUSIC EDUCATION IN THE
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Lynda j urgens
PROBLEM: As educational budgets increase, they generate more pressure for accountability.
Music educators must be ready to answer the demands for serious accountability in their educational programs. The purpose of this study is to trace the development, problems, potential
forms, and current practices in educational accountability and to relate these findings to the
area of music education .
PROCEDURE : Chapter I is an introduction to the problem and offers a review of the literature
concerning educational accountability. The investigator found a great deal of discrepancy in
the views held by various writers . There is little agreement as to who is accountable, to whom
he is accountable, and for what he is accountable.
To better understand the problem and its possible resolution, Chapter 2 traces the
development of the accountability concept, the history of the concept, types of accountability,
a nd the accountability roles of various personnel in education.
In Chapter 3, the investigator analyzes the evaluation methods presently used in elementary music education and how these evaluative tools meet accountability criteria. The problem of implementing the accountability concept in aesthetic education is discussed and a
method of program accountability is suggested . A model for use in the needs assessment component of program accountability is offered.
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Chapter 4 inclu des a summ ary of the position of acco un tabil ity in elementary music
education. Recommendations for further action are given.
FINDINGS : The methods presently used in the evaluation of t he e lementary music ed uca tion
program do not meet current accountability criteria. Many of the proposed accountability
forms do not lend themselves to the evaluation of music as aesthetic education. Since most of
the information passed on to childre n through music ed ucation in the elementary schoo l lies in
the realm of the affective domain, we ca nn ot be required to use the same types of accountability measures used in evalu ating the cognitive domain. Program accountabi lity appears to be
the method through which music ed ucators can demonstrate accountability in music ed ucation.
There are six major component parts to program evaluation. They are : {1) the
identification of the problem using needs as t he criteria ( a model is offered for implementing a
needs assessment program). (2) the determination of solu tion requirements and alte rnatives,
{3) the se lection of strategies and tools from a m o ng listed alternatives, {4) implementation of
the plan, {5) the determination of program effective ness, and {6) revision of the program as
required .
CONCLUS IONS: The degree of comm uni cat ion fostered by the music ed ucator with the community, students, and parents, and the strength of com mitm ent to the accou n tab ility concept
will determ ine the success of the accountability endeavor.
I t is recommended that a task force be set up through the Music Educators National
Conference to aid schools in implementing program accou ntabi lity in elementary school music.
Furthermore, the Minnesota Legislature should require each distr ict in the state to establish a
process for the development of education goals relati ng to music education. The Legislature
shou ld also he lp expand the technical capacity of schools in assessme nt and program management skills.
Alternatives in aesthetic educa tion should be offered, so that a ll ch il dren can expand
talent in an a rea of special interest. The teacher-pupil ratio must be narrowe d if success in such
a progra m eval uation is expected.
It is the hope of the investigator that this study will provide a deeper un derstand in g
of the accountabil ity concept as wel l as definitive direction of educationa l accountability in
elementary school music education .
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, MAY 19 73
Lorene Marvel, Chairman

COMPA RATIVE ACHIEVEMENT IN MUSIC READING SKILLS BETWEEN THE
KODA L Y AND TRADITIONAL APPROACHES IN FIRST GRADE
Donald L. Lochner
PROCEDURE: Beginning with the second week of September, in the 1971-72 school year ,
three sections of first grade studen ts from Zumbrota, Minnesota, were selected to participate
in this control led exper im ent. Two periods per week for control group I were devoted to the
"traditional method" whi le a second group of first grade students, contro l group II, rece ived
music instruction by mixing some of the Kodaly metho'd and some of the traditional method
with little attention given to sequential developme nt. Control group Ill utilized two periods
per week for the Kodaly method .
A testing instrument, designed to eva lu ate the objectives stressed in first grade, was
used as a pretest a nd as posttests in May and September of 1972.
FINDINGS: The Kodaly method surp assed th e traditio nal method by a n average of 5 .8 perce ntage points per test item. However, this difference would no t indi cate that the Kodaly
m ethod was sign ifica ntl y superior to the trad itiona l m ethod. There were 14.9 points difference
between the Kodaly a nd th e mixed method and 9.1 points difference between th e traditio na l
me thod a nd the mixed method which would indi cate that over·all the Kod aly a nd the trad itional methods were somew hat superior to the mixed me th od .
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: When evaluating various approaches to th e teaching of
fi rst grade musi c, one must consider other fac tors in addition to statistical testing results.
Children in the Kod a ly gro up did not sh ow the over·all en thusiasm throughout th e school yea r

that was experienced in the other two groups. This may have been due to the chart format, the
unappealing selection of songs in the c harts in addition to other aspects of Threshold to Music.
A highly structured program like the Threshold to Music adaptation of Kodaly's
philosophy does not al low consideration of and adaptation to individual student needs.
It is thus recomm ended that a music curriculum include the principles stressed in the
traditional method with some foc us on the rhythmic activities as found in the first section of
Threshold to Music.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, MAY 79 73
Lorene Marvel, Chairman

THEATRE
A STUDY OF THE VARIOUS TECHNIQUES USED BY THE GUTHRIE
THEATRE IN PROMOTING ITS YOUTH AUDIENCES

Carolyn L. Bye
The autho r's intent in writing about the Guthrie Theatre's youth program was: (a) to make
the reader aware of the numerous approaches the Guthrie Theatre used to promote its youth
audie nces, a nd (b) to serve as a guide to others planning youth programs.
Chapter 1 describes in detail every program for stud ents in which the Guthrie was
involved from 1963-1970. Because many of the Theatre's records were lost or destroye d, the
programs described can not be regarded as the extent of the Theatre 's programs, but it can be
regarded as complete in terms of the material that is still available.
In Chapter 2, the author discusses conclusions she has drawn after studyi ng the student programs and the comments of individuals who were involved in the programs.
The author concludes in Chapter 2 that:
1. The Guthrie has never had a consistent philosophy guiding their yo uth promotion
program s.
2. The Theatre did not keep accurate records.
3. Youth programs were often hastily planned and once implemented, their results
were rarely assessed.
Because the author was not in a position to accurate ly evaluate the successes or failures of the Theatre's programs, evaluations are made by individuals who were involved in the
projects in various capacities (see Appendix).
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, J UNE 7972
Dale L. Swanson, Chairman

A STUDY OF THE FEDERAL THEATRE PROJECT IN MINNESOTA

Florence Goodrich
PROBLEM: A Federal Theatre Project in Minnesota started to develop in Au gust, 1935, and
offic iall y ended in j an u ary, 1936. This thesis tries to bring together in one study much of the
material related to the project from the early efforts to estab lish it through its premature demise and subseq uent attempts to reinstate it. It also suggests the major reasons for this premature conclusion to the project.
PROCEDURE : A numbe r of original sources of material were investigated. These included :
(1) the personal papers of Professor E.C. Mabie (former regional director for the Midwest Federal Theatre Project) at the university libraries of the Un iversity of Iowa, (2) the National
Archives and Records Service in Washington, D.C., (3) microfilm cop ies of the Minneapolis
journal for the entire year 1935, a nd january , 1936, and (4) interviews and conversation with
people who had been associated with the project.
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FINDINGS: After personnel were chosen to head up the Federal Th eatre Proj ect on nat ion al,
regional, and state leve ls, proposals for a theatre project in Minnesota were sent to Washington
for approval. Unfortunately, d ue to various irreg ul arities in the drawi ng up of these proposals,
they had to be returned twice fo r rev ision . The irr itation created by thi s delay and a var iety of
other ad mini strative and individual difficulties was heig hten ed by an un scrup ulou s news report
that appea red in the Minneapolis Jo urn al on Dece mber 13 to the effect that "Fede ra l Fa n Dancer No.1" was employed on the p roject to ente rtai n in the CCC camps.
Although $50,000 had been a ll ocated to Minnesota, the WPA state admi ni strator
requested that the Minnesota theatre project be cancelled. The fu nd s were removed f rom the
project and were never to be reinstated even though numerous requests a nd studies for its reinstatement were made by various groups dur ing 1936, 1937, and 1938 . The nat ional Federal
Theatre Project was discontinued by Congress in 1939.
CONCLUS IONS: Notwithstanding the fact that conditions in Minnesota seemed to be especially favorable for the development of a theatre project, the project failed.
Th e major factors which led to its demise were:
1. Political factors, such as d isagreeme nt over who was in control of the hiring of
supervisory perso nn el, and the in abi li ty of the artist ic directors to cope with the
bureaucratic machinery set up to han d le the project,
2. Unsympathetic coverage by the Minneapolis Journ a l,
3. Poor publ ic relations on the part of t he state director, and, most important,
4. The part-time leadership of Mr. A. Dale Riley which did not enable him to give
the time, attention, and direction to the project that was vitally needed in its
initial stages.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, MAY 7972
Dominick j . Cermele, Chairman

THE BIRTH, LIFE AND DEATH OF THE ST. PAUL CI VIC OPERA
ASSOCIAT/ON

Gerald f. Olsen
GENERAL DIRECTION: This thesis is a history of the Saint Paul Opera Association . It examines how the organization was conceived, developed, grew and finally ceased to exist as a
civic institution .
The primary emphasis is on the ove rall structure of the o rgani zatio n and how this
structure was altered to meet the demands set by the socia l and economic state of the community , by personalities involved in its operations and by other major events and deve lopm e nts.
Major areas of co ncern include: the civic fou ndations of the organization; the
Opera's ability to serv ice a publi c need; the internal str uctura l development of the associat ion;
the develo pment of new programs to meet audience demands; the effect of persona li ties on the
Opera's development; overall financ ial and artistic trends; the fi na l re-assertion of a civic-conscious ness; the movement away from a civic orientation; a nd finally th e forced profess ion a li sm
which brought a n end to th e existence of the compa ny as it was origi nall y co nceived .
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PROC EDURE : No important periudical a rticl e, pamphlet, book, or o th er document has eve r
been written tracing t he development of the orga ni zation. Two short papers of unde r ten pages
in length have been prepared o n aspects of t he com pany's history, but neith er of th ese prov ides
adequate doc um e ntation or critical comment of any substa nt ia l value.
Thi s work is based primarily upon minutes f rom past Board of Directors meetin gs of
the Association, program notes, newspape r a nd magaz in e articles co ncerning eve nts in the
opera's past and personal interviews wit h individuals who were in strumenta l in th e formation
a nd advance ment of the company.
The Board of Dire ctors' minutes were quite co mplete, though ini t ia lly disorganized;
all past programs were ava il a ble for scrutiny; microfilm files of past newspaper artic les were
available at the St. Paul and Minn ea pol is Public Libraries; the Minneso ta Histori ca l Soc iety
provided helpful general inform a tion co ncer ning the community during the years of th e opera's
exis tence ; and many individuals instrumental in the formation and adva nce ment of the organization were available for intervi ews.

FINDINGS: Th e findi ngs of this thesis indicate tha t the persistence and success of the Saint
Pa ul Civic Opera Association has been determined to a great extent by its ability to relate to
loca l a ud iences as well as the social a nd eco nomic climate of t he commu nity.
Its birth was the result of a specific comm unity interest and need; its growth the
result of its flexibility in relating to the changi ng tastes a nd artistic demands of the comm unity,
and its demise the result of a less civic orie nted soc ia l st ru cture and the growing f in ancia l
demands of total professionalism.
The organ izat io n existed, for the most part as a result of, rather than in spite of, the
demands of the times in which it formed and grew.
SUMMARY AND CONC LUSION S: The loss of a civic aff ili ation and the growth of professionalism as here descr ib ed indicates a natural tre nd consistent with the ti mes.
Skepticism as to whether or not this trend should have necessarily resulted in the
near total negation of comm uni ty affi liation is, however, expressed . The intense comm uni ty
participation ev id enced during t he trials of depression and war did lag in later years. The
gro wi ng professionalism did limi t participation to a ll but the most accomplished of the com·
munity's a rtists. Th e re is indication, however, th at by ignoring the interests of the commun ity
t he company may have lost sig ht of a cr ucial ly important" source of future support.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMM I TTEE, ]UL Y 1971
R. Ke ith Michael, Chairman

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
AN APPRAISAL OF THE MACHINE SHOP PROGRAM OF THE ALEXANDRIA
A REA TECHNICAL - VOCATIONAL SCHOOL

Ronald W. Hill
PROBLE M: The problem of th is study was to make an appra isa l of the Alexandria Area Technical-Vocational School's machine shop grad uates and the schoo l machine shop program.
PROCEDURE: Th e proced ure used in co ndu cti ng this stud y was the survey method, u ti lizi ng
a q uest ionn a ire distributed to the 1966-70 machine shop graduates and their emp loyers. The
data collected from the questionnaires was tabulated and a nal yzed in an attem pt to eval uate
t he Alexandria Technical School machine shop graduate and the machine shop program.
F INDINGS: The findings of this stud y indicated that fifty -tw o graduates were emp loyed in ten
sepa rate machine shops throughout the state, while f ifteen grad uates were emp loyed in an area
unrelated to their training. Th e primary jo b titles of the graduates was machinist apprentice
and journeyman machi ni st while their primary jo b respo nsi bility was production machinist.
Th e grad u ate's emp loy ment pattern was found qu ite stable as forty-three were still emp loyed
with their f irst empl o )4e r. Monthly sta rtin g sa lar ies ranged f rom $300-$600 while present salaries ranged fro m $40 0-$ 1000. The graduates indicated a high degree of sat isfactio n with their
training but did suggest severa l areas for cu rr ic ulum revis ion . Seventy-nine percent of the graduates would take the mac hin e shop program at Alexandria agai n while twenty percent wo uld
take a nother co u rse seq uen ce at Alexandria. Instructor's concern and overa ll sc ho ol environment were what the grad uates li ke best while " no crit icism" was the most freq ue nt response as,
to what the grad uate liked least.
Th e employer's questionnaire indicated th at they would not hire a nyone witho u t at
least a technical sc hool diplom a. It was found that a three year tool and die graduate would
rece ive more mon ey than a two yea r general machinist graduate. The employers indicated the
sc hool s training to be "ve ry adeq uate" to "adequate" and suggested seve ra l areas instruction
could be improved. Employers rated the Alexandria grad uates as " more successful" to "abo ut
the same" as other technical school graduates.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: The purpose of this study was to make an appraisal of the
Alexandria Area Tech ni cal -Vocatio nal machine sho p program . A survey was made amo ng the
graduates and their employers in a n attempt to eva lu ate the machin e shop program .
The findings indicated the graduates and their employers are ge nerall y satisfied with
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machine shop program and the Alexandria Technical School. The graduates and employers did,
however , make some suggestions for curriculum revision.
It was concluded that curriculum revision should be made in the following areas:
(1) boring mill practics, (2) numerical control machining, (3) turret lathe practices, (4) carbide cutting tool uses, (5) speeds and feeds theory. It was also concluded that the school
should encourage the tool and die sequence to capable students and make an effort to acquire
more space to relieve the crowded condition.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, AUGUST 7977
Raymond H. Larson, Chairman

BIOLOGY
FOOD HABITS, LENGTH-WEIGHT RELATIONS, AND CONDITION OF THE
SHORTHEAD REDHORSE, MOXOSTOMA MACROLEPIDOTUM (LESUEUR),
AND THE CARP, CYPRINUS CARPIO L., COLLECTED FROM THE
MISSISSIPPI RIVER NEAR MONTICELLO, MINNESOTA

Robert Arthur Andersen
A total of 131 shorthead red horse , Mox ostoma macrolepidotum (Lesueur) , and 1 00 carp,
Cyprinus carpio L., were collected by electrofishing and seining from july, 1971, through june,
1972, in a six mile stretch of the Mississippi River near Monticello , Minnesota. The lengthweight regression , log W = -4.8955 + 2.9682 log L, was calculated for the shorthead redhorse.
Shorthead redhorse condition factors, K(TL), varied with length, season, and sex, and had an
annual average of 1.08. The calculated carp length-weight regression was log W = -4.6920 +
2.9334 log L. Carp condition factors, K(TL), were not variable with length, but varied with
seasons and se x .
·
Shorthead redhorse fed predomin ately in the morning , plus a small evening pulse .
The carp fed throughout the light hours, with the largest amounts of food taken in the late
evening and early morning.
The volume of food for 122 shorthead redhorse over 150 mm in total length was
96.32% immature insects, comprised largely of Trichoptera and Tendipedidae occurred in all
these fish. The major food of nine shorthead redhorse under 50 mm in total length was
Difflugia, Copepoda, Cladocera, mud , and diatoms. The carp fed predominately on algae from
july through October, and fed on immature insects and detritus in November, May, and june.
Algae comprised 55.17% of the total annual volume.
The diets of the two fishes were not similar and both diets varied with collection
sectors. Both fishes consumed the largest amounts of food in the summer and fall. The shorthead redhorse positively selected Diptera and negatively selected Trichoptera and Ephemeroptera. The relationship between size of Trichoptera and total length of shorthead redhorse over
150 mm indicated that as the fish grew in length , the volume of the Trichoptera 3-6 mm decreased, 6 mm and longer increased, and 0-3 remained the same . Atactolytocestus huronensis
(Cestodea : Caryophyllidea) was found in the stomachs of seven carp . This was the first record
of this species in Minnesota. The shorthead redhorse and carp were considered to occupy
separate niches in the study area based on different feeding times, differences in food items
taken, unequal amounts of similar items, food taken from different areas of the river , and
different habitats occupied.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, AUGUST 7972
Alfred j . Hopwood, Chairman

THE MANAGEMENT AND LIMNOLOGY OF BIG FISH LAKE

George V. Anderson, j r.
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The management and limnology of Big Fish Lake was studied from 19 February 1972 to 28

April 1973. Th e chemical, physical, biological, and human influences upon these factors were
exami ned.
The lake temperature, transparency, a nd conduc tivity we re take n a nd the co nce ntrations of dissolved oxygen, hydrogen ions, a lka linity (total), silica, ammonium-nitrogen, nitra tenitrogen, nitrite-nitrogen, phosphates (ortho), and ha rdness (total) were determined.
Water temperature ranged from 1.0 to 25.4 C. The mean Secchi disc reading was
3.7 m, with a range of 2.8 to 5.1 m. Dissolved oxygen was fo und below the thermocline in the
winter but not always during the summer, with a range of 0.0 to 12.8 mg/1. Silica ran ged fro m
4.5 to 16.0 mg/1, w ith the lowest results com ing from the e uphotic zone. Nitrogen concentrations were low with the means of ammonium-nitrogen, nitrate-nitroge n, a nd nitr ite-nitroge n
equall y 0.2, 0.06, a nd 0.003 mg/1 respective ly. Soluble phosp hates were high with a mean concentration of 0.19 mg/1. Total hardness had a mean of 130 mg/ 1.
Fifteen genera and 18 species of algae were identified , with a chlorophyll "a" production ranging from 0.15 to 2.08 mg/1. Zooplankton dry weight biomass ranged from 96 to
1,784 mg/m2 with four species identified. No coliform bacteria were found. Twenty-three
species of aq uatic vasc ular vegetatio n were identif ied, a nd the distribution and densities
map ped. Twe nty species of fish were id entified, with growth rates and a bundance calculated
for most. The mean pressures of recreational activities that were tabulated included: angling
at 8.85 manhours per ha-period; water-sk iing and pleasu re boating, 5.13 boa t-hours per haperiod; a mean (total) boating pressure of 8.57 boat-hours per ha-period; swimming, 20.47
man-hours per ha-period; and the number of cars at the public la nding, 4.04 car-hours pe r haperiod. Th e shorel ine development of Big Fish Lake was 64.8% municipal, 6.7% agricultural,
26.8% fo rest , and 2.0% other.
A PPR OVED BY THESIS COMMI TTEE, MAY 7973
Keith M . Knutson, Chairm an

THE EFFECTS OF HEAT AND ENTRAINMENT ON THE FATHEAD MINNOW,
PIMEPHALES PROMELAS RAFINESQUE

Stephen Richard Berguson
F ie ld and laboratory studies were conducted to assess the effects of heat and entrainment on
the fathead minnow, Pimephales promelas Rafinesq ue. Field studies were co nducted at Northern States Power Compa ny's nuclear ge nerating plant on the Mississippi Rive r near Monticello,
Minnesota. The laboratory studies were designed to simulate the thermal and temporal condit io ns of entrainment at the Monticello plant.
La boratory stud ies were conducted to determine how an insta ntaneous temperature
inc rease would affect the oxygen consumption rate of fathead minnows. No statistical d iffere nce (P>0.05 ) was found between the routine oxygen consumption and the oxygen consumption of fish subjected to an instantaneou s temperature increase of 15 C except for at the highest
test temperature (30 C). The mean oxygen consumption rate of the fish subjected to the instantaneous temperature increase was generally lo wer th a n the mean routine oxygen consumption rate at a common test temperature over most of the range of test temperatures.
La boratory studies were also conducted to determine the response of fathead
minnows to temperature changes as they occur during entrainment. The test fish were taken
through a series of steps of increasing or decreasi ng temperature. During this procedure the test
fish were subjected to a max imum temperatUre 15 C higher than the acclimation temperature.
It was found that fish acclimated to 19 C can be expected to exhibit a mean response of death
as a result of th e 15 Crise and fish acclimated to 16.8 C can be expected to exhibit a mean response of loss of eq uilibrium as a result of the 15 C rise .
Field studies were conducted in which fathead minnows were introduced into the
influent cooling water and were recaptured in the discharge canal. Immediate mortality as a
result of entrainment ranged from 22.5% to 100% and the 168-hour post-test mortality ranged
from 88.2% to 98.4%. A direct relationship is evident between the percent immediate mortality and the max imum temperature reached during entrainment. A direct relationship is also
evident between the percent immediate mortality and the extent to which the maximum tempe rature reached during entrainment exceeded the upper incipient lethal temperature of the test
fish.
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The incidence of mechanic al damage exhibited by those fish recaptured ra nged from
5.4% to 13.5 % of the total recapture.
It is estimated that the natural entrainment rate of small fish is near one fish per
14,060 cubic meters of discharge, or ap proximately 110 small fish per 24 hours.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, MAY 1973
Keith M. Knutson, Chairman

THE ECOLOGY OF THE EASTERN BLUEBIRD IN CENTRAL MINNESOTA

David A. Fiedler
A study of the ecological factors affecting the nesting of bluebirds was conducted from 1965
to 1972 on a 10 sq ua re mil e study area in Morrison County, Minnesota.
Ninety one nest boxes were erected in open deciduous woods a nd pastured river
bottomland . Observations were made from spring to fall and nesting data recorded . All blu ebirds were leg-banded to study homing a nd longevity.
The average date for the first egg of the year was 27 April. Th e average date of the
first egg of the first clutch was 11 May ; the second 24 june. First clutches ave raged 4.7 eggs;
second clutches 4.2. Blue eggs were no rm ally laid but 2.4 percent of the total were white, and
lai d inconsistently by specific females. Incub atio n was car ried out by t he female.
Both adults fed the nestlings and removed fecal materia l. Fledglin gs resulted from
fifty five percent of the eggs laid. Nestl ing morta lity was 16 .5 percent.
In the spr ing bluebirds te nd to retur n to the vicinity where they hatched or w he re
they had nested pre viously. A few live to be five years old, but the highest mortality occurs the
first year.
Nest site competition was primarily between bluebirds and house spa rrows , hou se
wrens and tree swa llows. A small amount of mamm alian competition was also observed.
Parasites such as the brown-headed cowb ird, blow fly larvae and fleas had a lmost no
impact on blu ebird nesting , but predators destroyed 12 .8 percent of a ll nests. Phy sical factors
and hum a n distrubances had a minor effect on bluebird nesting succ ess.
During the study the bluebird population appeared to rem ai n stable.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, jUNE 1974
Alfred H. Grewe, Jr. , Chairman

A SURVEY OF AQUA TIC COLEOPTERA FROM EIGHT SITES IN NORTHERN
BOLIVIA

Wayne Dean Fitch
PROBLEM : The purpose of this survey was to compare co ll ec tions of aquatic beetles from
several selected sites in the jungle of Northern Bolivia. Specimens collected from e ight sites
were compared by date, habitat, genus, species, and frequency of occurance.
PROCEDURE : Collections were taken with standard aquatic biological equipment at random
dates and times both days and nights, with approximately 30 m inutes collecting time at each
site. Specimens were separated from debris by a modified Berlese funnel or by use of flooded
trays . They were placed in individual labeled plasti c containers with alcohol. After transfer to
St. Cloud State College the specimens were mounted, la beled, classified to genus and each apparent species given a number. Data were assembled f rom the collection by date a nd site. A
description of genera and species was made listing the major or preferred habitat of each.
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FINDINGS: It was found that abundance of specimens varied due to changes in water level,
types of vegetation, predators and prolonged decreases in temperature . Certain species tended

to migrate more th an others to temporary ponds. Three families, Dytiscidae, Hydrophilidae and
Noteridae, represented most of the aquatic beetles of this regio n while two families, Gyrinidae
and Dryapidae, were represented by a single specimen each . A total of five families, 32 genera
and 102 species were found. The DytisCidae were represented by 37 species from 14 genera
and 1054 specimens. The Hydrophilidae consisted of 46 species from 12 genera with a total
of 1678 specimens. Th e third major family, Noteridae, had 4 genera and 17 species with 360
specimens. Altogether, 3094 specimens of aquatic beetles were collected , mounted and
classified.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUS IONS : The overall results were compared with surveys made in
North Dakota (Gordon, 1965) and Florida {Young, 1954) as well as Minnesota {Gundersen,
1971 ). Habi tat preference of aqu atic beetles was the shallow, vegetated pe rmanent marshes in
open areas where the greatest number of species and specimens was fo und. Aquatic bee tles
would migrate to temporary water areas from the reservoir.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMI TTEE, MARCH 79 72
Ralph W. Gundersen, Chairman

STUDIES IN LIMNOLOGY AND DIA TOM ECOLOGY OF THE SNAKE RIVER
AT MORA, MINNESOTA

Donald G. Kaddatz
Limnological conditions a nd river bed diatoms were studied in the Snake Rive r at Mora, Minne·
sota, from June 6, 197 1 to June 24, 1972. The physi cal and c hemical co nditions, attached
diatom populations, and the possible effects of treated sewage effluent from Mora upon these
factors were examined.
Sampling stations were estab lished a bove and below the sewage outfall. River discharge flow, temperatures , and turbidity measurements were taken . Concentrations of dissolved oxygen, a lkal in ity, hard ness, hydrogen ion conce ntratio n, ortho and total phosph ate, nitrite
nitrogen , nitrate nitrogen, ammonia nitrogen, silica, chloride , sulfate and free carbon dioxide
were determ ined.
River bed diatoms were collected from experimenta ll y subme rged glass slides he ld in
position by substrate block samplers. Population cell densities were enumerated from sedimen·
tation chambers using an inve rted research microscope.
A mean annu al discharge flow of 357.9 cfs was observed. River discharge ranged
from 70.7 to 2,736 cfs and was observed to fluctuate with prec ipitation and meltwater runoff.
Water temperatures ranged from 0 to 230C. Dissolved o xygen tended toward 100% saturation.
Highest concentrations were observed in the ice-free, cold water periods. Total alkalinity
ranged f rom 35 to 190 mg/ 1. No hydroxide or carbonate alkalinity was observed. The range of
pH values was 7.0 to 8.42. The river was fo und to be rich in inorganic nutrients. The sewage
outfall at Mora was found to add considerable amounts of phos phate to the river. Mean annual
orthophosphate concentrations of 0.08 mg/ 1 above, and 0.44 mg/1 below the sewage outfall
were obse rved. Total phosphate concentrations ranged from 0.1 to 0.32 mg/1 above the outfall
and 0 .15 to 1.20 mg/ 1 below the outfall. Nitrate n itrogen ranged from 0.09 to 0.6 mg/1 above
the outfall and 0.11 to 1.0 mg/1 below. Ammonia nitrogen was observed to be present in high
concentrations {2.0 mg/1) at all stations. Silica ranged from 8 .0 to 32.5 mg/1 and exhibited
seaso nal variation.
Twenty ge nera and 48 species of diatoms were collecte d. The most common{ % freque ncy) species observed were as fo llows: Cocconeis placentula, Gomphonema acuminatum,
Navicula c ryptocephal a , .!i:. salinarum, Achnanthes lanceolata, Cymbella ventricosa, Synedra
ulna , Nitzch ia dissipata, .!:£: pale(, ~ vulgl{e, and ~ ~ Peak population
densities were recorded in June 1819 cells/mm
and October {2056 cells/mm2). Seasonal
variation in species populations were observed. Natural diversity of species populations
occurred above and below the sewage outfa ll at Mora .
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMI TTEE, FEBRUA RY 79 73
Keith M. Knutson, Chairman
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ENVIROMENTAL FACTORS AFFECTING THE LABORATORY SEX RATIO
AND REPRODUCTIVE ABILITY OF MACROCHELES PERGLABER
(ACARINA: MACROCHEL/DAE}

Lawrence L. Legatt
PROBLEM: Among the natural agents helping to control house flies is Macrocheles muscaedeomesticae (Scopoli), and several related species, which are predacious on the eggs and larvae
of muscoid flies. While the degree of control exerted by these mites is certainly significant, it
could be better, and several attempts have been made at increasing the reproductive rate or predation rate of these mites. The objective of this study was to test the effect of three environmental variables (temperature, density and diet) on the sex ratio and reproductive ability of
Macrocheles perglaber, a species closely related to M. muscaedomesticae. The females have
been reported to be better predators than the males,and a highly female-biased sex ratio would
be expected to lead to increased predation.
PROCEDURE: The procedure used was to prepare cultures differing only in the variable being
tested .
In the temperature experiment, five adult female mites were added to each container. One pan was incubated at 28 C and another at 33 C.
Density was tested for its effect on the sex ratio by adding five adult female mites
(low density) to one pan, and 20 adult female mites (high density) to another pan.
Finally, three diets were tested (one per pan): 1) house fly eggs only, 2) nematodes
only, and 3) both fly eggs and nematodes. Five adult female mites were added to each pan.
After eight days of culture, equal-sized samples of the culture medium were placed
in small Berlese funnels and the mites driven down into 50% alcohol. The sex of each mite extracted was recorded and corresponding means were tested for significance using the F-test.
FINDINGS : The only treatment producing a significant difference in the sex ratio was temp erature (p .01 ), with 33 C producing the higher percentage of females. With further testing,
this result might be used in large-scale laboratory cultures for mass-release programs.
Also noted was a significant difference in the total number of mites extracted in all
three treatments. The 33 C culture produced more mites than the 28 C culture. The low density culture produced more mites than the high density culture. The diet of nematodes alone
yielded far fewer mites than either of the other two diets .
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, MAY 7974
john H.- Peck, Chairman

INTERACTION OF A BREEDING PAIR OF BALD EAGLES WITH SUB-ADULTS
AT SUCKER LAKE, MICHIGAN

james P. Mattsson
Bald eagle behavior was observed during 1972 and 1973 in Upper Michigan at Sucker Lake, an
area where sub-adult bald eagles have been reported to congregate in large numbers during the
summer months.
In 1972, a resident adult pair produced no young and territorial defense interactions
were not observed. In 1973, two young were produced and territorial defense interactions
with six sub-adults and one adult bald eagle were observed. Territorial defense interactions
with other species were not observed. The area defended around the nest was estimated to be
155 hectares (383 acres).
In contrast to 1972, adult territorial behavior li"mited sub-adult numbers, fishing
activity, fishing locations, and perching range at Sucker Lake in 1973.
Two young bald eagles fledged in 1973, remained within the area defended by their
parents, and were not seen in the study area after 20 September, 1973.
Territorial defense by . the resident adults was not seen after 10 September, 1973.
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APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, jUNE 7974
Alfred H. Grewe, jr., Chairman

A SURVEY AND DISTRIBUTION STUDY OF THE CYPRINID MINNOWS
(FAMILY CYPRINIDAE) IN THE MONTICELLO REGION OF THE
MISSISSIPPI RIVER

Ralph 0. Morgenweck
FINDINGS: A total of 7,248 fish, representing 15 species, were seined in 1970. Twelve species
were minnows and darters. Darters were grouped with the minnows. The fish were taken from
two stations located upstream from the Monticello Nuclear Powered Electricity Generating
Plant and from four stations downstream.
In order of decreasing abundance, the minnow species were: bigmouth shiner, spotfin shiner, sand shiner, bluntnose minnow, johnny darter, horny head chub, longnose dace,
common shiner, spottail shiner, blacknose dace, creek chub, and golden shiner.
The majority of spotfin shiners formed annuli in May while the majority of individuals of the other species formed annuli in June.
A comparison of age and total length between males and females of a species was
made for all species ex cept blacknose dace and golden shiner.
A plot of the number of developed eggs against the total length for the four most
abundant species showed that a direct relationship between the two variables existed.
The food analysis showed that the percent of occurrence of dipterans in minnow
stomachs was greatest of all insect orders. Trichoptera followed Ephemeroptera in order.
Individuals of other insect orders were incidental food items. Larval stages were most often
consumed by all species except the common shiner which showed a greater preference for
adults. Diatoms, plant remains, algae, inorganic mate rials, and organic materials were incidental food items for all species except the bluntnose minnow and sand shiner. They fed actively
on the bottom debris.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, fUL Y 7977
Alfred f. Hopwood, Chairman

RECOLONIZATION OF MACROINVERTEBRATES ON ARTIFICIAL SUBSTRATE
SAMPLES IN THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER NEAR MONTICELLO, MINNESOTA

jane Marie Nemanick
A sampling program was se t up to determine the rate of colonization of invertebrates in relation to a heated discharge in the Mississippi River near Monticello, Minnesota. Weekly relationships of numbers, weights, and taxonomic composition were used to estimate growth rates
and population changes. Measurements of depth, current velocity, and water quality were recorded to determine their influence on invertebrate populations. Invertebrate sampling was
done with artificial substrate samplers, a design found to be reliable in the current-depth situation of the study a rea.
Artificia l substrate samplers were concrete blocks with a surface area of .3 square
meters. Four blocks made up a station, and five stations were placed at each sampling site.
Two sampling sites were maintained, one above (Control) and one below (Experimental) the
heated effluent of a nuclear generating power plant. After the five stations were placed at each
site, one station from each was recovered every seven days. Samples of 7 to 35 days exposure
time made up one sampling cycle. Sampling cycles were conducted in 1971 from july 12 to
November 16 and in 1972 from April 15 to july 21.
Organism s were identified to genus and grouped into three orders. The composition
of the sampled population at site C was 47 % Trichoptera, 14% Ephemeroptera, and 33%
Diptera. At site E the population was 64% Trichoptera, 9% Ephemeroptera, and 24% Diptera.
Trichoptera were more prevalent at site E than at site C. Ephemeroptera and Diptera were
more prevalent at site C. Growth rates based on numbers and weights for each 35-day cycle
were compared. Factors affecting growth rates were temperature, season, and life cycles of the
organisms.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, MARCH 7973
Alfred f. Hopwood, Chairman
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FLUORESCENT DYEMARKING OF CYPRINID MINNOWS (FAMILY
CYPRINIDAE) AND OTHER SMALL FISH FOR POPULATION STUDIES
IN THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER NEAR MONTICELLO, MINNESOTA

john D. Ott
A total of 7,599 fish were seined from the Mississippi River, of which 6,933 were cyprinids
representing 13 species in seven genera. The other 666 fish were from the sucker, perch, sun·
fish, and trout·perch families. The fish were seined from four stations above the heated water
discharge of the Monticello nuclear power plant and four stations were below the disch a rge.
Sampling was conducted from June 1972 to July 1973.
A fluorescent dye powder sprayed by compressed air was used to mark the fish.
Marked fish were identified and counted upon reca pture by viewing them in a dark-box under
longwave ultraviolet light. The ultraviolet light caused the dye on the marked fish to fluoresc e .
The marking technique produced an average of three percent mortality due to one marking .
This was considered a low mortality. Large r fish survived the marking technique significantl y
better than did smaller fish.
All counts of fish in the releases and recaptures were made from photographic negatives taken of the fish while they were held in a shallow tray of water.
An estimate of the population si ze and a confidence interval for the estimate we re
calculated from the mark-recapture data . A one hour waiting period between release and recapture yielded successful results while recapture attemps made 24 and 48 hours afte r the re lease were unsuccessful. Multiple mark-recapture trials conducted hourly , for up to four hours ,
produced the greatest accuracy and the best confidence intervals.
Changes in the population si ze estimates were influenced by ch a nges in the habitat of
the minnows. Increased current velocity and restricted ha bitat functioned to redu ce the popu lation in an area.
A rank correlation of the species composition from 1970 and this study was calculated and no significant change could be shown due to the heated water effluent from the power
plant.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, DECEMBER 79 73
Alfred j. Hopwood, Chairman

SOME ASPECTS OF GRACKLE, DOVE, AND ROBIN NESTING IN A
CONIFER PLANTING IN STEARNS COUNTY, MINNESOTA

Owen L. Schmidt
The dove production , spatial location of grackle, dove, and robin nests, and dove use of other
bird nests was determined at a conifer planting in Stearns County, Minnesota.
Ninety-two dove nesting attempts averaged 1.3 fledglings per nesting attempt for a
production rate of 24.2 doves per acre . These rates o f ne st success and produ ction per acre
compare favorably to the rates in other studies where there were no large numbers of nes ting
grackles.
Doves preferred blue spruce trees for nesting and generall y nested in the lower ha lf
of trees. Dove nesting sites averaged 93 percent overs tory density. The forest densiometer
was used to determine percent canopy cover for nest sites.
Grackles did not prefer a particular tree species and generally nested in the upper half
of trees. Grackle nesting sites averaged 82 percent overstory density.
Robins preferred blue spruce and shelterbelt trees and gen e rally nested in the lower
half of trees. Robin nesting sites averaged 89 percent overs tory density.
Doves nested on grackle and robin nests in about the same proportion as on th e ir
own nests. Dove nesting attempts on grackle and robin nests averaged lower in th e tree and had
a greater overstory density than average grackle and robin nests . Doves were more successful
per nesting attempt on grackle and robin nests than on their own nests.
Most dove nest sites were used once. Those nest sites used two and three times had
higher percent overstory density than those used once.
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APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, jUNE 79 73
Alfred H. Grewe, Jr., Chairman

A TAXONIC STUDY OF THE AQUA TIC AND MARSH VEGETATION OF
MEDICINE LAKE, HENNEPIN COUNTY, MINNESOTA

David G. Swanovich
PROBLEM: Medicine Lake, the subject of the study is located in Plymouth Village, a suburb
of Minneapolis, Hennepin County, Minnesota. The main intent of the study was to taxonomically collect and identify various aquatic and marsh p lants in and adjacent to Medicine
Lake.
The lake has geological deposits related to the Des Moines Lobe t ill a nd outwash
from the Keewatin Center of the Wisconsin glaciation. The soils of the area consist of marsh
which is mostly peat, and loam having gray to gray-brown podzolic character istics. A blue line
map shows the soil associations of the area . Temperature va ri ations greatly fluctuate with normal temperatures for the winter months being 150 F . and 70° F . for the summer months. The
average seasonal snowfall is 40 inches . Sixty five per cent of the annual precipitation comes as
rain.
The lakeshore is com posed of approximately three hundred single family structures,
five resorts, convalescence home for three hundred participants, high school, light industry,
public beaches, and undisturbed wooded areas. A gradual increase in fertility of the lake has
occurred over the years, according to the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources. Likewise, local residents have reported an increase in a lgae b looms over the years. In 1971 district
sanitation and rain sewage system was completed and all parties have co nn ected to this system
with the exception of the convalescence home and severa l residents a lon g the north shore.
Aquatic vegetation was prese nt in moderate to very abundant amounts in the littoral zones.
The lake is a source of recreational activity for many of the area people. Water related sports, fishing, and snowmobiling are the most common. The educational value is ce ntered on the communities found in the woodland, marsh, and lakeshore habitats . Recently, a
light industrial complex ha s been built near the lake. This location was chosen for nearness of
rail and high~ay transportation routes.
The first phase was to divide the lake into four sections as it is 8.9 miles in circumference for the purpose of plant collection. Upon completion, the zonation of the aquatic
vegetation from f loating to eme rgent, spanned a distance such that a pair of hip boots was satisfactory to obtain the specimens. When the bottom was too soft, a boat was used. In order to
collect the entire plant, a digger was necessary. These plants were placed into a heavy gauge
plastic bag for temporary storage. The specimens were collected from july 21, 1971 to August
24, 1971 and during the summer of 1972 . A customary plant press and dryer were employed
for drying and preservation . Once preservation was comp lete, the plants were grouped into
floating, submerged, and emerged vegetation.
CONCLUS IONS: This study was taxonomic in nature but ecologically, Lemna ~·· Nymphaea
odorata , and Nuphar variegatum were found as floating aquatic indicators; Chara vulgaris,
Ceratophyllum dermersum, Myriophyllum spicatum, and Potamogeton spp . as subm erged aquatic indicators; Scirpus validus and Typha latifolia were indicators of emergent vegetatio n.
Marsh vegetation was fo und to contain twenty-one species of Gramineae, and six of Labiatae.
Members of Salicaceae were found in greatest abundance and diversity when compared to other
trees. At present the study provides an in ve ntory of one-hundred-and-nineteen different species
found in forty-two families. The foregoing plant specimens have been deposited at the herbarium of St. Cloud State College, St. Cloud, Minnesota.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, AUGUST 7972
Lester E. Lindstrom, Chairman

BANK AND ROUGH-WINGED SWALLOW USE OF THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER
NEAR MONTICELLO, MINNESOTA

Stephen V. Thrune
A program of field observations was devised to determine the extent of use of the Mfssissippi
River near Monticello, Minnesota , by bank and ro.-winged swallows. The study area extended froin one mile above a nuclear-powered electricity generating plant to three miles below the
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plant. Field work was initiated in june, 1971, and terminated in September, 1972. Swallow
colonies in river banks were inspected and various parameters were recorded. Birds were ob·
served during nesting and fledging periods to determine behavior. Swallows were mist·netted
and banded to determine ranges in ha tching and fledging dates and to determine the size of the
local breeding swallow community. Band recapture data for 1972 indicated a dispersal of birds
banded in 1971 and a marked habitat preference. Post-fledging data indicated a marked pre·
terence for foraging over a rapids upstream of the power plant and for perching on transmission
wires near this rapids. The normal operation of the power plant did not appreciably alter the
usage of the river by bank and rough-winged swallows.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, MAY 7973
Alfred}. Hopwood, Chairman

A FIVE YEAR STUDY OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN WATER TEMPERATURE AND GROWTH RATE INCA TOSTOMUS COMMERSONN/1

William Whiting
FINDINGS: The common white sucker (Castostomus commersonnii) is the most valuable
artifically reared bait fish in Minnesota. The major problem of fish hatchery operators is predicting when their new crop of suckers will reach a saleable size. Research by other workers
indicates that the growth rate of fresh water fish species is closely correlated to water temperature. The purpose of this study is an attempt to develop a method of predicting growth rate of
the white sucker by measuring and graphing day-degrees of water temperature against known
fish growth rates. This graph can then be used to predict the growth rate of future crops.
Twenty-two rearing ponds were involved in the study . After five years of research six of these
ponds with the most complete data were selected for final analysis. The fish growth rate was
calculated by sampling each pond with a small minnow seine at approximately thirty day intervals from the time of planting until the time of harvesting. The mean sample size for each pond
was calculated after each sampling period. The growth data of all ponds for a given year were
then graphed with the cumulative day-degree data of the same period. Temperature readings
were recorded in the same centrally located pond with a thermograph throughout the fiv e year
period. The techniqu~ used was to convert water temperature into daily day-degrees by taking
the sum of the maximum and minimum water temperature for a 24 hour period and dividin g
by two. This daily day-degree temperature was added to the sum of the previous days to create
a cumulative day-degree record that could be graphed. Numerous field sampling problem s were
encountered due to such things as pond vegetation, foreign species contamination , chemic a l
contamination, stocking rates , drought , and flooding which caused many of the original pond s
to be removed from the study. After five years analysis, the data indicated that environmental
factors prevented accurate prediction of growth rate in a given pond but that a five year mean
cumulative graph of day-degrees and growth rate could be used to accurately predict the growth
rate of a year 's crop of fish.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, AUGUST 79 72
john F. McCue, Chairman

ENGLISH
MARK TWAIN AND EDUCATION

Douglas/. Berg
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PROBLEM : In his writings, Mark Twain commented on nearly every conceivable institution
present in his day , sometimes extensively, sometimes sporadically . On education , Twain said
little in either his fiction or nonfiction, yet the school scenes from The Adventures of Tom
Sawyer are strongly remembered by all readers of his work . Since thiSis true, the purpose of
this investigation is to examine Mark Twain's life and writings in order to determine how he
felt about public education and if he seemed to have a philosophy of education.

PROCEDURE : The investigation began with a study of Mark Tw a in's life in order to determin e
the extent of his early education, influences that schoo l may have had on him, and influences
of his worldly education. This study was followed by an investigation of his nonfiction in prder
to determine his feelings on education and to discover whether he ever developed a philosophy
of e ducation. Last, a number of his works of fiction were analy zed in an attempt to discover
if Twain made satirical comments on education a nd to see if he used a theory of education in
developing some of his fiction. This analysis revealed that although Twain never wrote a major
work entirely devoted to education, he was concerned with it and had definite feelings and
ideas about it.
FINDINGS : In Mark Twain's newspaper artic les, essays, and travel books, he is extremely
critical of school boards and school officials for making schoo ls dull, confining, frustrating
places. He is always supportive of the chi ldren. In Th e Adventures of Tom Sawyer and The
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, two of his works of fiction which contain school scenes, he
makes numerous satir ical remarks on corporal punishment, lazy, tyrannical schoolmasters, and
the general oppressiveness of the school atmosphere. He also uses the school as a structura l
unifying device in Tom Sawyer. The Prince and ~Pauper, A_ Connecticut Yankee .in King
Arthur's Court, and "The Curious Republic of Gondour" dramatize his mechanistic theory
of ed uc ation and learni ng most coherently put forth in "What is Man?"
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: Mark Twain knew the value of school scenes as popular
material. He used them for this purpose, but, in doing so, he also revealed that he felt education should be primarily concerned with developing the noble, humane attributes of man. The
ideas· presented in his works continue to chal lenge the hypocrisies of our institutions, including
our schools.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, DECEMBER 1973
Robert L. Coord, Chairman

SYMBOLISM IN THE POETRY OF W.S. MER WIN

Mary E. Bovee
The poetry of W.S. Merwin is enjoyable both for its imagery and for its intellectual explorations, and a basic knowledge of his symbolism helps the reader understand the latter of these
two facets. Merwin uses mirrors to symbolize his innermost being, that part of him which feels
and intuits before his conscious mind forms any thoughts. This symbol does not appea r
throughout Merwin 's seven books, but it is often fo und in his subjective and so ul searching
poetry. Although shadows do not symbolize one specific idea or concept, they reveal a lot
about Merwin's attitude toward death because they represent several different aspects of death
and a possible afterlife. Merwin includes hands in much of his imagery, a nd their role is threefold: hands may symbolize love, fate, or creativity. Wind reflects the atmosphere or mood of
many poems. It also brings omens which foretell the future and symbolizes the donee of an
artist's creativity . Merwin's intrigue with death may be a reason for his extensive description
of mock-death experience. This timeless, lifeless state of being is symbolized by stones.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, /UL Y 1972
john R. Bovee, Chairman

AN AMERICAN DREAM:
SURREAL

AN EXISTENTIAL JOURNEY INTO THE

Karsten 0. Braaten
Norman Mailer began developing an existential philosophy in his early works. Existential co ncepts are evident in "A Calculus at Heaven ," 1942, The Naked and the Dead, 1948, Barbary
Shore, 1951, and The Deer Park, 1955 . An America--;;-Dream, 1964, is Mailer's most complete
fictional exegesis of his existential philosophy.
While much of Mailer's existentialism is similar to the philosophical concepts of
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Sartre, Kierkegaard, Buber, and Nietzsche, Mailer also develops a unique definition of an
American existentialist. "The White Negro" is the most complete explanation of Mailer's
American existential philosophy. In it, Mailer explains his existentialism which emphasizes the
"mysticism of the flesh" (characterized by erotic sex) and defines his existentialist man as a
psychopath who will murder, rape, and lie in order to further himself. The psychopath's
awareness of the "enormous present" allows him to experience life more fully than the
"salauds" who conform to society's rules and who never face death as an everyday experience.
Rojack in An American Dream is Mailer's American existential man who, because he
murders his wife, constantly must outwit restricting forces in American society and who takes
an existential journey in search of salvation. Rojack lies to save himself from the electric chair;
he seduces women in his search for the "apocalyptic orgasm" which, according to Mailer, will
reveal the true value of love and of communication between the sexes; and he defeats the symbol of the Devil (B . Oswald Kelly) and of the Devil's corrupting influences in American society .
Roj ack escapes the plague that, according to Mailer, affects American society by maintaining
his courage in the moment of crisis and by shedding his ties with the conventional aspects of
American society . In the end , Rojack heads for Yucatan because he was not strong enough to
defeat all of the corrupting forces in America.
Because An American Dream is also a harsh criticism of American society, Mailer
uses techniques thatare accepted by many surrealist writers in order to shock the reader into a
greater awaren ess of the boredom and conformity engendered by American society. Thus,~
American Dream serves the surrealist's purpose as a means, and not merely as an end, by which
the writer attempts to further the search for more self-knowledge.
Mailer adopts the surrealist's use of the erotic, the sensual, and the grotesque. Mailer
uses the erotic when he has Rojack "bugger" the maid, Ruta; Mailer uses the sensual when he
develops an adolescent-like love affair between Cherry and Rojack ; Mailer uses the grotesque
when he has Rojack fantasi ze upon the possibility of eating Deborah's dead body.
Because the search for love is paramount to the surrealist's desire to find redemption,
Ma iler characteri zes an ideal relationship between Cherry and Rojack. And, from this relationship , Rojack comes closest to finding redemption. The relationship between Rojack and
Cherry is also founded on " chance" meetings . According to the surre a lists the concept of
chance is significant because "chance" often presents an opportunity to one to change his life
and, thereby, achieve salvation.
Mailer also breaks from some of the most accepted practices that have been developed by novelists . Instead of emphasizing plot and character, Mailer presents primarily onedimensional characters and a simple plot.
Rojack in An American Dream is the characterization of Mailer's existential man who
commits the ultimate act of power, murder , and who then must face death in order to show
that he has the courage to continue living. Mailer uses surrealistic techniques as a means to
give greater force to the social criticism and to the philosophical concepts embodied in An
American Dream.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, NOVEMBER 7977
Armand E. Falk, Chairman

THE HERO IN THE WILDERNESS
Lois Mary Braaten
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Plato defined the universe in terms of the "One" and the "Many." The abstract , universal
"One" he called the Idea; whereas material "imitations" of the perfect, single Idea he labeled
the "Many ." Analogous to this philosophical concept of Plato's is jung's psychoanalytical
concept of the archetype. A single "monomyth" is basic in all literature . jung labeled the
parts of man's psyche the personal unconscious, which is unique in each individual, and the
collective unconscious, which is universal--that is, archetypal .
Although the archetypes are essentially unconscious, they can become conscious
secondarily. Archetypes can symbolize characters, such as the Hero, or "Patterns, " such as the
Night-Sea journey.
The mythological hero's journey begins when he crosses the threshold of adventure
and then "journeys through a world of unfamiliar yet strangely intimate forces . ... When he
arrives at the nadir of the mythological round, he undergoes a supreme ordeal and gains his reward." The hero must then leave the "transcendental powers" behind in the "kingdom of

dread" and reente r the "City" with his e lixir.
Two spiri tual heroes, Moses and Zadok, had simil ar adventu res in the Wilderness.
Because they both spent most of t heir lives in the desert--the wi lderness··with their fo llowe rs,
the y reac hed " the nadir of the mythological ro un d" at the top of a mountain, which re presents
a state of " increased co nsc io usness." Christ developed his "ego·co nsc iou sness" and became
aware "of his own stren gt hs and weaknesses" durin g his stay in the wilderness. Muhammad's
Nigh t-Sea Journe y took pl ace within the womb of a cave. Eac h of these heroes passed t he
tests in the Wilderness that "eq uip [ped] him fo r th e arduo us tasks with which life" in the
"City" wo uld confront him. Moses gave the world the Decalogue ; Zadok led his nomads to a
military victory; Christ and Muhammad offered men a gospe l of love.
Jung contends that "the hero f igure is an archetype, which has existed si nce time immemorial." The four stages in the development of the co ncept of t he hero a re comparable to
the stages of an ind ivid ual 's development. Radin labels the fou r stages the Trickster cycle, the
Hare cycle, the Red Ho rn cycle, and the Twin cycle.
In a ll hero ta les, there exist consiste nl y re peated characteristics, such as a miraculou s birth, an ea rl y proof of supe rhu man strengt h, an d a period of obscurity.
Achilles' Ni ght-Sea Journ ey consisted of his withdrawal from the war. Hi s Wilderness was his tent on the seashore. He returned to th e society of men on ly after he had gained
his d ue of honor from the gods as well as from his fe ll ow warrior-princes.
Berta the Debonaire passed thro ugh her tests a nd ordeals in a fo rest--a sy mb o l of the
female principle. The tales of Achilles and Berta both belong to t he Twin cycle stage of the
hero myth. Berta's femaleness also brings to light the co ncepts of the anima a nd the anim us.
The process of ind ividuat ion is comp lete only when these two aspects of the psyche "have
learned to live at peace and to comp lem ent o ne another." After Berta is freed f rom the fat her
and mother images, she is a bl e to "awaken" to her role as a wife and a Queen.
The character is tics un covered about one he ro are equally valid when app li ed to the
othe r heores within this study. Any examination of the He ro in the Wilderness must ana lyze
his Night-Sea Journey as well as his Rebirth from the Wil de rn ess. Moreover, the arc hetypa l
hero--the un co nscious ness--will continue to emerge from the consciousness of the City because
men forever fa il to learn the lesson taught by the returning Hero.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMM I TTEE, MAY 1972
Alfred E. Leja, Chairman

THE CONFLICT BETWEEN HEROIC STATURE AND LOVE: A CATALYST
IN TRAGEDY
Gertrude Elliot
ABSTRACT: Tragedy can res ult from an inner co nfl ict betwee n two subje ctive values , such as
the individual's he roic statu re and his love for another. Although the q uali t ie s t hat are deemed
heroic may vary with the culture , the heroic stat ure has remained fairly constant for ce ntu ries
and is characterized by its egocentric co mmittment to a subjective id ea l and by a concern for
th e self. Although the substa ntive va lues are also cul turall y determined, love, e ither familial,
frater nal, or romantic, consiste ntl y has been o ne of the highest values . Des pite its poss ibility
of bein g an ex pressio n for egocentricity , love is essentially a ltrui stic bec ause it involves a co ncern for another .
The egocentricity possi bl e in fa milial love, the moral and legal o bliga tions , and the
natural love be tween family mem be rs p rovide a basis fo r conflict between the demands of love
a nd the heroic statu re. In ea rl y literature , although divine intervention might prec ipitate the
conflict, the heroes had options t hat could affect the consequences. Later, when impartial
fate a nd nature we re considered a force, the he ro be ca me totally res ponsible for hi s acts. In the
familial relationship, co nflict may arise between age trying t o reta in its dignity a nd authority
and youth anx iou s to asse rt its maturing heroic s tature. Also , an agi ng rul er's undue concern
for one of his heirs may interfere with th e rights of anoth er heir, a rousing late nt jealousy or
greed. Prem ature surrender of power to in sure orderly succession may reduce t'he rul er to a
sy mbol of power an d make him dependent on the love of his heirs to retai n his heroic image.
Fraternal love is more ideal th a n familial love because it is bound by no legal or
moral ties. The vassa l-lord love re lat ionsh ip is most precarious becau se a ruler's ac t agai nst his
subject m ay a lso strike at their love relationsh ip, and a hero 's legitimate concern for his own
stature may be misconstrued as disloyalt y. Although fraternal love between peers is simpler,
confli c t may uise through the hero's co mmitments , ras h promises , or threats to the ego.
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Because frate rnal love 's altruistic nature requires a denial of self that the high egocentricity of
the hero cannot give, the heroi c stature-fraternal love conflict usually ends in a sacrifice of the
love .
In later litera ture , romantic love introduces problems of jealousy, male-female roles,
and chastity. If the woman is heroic, she may complicate the relationship by insisting on maintaining her own heroic image, thereby challenging the hero's stature. If she is a ruler, concern
over male-female roles arises: she must maintain the dignity of her self and her office ; the hero
must satisfy his natural amb ition and his need to be dominant. Because of jealousy, the be loved
may demand a proof of love that jeopardizes the hero 's stature. Also, the beloved may use the
love as a weapon to achieve her end s.
Absence of conflicts between heroic stature and love in modern tragedy is owing to
the complexi t y, size, and impersonali zatio n of modern society dwarfing man 's significance and
making assertion of the heroic stature more difficult. Also, certain philosophies and sciences
have changed society's attitude toward responsibility, an important element of the heroic stature. Values have also undergone some change, notably sexual attitudes affecting love. Because
of these changes, society tends to see man as less grand, hence less tragic. The recent concern
for man's place in our technological society suggests a new emphasis on man's worth as an
individual.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, jUNE 79 72

j onathan Lawson, Chairman

GEORGE BERNARD SHAW, THE PLAYWRIGHT, AS CRITIC OF ORGANIZED
RELIGION

Kathleen A. Ellis
Shaw saw many hypocrisies in the religion of his day. As a young man he reje cted the Pro·
testant re li gion of Ireland which had been taught to him as a way of life as well as the only
form of worship. But Shaw was not sa tisfie d with merely denying or degrading. He suggested
a replacement for what he would remove. The theory or philosophy which Sh aw offered as a
replacement for the rel igion of the day was called Creative Evolution. Briefly, it is the bel ie f in
a Life Force which is co ntinuall y struggling to improve upon itself in the quest fo r perfection .
It is this philosoph y which can be found running through the religious plays of Bernard Shaw .
Shaw saw himself in the very important role of prophet and gadfly to make each person aware of his own individual importance in the upward struggle of the Life Force.
Dick Dud geon, in The Devil's Discipl e, portrays a man who jeopardizes his life in
order to save another man. In doing so, he takes his place in the upward path of the Life Force.
Don juan , in Man ~Superman, thoroughly explains Shaw's philosophy of Creative
Evolution and the choices each person must make in order to improve himself and therefore
mankind.
Blanco Posnet, in The Shewing-Up of Blanco Posnet, shows how a scoundrel can
choose to become a good m a n , thereby indicating to the audiences how they, too , could con·
tribute to the struggle of the Life Force to advance constantly.
joan, in Saint ~is the culmination of Shaw's religious characters. In spite of
constant harassment, joan chooses to follow God. She pays with her life , but she has done her
·best and so has given impetus to the Life Force 's upward path .
Shaw 's plays were his pulpits to preach his philosophy of Creative Evolution, and the
protagonists in his plays are the characters who spread the message . In each one there is a bit
of Shaw.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, MARCH 7973

Paul E. Cairns, Chairman

THE QUESTION OF UNITY IN MALORY'S LE MORT£ DARTHUR

Philip R. Gulstad
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ABSTRACT: The discovery of an unpublished manuscript of Thomas Malory 's Le Morte
Darthur at Winchester College in 1934 has produced conflicting theories regarding thequestion
of unity within the work.

Basin g his argument chiefly on a comparison of the Winchester MS . and William
Caxton's edition, which does not contain most of Malory's colophons at the ends of the tales,
Euge ne Vinaver th eorizes that Malory meant his romances as eig ht se parate tales, not as one
work.
D.S. Brewer, Charles Moorman, and a number of contributors to a collection of
essays entitled Malory's Originality all oppose Vin aver's view, offering various pieces of e vidence to support their claim of unity in the work.
Moorman's con tention that Malory wrote a single , unified history of Arthur 's reign,
intending it to convey the theme, "The ri se, flowering, an d downfall of a well-nigh perfect
civilization ," seems the most acceptable of these theories . He suggests that Malory inte rwove
three leitmotifs-- Lancelot and Guenevere 's adultery, the Grail qu es t a nd its fai lure, and t he feud
betw een the fam ilies of Lot and Pellinore--throu ghout the story as a means of carryin g out the
general theme.
In addition to the evidence prod u ced by Moorman , it would seem that Ma lory used
recurrin g plot structure and repetitions of incidents and sty listi c devices to strengthen th e unity
of his work.
The "Tale of Gareth" and the " T ale of La Cote Mal Taile" have a number of striking
similarities that encourage a comparison between the two stories. This comparison reveals the
superiority of Gareth and enhances his role as the epitome of Round Table chivalry _ Th ere are
a large number of parallel s between the love tr iangles of Tristram, lsode, and Mark and of Lancelot, Guenevere, and Arthur th at bear out the theme of tragedy and help provide structural
unity to the work .
The natures of a number of characters, including Kay , Bre wnis Sans Pity, Mar k, and
Lance lot are developed partially through similar incidents involving these characters in diffe rent parts of the work.
There are numerous parallel incidents throu ghout Le Morte Darthur , covering such
topics as curses, acts of penance, battle strategy, renewed strength by nearly-defeated knights,
battles between friendly knights traveling incognito, customs of castles, e nchantments , and
challenges by knights stationed at wells or bridges. These parallels, along with rec urring stylistic devices, produce a feeling of uniformity within the work. This uniformity of structure
and style, complemented by apparent thematic un ity , produces a strong a rgument for overall
unity in the work .

APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, NOVEMBER 1972
john Melton, Chairman

jOHN STEINBECK AND THE ISSUE OF HONESTY: A STUDY OF SELECTED
NOVELS

Nancy Lowe Gundersen
john Steinbeck's autobiographical writings and his novels are convincing evidence that he was
always an honest man and that he valued honest people. Yet some of the causes that he supported and some of the people whom he liked and admired were not honest. Steinbeck wrote
a number of novels based on his own particular experiences in which he seemed to be explaining his tolerance for other codes of behavior.
In one of these novels, l.!l Dubious Battle, he discussed California's migrant workers
and the efforts radicals were making to organize them. Steinbeck demonstrated that the migrants needed this unification in order to be strong enough to demand fair wages. However, he
was obviously disturbed by the manipulative techniques that organizers used to bind groups of
workers together, while at the same time he believed that these techniques were necessary . He
deciced to condone this dishonesty.
Steinbeck's belief in honesty was also challenged by some dishonest lower-class alcoholics whom he met and liked and about whom he wrote three novels, Tortilla~ Cannery
Row, and Sweet Thursday. In all of these books Steinbeck accepted a style of dishonest living,
even though in two of the books he created a hero who was an exceedingly honest man.
In the last two novels of his career Steinbeck reexamined the issues of political and
social pragmatism, alcoholic dishonesty, and middle-class morality and came to some new philosophical conclusions that were much more in accordance with his own personal values. In both
The Short Reign.£!:_~~ and The Winter~ Our Discontent he seemed to be accepting and
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advocating principles of simple honesty and individual trustworthiness. He was no longer will ing to accept the argument that dishonesty might occasionally be good policy.
At the same time in these last novels, Steinbeck faced the difficulties a person has
living a good life in the midst of a society that seems to reward the dishonest act, while praising
virtue. Steinbeck saw clearly the price one might be asked to pay in order to live by the code
of honesty that he was advocating.
Steinbeck's last two novels are a fitting resolution of his earlier philosophical problem: "Is honesty always a good thing?" Steinbeck answered "yes."
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, MAY 7973

john R. Bovee, Chairman

AN EXAMINATION OF NESTOR THE AGED COUNSELLOR IN THE ILIAD,
HIS INFLUENCE UPON THE POEM AND AS A MODEL FOR ENGLIGH
LITERATURE

David Robert Gustafson
ABSTRACT: An examination of Nestor, the aged counsellor in The I Iliad, reveals what Homer
himself regarded as a "heroic" warrior. Nestor's character is gradually revealed as he responds
to each new incident in the attempt to defeat Troy. The basic outline of Nestor's character is
that of the wise old man who, although he is too old to be an active warrior, contributes his
experience and garrulous advice to the Greek cause. His skill as a horseman, his youthful exploits, and even his possessions are admired and respected by Greeks and Trojans alike. He
embodies the ideals of eloquence and valor, but old age has tempered his effectiveness and
forced him to accept new responsibilities.
In Richmond Lattimore's translation of The I Iliad Nestor is frequently referred to as
"the Achaians' Watcher." This epithet is useful inwnsidering Nestor's function in the poem
because it directs attention to Nestor's current limitations. Because of his old age Nestor is no
longer an active warrior, yet his zeal and energy require him to be at the battle front. He
serves the Greek army by watching the flow of battle and then offering the alternatives, the
military tactics, which might be employed . Poulydamas, th e Trojan warrior, is a younger
counterpart to Nestor, but unlike Nestor his counseling is often disregarded. The Watcher com bines some of the characteristics whi ch are recogni zable in the Chorus and Messenger of Greek
drama, and may be a prefiguration of them. The emphasis is decidedly on Nestor's value as a
counsellor, and it is because he is an effective counsellor that he is still remembered.
While Nestor 's character is predom inantly presented through his speeches, it is also
developed by other techniques. Epithets, like the "Achaians' Watcher," occur regularl y and
stress some unique characteristic of Nestor. These epithets have a cumulative effect and aid in
realization of the entirety of Nestor 's shared and unique traits . Another means by which
Nestor's character is developed is through the appraisal of other characters. Agememnon,
Diomedes, Odysseus, Hector and others all praise him for special qualities. Perhaps the other
chief means by which Nestor is portrayed is by comparison . The most extended comparison is
between Nestor and Odysseus, and chiefly concerns the responsibilities of kingship and military
tactics. From these three methods of character development a wider perspective can be gained
than by stressing too heavily Nestor's garrulity.
·
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There appear to be several unaccountable inconsistencies in Nestor 's character. These
inconsistencies seem to arise from an excessive strain on Nestor's credibility. He is ex cessively
praised; he accepts many of Agamemnon's responsibilities; he is often overzealous; and his
lengthy speeches are occasionally tenuous. The total effect of these inconsistencies suggests
humor, or at least the potential for humor, in Nestor's character. Because Homer does not
clearly resolve some of the aspects of Nestor's character it is not surprising that he changes
slightly in the English translations of the poem.
The various translators of The IIliad have, in effect, made the poem an English poem.
Familiarity with a translation, or so;:r;;-..ii"Oreindirect contact with the Homeric material , has
influenced English writers to incorporate elements of the story into their own work . Nestor
actually reapperas in Shakespeare's Troilus and Cressida and is perhaps the model for Polonius,
the aged counsellor in Hamlet. Other Nestor-like characters can be seen in Uncle Toby, in Sir
Walter Scott's Waverly, Natty Bumppo in James Fenimore Cooper's The Prairie, and Gandalf in

J.R . R. Tolkien's The Hobbit. Clearly Nestor survives in literature as an a rc hetype of the wise
old man.
-- ---APPROVED B Y THESIS COMMITTEE, jUNE 7977
Armand E. Falk, Chairman

THE RESTORATION COMEDIES OF MANNERS: MIRROR OF SOCIETY
Donna May Eng Hager
The Restoration Comedies of Ma nners reflect the life of the Restoration period , dating f rom
1 660 to 1 71 0 . Restoration mann ers, patterned after those of the restored King Charles II , em phasi zed wit derived f rom common se nse and good breeding. Charles ll 's love for th e theater
ranked higher than his love for Church, resulting in a kingly patronage neve r before ex hibited
to such degree. His interest in French theater resulted in Moliere's works having an influence
upon some of the English dramatists.
Th e fo ll ow in g pl ays are exce lle nt representations of li fe of the period: The Country
Wife (1675) by William Wycherley , The Man of Mode (1676) by George Etherege, The Re lapse
(1697) by John Va nbrugh, ill~Qf the World (1700) by Willi am Congreve, a nd Th e Bea ux'
Strategem (1 707) by George Farquhar. The characters in the play s reflect, in the main , t he
Restoration's concern fo r a ppropriate social behavior.
Th e extreme class consciousness, the co ur tship a nd marr iage conventi o ns, differing
moral codes, church-going and theater-goi ng of th e Restoration period are a ll mirrored in the
comedies. Mos t of the plays ce nter around the " love-chase " and fi nanci ally adva ntageou s
marriage. The Puritan eth ic eve ntu al ly re-em e rged to restrain Restoration comedy by the e nd
of the ce ntury.
Restoration comedy had va lue for the age because it provid e d an e ntertainin g means
for society to vie w their fo ibl es and laugh at themselves. Through the wide range of human behavior viewed on the stage, the playgoer co uld take instruct ion fo r self-improvement, often
t hrou gh negative examp le. The Res toration Comedies of Manners mirrored t he times and are
stil l enjoyed today for their spa rk lin g wit , humorous si tuations and socia l commentary.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMM I TTEE, AUGUST 79 72
Alfred E. L eja, Chairman

THE FRACTURED VISION: A STUDY OF THE NOVELS OF KURT VONNEGUT,

JR.
Wayn e

L. james

The re is a split outlook perva ding the novels of Kur t Vonnegut, J r., that 'is ce ntral to th e development of his thought. At the same time that he suggests that the world is absurd and therefore meaningless and purposeless , he emphasi zes the importance of humanitarian mora l values.
This sp lit seems to have grown essentially out of Vonnegut's experience; in his ea rl y life and in
his forma l ed ucation , Vonnegut lear ned the values of brotherhood and h um anitarian concern
which he was never to lose, but his experie nce as a POW in World War Two shattered the optimism that acco mpanie d those values . Vonne gut ca me to see the world as epitomized by the
absurdity of the Dresden hol ocaust wh ich he witnessed.
His nove ls, then,inevitabl y came to reflec t his abs urdist view, a view so profoundly
pessimi stic as to preclude any fai th in man 's ability t o create mea ning or to reform his fo lli es.
Yet, paradox ically , the nove ls also reflect a fa ith in those hum ani tar ian values which Vonnegut
learn ed in early life. We can see the deve lop ment of the novels as base d essentially on a struggle
to resolve this split in his outlook.
In the nove ls , we see portrayals of a un ive rse informed by abs urdi ty juxtaposed to
injunctions to love or be kind which often embody the messages of the novels. The worlds of
Pl ayer Pi ano, Th e Sirens of Titan , and Mother Night , for exa mpl e, are all , in thei r own way s,
thorou ghly absurd ; yet the message of each co ncerns the value of " uncriti cal love " and selfless
moral responsibility . Th e same cynical/humanitarian split is ev id ent in Cat's Cradle. but this
novel initiates a new phase in the development of this split , for the philosoph y of Bokononism
espoused here brings the two sides of the split together ; Bokononism is based on cynical resignation, yet its purpose is st rictly humanitarian. After a digression in God Bless You , Mr .
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Rosewater, Vonnegut picks up the suggestions put forth in Cat's Cradle and resolves the split
permanently in Slaughterhouse-Five; Billy Pilgrim ach ieves the perfect balance between cynical
resignation and humanitarian concern . Breakfast of Champions serves as a coda to Vonnegut's
achievement, for it is a chaotic collage of al l that has prompted him to write and all that he has
discovered through his writing. The two s id es of Vonnegut's vision finally stand bal anced against each other and thus the cyc le of development in the nove ls is consummated .
APPROVED BY THESIS COMM ITTEE, MAY 7974
jam es Lundquist, Chairman

SURREA LISM AND THE NOVELS OF NATHANAEL WEST
David Lee Lavery
ABSTRACT: Surrealism was a world-wide movement which strongly influenced the art and
literature of the 1920's and 1930's. Its influence in American literature and art is usually
traced to such figures as Man Ray, Robert Coates, and Charles G. Finney, but in the four short
novels of Nathanael West may be seen the embodiment of the Surrealist aesthetics--a philosophy which was in full scale rebellion against the confines of realism and naturalism.
Surrealism possessed certain distinguishing characteristics: 1) a supernatural atmosphere; 2) a denial of contradiction and the embracing of irony; 3) a preoccupation with mysterious imagery. As a movement, its goals were to free man's fancy, to introduce a new
"aesthetics of the marvelous," and to save language from material decay. In its general philosophy, it is optimistic, its motto: "Change the world."
The tradition of Surrealism is extensive, but all of its practitioners may be classified
as Romantics. West was himself deeply immersed in the Surrealist tradition. Always attracted
to the bizarre and exotic in his reading, he was familiar with the work of most of Surrealism's
most famous precursors. His more than amateur knowledge of art gave him a painter's perspective. His trip to Paris gave him first-hand exposure to Surrealism. Like the Su rrealist, he considered Freud a so urce of artistic inspiration. Primarily European influenced in his thinking, he
ap plied his style to American subjects.
Although he was considered to be a Surrealist by contemporary critics, West himself
denied it. All of his novels, however, share some com mon characteristics: they are set in West 's
"peculiar half-world," perhaps best compared to the paintings of de Chirico; all seem to probe
a "real ity beyond reality," going far beyond simple realism; all are ambiguous and terse in
style; and all are dominated by imagery which creates a sense of mystery. And although the
novels become progressively more objective and didactic and less symbolic, they a ll contain one
powerfu l unifying e lement: the presence of a "dream-dump"--a repository of the subconscious.
The most brilliant a nd most surreal feat ure in West's novels is his imagery. A comparison between it and characteristically surreal imagery as described by its chief disciples
reveals West's writing to be surrealisti c. Springing from the subconscious, his imagery attempts
to describe irrationality in precise but mysterious terms. Although it functions on a symbolic
level at times, its primary effect is to give a surreal quality to the novels.
Sharing with the Surrealists a desire to transcend realism, West never shared their
faith in the revolution of man's imagination. A pessimist and a sceptic, he differed from the
Surrealists in tone--his was one of despair. He used Surrealism stylistically, but departed from
it when necessary to fulfill his own purposes. A moralist and an intellectual, he never surrendered the effort to understand the world in rational terms, and yet his style, Surrealist influenced, triumphs, and the effort to understand is, ironically, obscured in mystery.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, MAY 7973
john R. Bovee, Chairman

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE METAPHYSICAL ELEMENT IN EMILY
DICKINSON'S POETRY
jeffrey Lien
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PURPOSE : The purpose of this project is to point out the metaphysical characteristics in
Emily Dickinson's poetry and to show how they developed by examining her response to the

metaphysical literary influence, to the Puritan tradition, and to the cultural milieu in general.
After defining metaphysical poetry to a workable extent and listing the major seventeenth century meta physical poets , I have exa mined Dickinson 's direct connection with the
metaphysical poets by asce rtaining how much of their work she had read. I then attempt to
analyze their indirec t influence on her through her contact with Ralph Waldo Emerson, who
was considerably influ enced by the metaphysica ls. The examination of the development of her
styl e as a respo nse to her cultural milieu fol lows three main threads : her family life, especially
her relation to her father, her religious experiences, and the social upheavals climaxed by the
Civil War . This exami nation finally dovetails into an analysis of the metaphysical elements in
her poetry in relation to her reading, her cultural milieu and her psychological makeup.
The metaphy sical element in Dickinson's poetry is very strong, a lthough it is her
own unique brand of it. It was stimulated by her direct reading of the metaphysicals , and by
Emerson's influ e nce. The main source of her metaphysical qualities, however, stems from her
response to the cultural atmosphere of the time and place in which she lived.

APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, jUNE 7972

Elizabeth VanPelt, Chairman

POETS OF THE VERBAL SHRUG: THE RHYMERS' CLUB AS A LITERARY
MOVEMENT
judy M. Lundberg
ABSTRACT: The Rhymers' Club was formed in the 1890's, a decade that could well be called
the Age of the Rhymers because the Rhymers poets produced some of the best lyrical poetry
since the seventeenth century, immortalized the strange art of the verbal shrug, and employed
techniques which anticipated those used by modern poets. Most literary historians and academic critics have, unfortunately , failed to con;ider the Rhymers' literary importance , but the poets
constitute a movement and are a very significant bridge between the Victorians and the
Imagists.
Meetings of the Rhymers' Club began in 1891 at the Cheshire Cheese, an ancient restaurant and tavern on Fleet Street. Formally organized, the Club had no rules or officers, and
accounts vary concerning the meetings and the frequency of them. Members of the Club were
men who ranged in age from 23 to 50 and whose personalities differed considerably. The
Rh ym ers published two small anthologies of poetry, one in 1892 and the other in 1894. A ttendance at the Club dwindled in 1894, although some of its more important members, Ernest
Dowson, Lionel johnson, W.B. Yeats, and Arthur Symons, continued to write poetry.
Ernest Dowson is often only remembered as the symbol of decadence, but he is much
more than that. He is a poet , and his lyrical poetry possesses the art of the verbal shrug, the
"what more can I say?" attitude. This shrug is revealed in his nature , love, religious, and lifeweariness poems. Nature becomes a ser ies of images, love becomes a subject for brooding , religion i;>ecomes a means of finding sensations, and life-weariness becomes a means of immortalizing the verbal shrug. Prosodically, Dowson adhered to full end rhyme and perfect stanzaic
forms . Hi s new poetry is characterized most by his attitude toward subject matter and theme.
Lionel johnson's poetry is similar in many ways to Dowson's, although his poems
do not achieve ti\e fine lyric quality or master the verbal shrug. His best poetry was written
during the time of the Rhymers' Club. Many of his poems are religious , and many also express
the life-weariness theme . johnson's frequent use of oxymorons, single word images, and metaphors, as well as his word economy and his attempt at a common language diction, are his
stylistic strengths. Yeats, a novice poet at the time of the Rhymers' Club, was influenced especially by johnson and Symons. Much of Yeats' early poetry also reflects the life-weariness
theme, and his later work still retains the Rhymers' influence but matures into the polished
verse which distinguishes him as a great poet.
The poetry of Arthur Symons, probably the best of the Rhymers ' , received little
public attention during the nineteenth century and even less in the twentieth century. The
main reason for this oversight is that his critical prose works are given primary consideration.
He imported the ways of French symbolism for the. English poets, defended the artist 's right of
poetic license by giving the term decadence respectability, and wrote "city poetry." Symons'
work anticipates modern poetry because he deals with many of the same philosophical concerns as modern poets and remains the detached observer who analyzes and records urban
images. Like the modern poets, he uses common language, abundant metaphors and similes,
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and frequently personif ies nilture. The tone of his poetry is often one of irony or cold-hearted
humor. His poetry and that of the other Rhymers constitutes the beginnings of a modern
movement in poetry··a bridge between the Victorians a nd the Imagists.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, MAY 1972
james C. Lundquist, Chairman

THE FUNCTIONS OF CETOLOGY IN MOBY DICK

------

Stephen j. Mikus
Herman Melville 's Moby Dick has been looked upon by some critics as being a poorly construct·
ed novel. Much of t he adverse criticism is directed at Melville's inclusion o f vast quantities of
whaling data. These cetl ogical references appear to be disruptive elements tha t detract from
the narrative. A textual analysis of Mo by Dick demonstrates that these materials are not dis·
ruptive elements but that, instead, they perfo rm necessary functions that enable the novel to
attain its greatness. Melville uses the cetology to blend with t he narrative chapters to develop
the structure, characterization , and thematic ideas of the novel.
The novel's structure depends largely on the cetology materials to provide a unifyi ng,
realistic b asis for the striki ng story-line . The myriad of details about d ifferent whales a nd life
a board a wha ling ship gives an a ir of rea lity to the nove l. The cetology chapters a lso a id Melville in such technica l m atte rs as mood co ntrol , variety, and relief.
Another contribution of the cetology is to strengthen the characterizatio n Melville
employs in the novel. Moby Di ck a bou nds with unique characters who stir the reader's im agi nation . Ahab and Moby Di ck are c reated in heroic p roportio ns. In order to accomplish this,
Melville draws on the cetology inform at ion for aid. Wh aling provides a worth y occupation for
Ahab a nd the demands of the industry a lso help to explain his unusual thoughts a nd actions.
Likewise, Moby Dick 's size, coloring, a nd actions become accepta ble to the reader o nl y in light
of the cetology materia ls. These materials also provide ampl e basis for the introduction of
minor characters who are vital to the narrative development as well as to t he explica tion of the
themes presented in the novel.
Cetology further aids Melville in his probing of philosophic issues in Moby Dick.
Through the introdu ction of the cetological information, he is a ble to support his contention
that nature is superior to man in certain ways. These same mate ri als provide proof for anothe r
of Melville 's beliefs--that good and evil can exist side by sid e in nature. Fi nally, he uses the
cetology as partial explanation fo r his interpretation of how good and evil can exist in man.
Moby Dick and ce tology are inse parable. Much of the universal appeal and t he time ·
less quality of the nove l is directly related to these materials. Without this information , the
novel would be just another strange story. Instead, it has ri se n to t he heights of literary greatness.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMI TTEE, /UL Y 1973

Elizabeth VanPelt, Chairman

GEORGE BERNARD SHAW, CRITIC OF THE DRAMA

Lucille E. Miller
PROBLEM : George Bernard Sh aw 's reputation as a dramatist is more wide ly know n t han his
skill as a dramatic critic. Th e purpose of this study was to determine the prin cip les which guided his criticism of the drama as literature, specifically, rather than other aspects of the drama
such as acting and produ ci ng, and to assess the impact of his criticism upon th e ninetee nth century theatre .
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PROCEDURE: The collected reviews of Sh aw's dramatic c riticism for The Saturday Review
from january, 1895, to May, 1898, constituted the most valuable prim ary source for this thesis,
but in addition, .lb.!:. Quintesse nce of lbsenism, the ~from Shaw 's plays, his Advice!£.!..

Young Critic, and Col lected Letters also provided information on Shaw's rationale as a dramatic
critic.
Comments from Shaw's contemporaries in criti cism as well as more recent studies
were useful in evaluating Shaw's influence on trends in the drama.
FIND INGS : Shaw viewed the drama as a vehicle for stimulating thought and conscience and
exp laining social behavior, a defense against "despair and dullnes~,'' but most of all as an aid in
promoting the moral evolution of Man. In this latter role the theatre, in Shaw's view, was more
influential than the nineteenth century church, or at least had the potential to be more influential. Thus he considered the play's phi losophy extremely important. Because he believed in the
power of drama to help bring an end to outmoded customs and ideals, he valued most those
plays which dealt with contemporary social problems, such as the role of women in marriage.
He championed Ibsen because he believed his plays fulfil le d the obligations of the drama to aid
social change. He attacked the well-made play, for he concl uded that most dramatists became
too preoccupied with following the formula established by the French dramatists and too little
concerned with developing character and theme. He was often harsh and almost always
audacious in his criticism of Shakespeare, since he saw in his plays what he thought to be too
frequent indulgence in shallow platitudes which the casual observer mistook for admirable
philosophy .
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS:
Shaw's criticism seems to have helped establish an
audience for the problem plays of Ibsen and later for those of Shaw. His identification of the
weaknesses of the well-made play were later supported by his contemporaries in dramatic
criticism. His reviews of Shakespearean revivals served to help dramatic criticism break out of a
mould of unquestioning worship and to adopt a more reasonable, qualified admiration for
Shakespeare's genius. By emp loying a style characterized by lively, iconoclastic overstatement,
he commanded attention for his views and added a considerable quantity of entertaining and
enlightening reading to the body of dramatic criticism.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, DECEMBER 7971

Paul E. Cairns, Chairman

jOHN G. NEIHARDT'S CYCLE OF THE WEST IN THE STRANGE NEW
WORLD: IF OUR HEARTS ARE RIGHT

Michael j . Opitz
john G. Neihardt's Cycle of !!:!!._West is set along that line between savagery and civilization
called by Frederick jackson Turner the American frontier. In much American literature, the
frontier traditionally symbolizes new spiritual hope: the American wilderness symbolically becomes a new Eden, complete with an American Adam. Neihardt 's Cycle traces the movement
of this symbol from the Adamic Mike Fink through jed Smith, a Christ sy mbol rejected by his
culture. The theme of spiritual hope is concluded with the massacre at Wounded Knee, the
final failure of American culture to fulfill its symbol ic hope.
The progression of civilization into the wilderness forces the reader of ~Cycle of~
West to examine that civilization. The view of our culture presented in Neihardt 's work is
dichotomous. On one hand, Neihardt reminds us that our past has been heroic, and that our
civilization is good. On the other hand, he forces us to encounter our culture's systematic destructio n of the American Indian . The existence of civ ilization is predicted upon the destruction of another race of human beings. Thus, Neihardt forces the reader to see white American
·culture as being, sim ultaneou sly, good and evil. Norman Rabkin calls this duality of literary
vision tension, and Rabkinian tension accompanies the march of civilization throughout the
Cycle.
As civilization marches, the Indian retreats. White culture triumphs physically, but
fails spiritua lly . The Indian , who has fa iled physically, triumphs spiritually. But the spiritual
implications of Neihardt's work go beyond the triumph of one culture and the failure of another. The word "cycle,'' taken from the circular view of the universe in Sioux mythology,
indicates that all life moves in a cyclical pattern. Neihardt , through his symbolic use of this
"cycle," indicates that white American culture is not without hope. The hope of the Cycle is
that our spirit ually bereft culture can move toward spiritual understanding.
-Neihardt 's cycle of narrative songs is, then, a work which fits within an important
American literary tradition; it is a poetic interpretation of a period of great historical and
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cultural importance, which forces its reader to examine that period morally and finally, it is a
work which is not without hope for a n ultimate spiritual awakening in Amer ican culture.
Neihardt's hope is that, in the future, we will overcome our love of physical things and come to
understand the unity and holiness of all life.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, DECEMBER 7972

john Melton, Chairman

ANALYSIS OF THE MAJOR FUNCTION OF EUGENE O'NEILL'S
EXPRESSIONISTIC EXPERIMENTATION IN SELECTED PLAYS

john R. Sch ell
Euge ne O'Neill often ex perimented with dramatic styles and devices in his plays. Amon g th e
more significant of his experiments are those plays written in the style of ex pressionism. In
fact, it was O'Neill's expressionistic plays which established him as an international literary
figure. However, in spite of the importance of his expressionistic plays, little attempt has been
made to exa mine the function of his expressionistic technique. The purpose of this thesis,
therefore, is to study O'Neill's expressionistic experiments as they carry out the major function
of presenting the distorted view of reality held by the major characters. This distorted view is
the result of the character's psychological disintegration which has resulted from his inability
to resolve his inner conflicts. The plays in which this function is most evident are The Emperor
Iones and The Hairy ~O'Neill's two most successful expressionistic plays, and The Great
God Brown, which uses masks as a major expressionistic experiment.
In The Emperor jones, a play about the Negro ruler of an island in the West Indies,
O'Neill uses expressionistic techniques and devices to trace jones ' reversion to savagery. The
play is fragmented into eight short scenes, with each scene corresponding to a stage in jones'
psychological disintegration . Auditory devices such as the drum beat and the pistol shot, and
visual devices such as jones ' visions, the clothing, lighting, and setting serve tci dramati ze jones'
inner conflicts and gradual deterioration.
The Hairy All dramati zes t he alienation and resulting psychologica l disintegration of
Yank, a stoker on the liners. The expressionistic technique in this play emphasi zes Yank 's dis·
tortion of reality; the setting, the a ppearance and behavior of the characters are all used expressionistically to show the contrast between reality and Yank's perception of it. This pla y
also is divided into short scenes to emphasi ze Yank's inn e r conflicts and resulting deterioration
of his mind .
The Great God Brown uses only one major expressionistic device, the masks. How ever, the masks are extremely importa nt to the play, as they serve to visuali ze the destructive
inner conflicts from which Dion and Billy suffer . The masks convey both the nature of the
conflicts and the changes which occur as a result of the psychological disintegration caused by
the conflicts.
Criticism of O'Neill's expressionistic plays is mixed . jones is generally felt to be a
successful play because the expressionistic techniques and devices achieve a remarkable unity
of effect, all functioning to characterize the distorted mind of jones. ~also is fairly successful. The expressionistic devices are able to convey Yank's inner distortion of reality; however ,
there has been some criticism of the less expressionistic scenes, as these do not always make
clear Yank's inner conflicts. Brown is the most imperfect of these plays; many critics feel the
masks are confusing. If they COijj(f" carry out O'Neill's intentions , they would be successful in
dramatizing the inner division of the characters. However , the masks are not easily seen by an
audience, and it is extremely difficult to·conve y the complexity of meaning which O'Neill intended them to have. This pl ay is prob a bly more successful for the reader than th e viewer.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, j ULY 79 72

j ohn L. Melto n, Chairman

CREATIVE MYTHOLOGY: VARDUS FISHER'S THE TESTAMENT OF MAN

Roberta}. Strandlund
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Since many older myths lie in a state of decay , creative myths are needed to sustain the modern psyche. But what is this vast image called "creative mythology "?

Thrall and Hibbard state that mythopoeists, speaking as prophetseers, employ collective truths, older and newly created myths , and "primitive methods." Vardis Fisher's mythic
techniques comply with all these requirements, since he {1) appeals to the modern reliance
upon science, our collective truth, {2) recreates new myths from shattered fragments of the
old, {3) patterns his creative myths after "primitive methods," reenacting the role of a prophetseer. Extending this definition, joseph Campbell contends that a mythopoeist must use his
own life experiences to create his myth, and that he must shatter and reintegrate the fixed or
older myths, concluding with a new "truth" of life "as it is." Fisher complies with these requirements through his role as a creative iconoclast, but presents his new myth as a temporal
hope rather than a divine salvation.
Concluding that the older mythic truths have become lost, Fisher, in Testament,
proceeds to conjure up mythic ghosts, shatter them, and from their ashes, recreate or reaffirm
lost truths. To indicate their state of decay, Fisher does not pattern his older mythic references, but presents them as unpatterned symbols, which he then remolds into new or lost
truths.
Three diverse categories of mythic references exist within Fisher's mythic technique:
the first, exemplified by the Odysseus and Vidar references, represents older myths in which
Fisher sustains the traditional ·views of both character and theme; and second, exemplified by
the Satan reference, evidences a symbol or character which Fisher endows with totally new
connotations; and the third, Fisher's sexual symbols, includes two sub-divisions, one sexual
allegory , the other complex sexual symbols. Through his complex sexual symbols , Fisher is
implying the ancient idea of dualities, found in many Eastern mythologies, which contend that
truth is never "either-or" but rather, "both-and," a paradox out of which new and better
truths often arise.
The theory of existent dualities and their urge to reunite forms the foundation of
Fisher's creative myth . However , before proceeding into an investigation of Fisher's mythopoeism , several terms must be defined as follows: Orphans--the fearful and lonely people of the
world; gethsemane--agonies of the soul, terror, confusion, and the "oilpress"; and adults--emotionally and mentally mature humans.
The structure of Fisher 's creative myth is built upon the patterned duality-oneness
theme, a cyclical theme which forms the basis of many mythologies; for Fisher arrives at his
new myths through the presentation of dualities: in each duality, .fear versus security, the individual versus the group, the male versus the female, a new balance or oneness is necessary if a
healing is to be reached . Through this eventual oneness, a new harmony will develop between
the individual, his community, and the universe. And hope exists for mankind. Hope is a rational world, an "adult" world. It is a world with potential, filled with the thoughts of great
men, and built upon faith in human courage and growth. It is a world where ambivalent dualities merge and mate , giving birth to a multitude of new hopes and new truths.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, jUNE 7973
john L. M elton, Chairman

SUFFERING AND GUILT IN THE WRITINGS OF PHILIP ROTH

Gwynethe R. Herrmann Whitlock
ABSTRACT: The purpose of this investigation was to survey Philip Roth's four major works
(Goodbye, Columbus, 1959; Letting~ 1962; When She Was Good, 1967; and Portnoy's
Complaint, 1 969). particularly as they related to the theme of guilt and suffering. Roth's
characters live in a "cockeyed" world whet~ the social structure, their economic status, and individual psychological "hang-ups" cause them to ·feel guilt and to suffer. Within the social
structure Roth depicts family, relatives, friends, religion, and race as problem areas. The relationships of husband and wife and parent and child are deteriorating; the idea of caring for
one's relatives is becoming pass{; friendships are becoming difficult to establish; religion as a
basis for life is giving way to materialism. All of these weaknesses in the society cause guilt
feelin'gs and the subsequent suffering. Roth also indicates guilt is produced by the inability to
support one's family satisfactorily, often because of insufficient education and the resultant
lack of professional status. The suffering in this case may be both physical and emotional.
Changing values in the American society produce other guilt feelings and suffering, particularly
in the area of sex.
Further examination revealed that Roth's style contributes significantly to the
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development of this theme of guilt and suffering. His characters are often in an ambival e nt
state, unable to make a definite choice or unsure of the correc tness of the choice they do make.
This ambivalence greatly enhances Roth's description of the characters' guilt a nd sufferin g. Th e
feeling of ambivalence is oftentimes developed through Roth 's use of figurative language such
as symbolism, similes and metaphors. In many cases Roth 's style is humorous, a nd this helps to
point out the "cockeyedness" of the world he describes. Black humor , particularl y in
Portnoy 's Complaint, helps to show why many of his characters have ambivalent fee lings; so,
too, does the irony in his writing. Hi s skillfulness in record ing Jewish diction and syntax as
well as his accurate dialogue help to define his characters, advance his plots, and develop his
theme .
Since Roth is a fewish author, some critics fee l he is writing about Jewis h problems.
However, this investigation seemed to indicate that the problems he describes are not simply
Jewish, but are pervasive in America. He writes mainly about Jews because he is best acquaint·
ed with them, but his work goes far beyond the American-Jewish comm unity. Roth 's
continued fame as a n author will no doubt rest on the validity of his delineation of the
American way of life .
APPROVED BY THESIS COMM ITTEE, AUGUST 1971
Armand Falk, Chairman

GEOGRAPHY
OUTDOOR RECREA T/ONAL PREFERENCES OF SELECTED FAMILIES IN A
CENTRAL MINNESOTA COMMUNITY

Thomas C. Schinke
The purpose of this rese arch project was: (1) to determine in what kind of ou tdoor recreation
families in the central Minnesota community of St. Cloud engaged a nd where they went to take
part in their family recreation , (2) to determine if there were fac tors that affected a family's
outdoor recreation activities, (3) to determine a family 's perception of the most restrictin g
factor to its outdoor recreation program, and (4) to determine a family's perception of the
attractiveness and unattractiven ess of a recreation activity a nd site.
The sample consisted of 100 families of Eighth Grade Students in St. Cloud's North
Junior High . The questionnaire was the instrument used to collect data essential for determin ·
ing the outdoor recreational prefe rences of those fami lies. All the data was recorded by placin g
the information into four selected income ca te gories, and th e actual outdoor rec reation in
which families engaged was also recorded by selected occupation groups. Mapping much of the
data gave a spatial dimension to this investigation.
Ninety-e ight percent of the St. Cloud area families took part in a t least one of the
4,392 total outdoor recreation outings made. A ma jority of families took part in fishing, sw im ·
ming, picnicking, and auto ridin g; fishing was engaged in by 61.0 percent of the families survey·
ed. These families engaged in a great variety of act ivities , however 97 percent of the total
number of outings were made within Minnesota. Stearns County received th e highest concen·
tration of all the outings m ade. Benton and Cass Counti es provid ed the setting for the highest
percentage of the recreation outings mad e by St. Cloud families within Minnesota but outside
of Stearns County . St. Cloud families also took 73. 1 percent of their extended vacations with·
in Minnesota. The highest percentage of out·of·state outdoor recreation of St. Cloud families
took place in Montana, while Wisco nsin received the second high es t percentage. Incom e was
found to be related to occupation, and thus both influenced the recreat ion programs of the
families surveyed . Time and money were the factors that most restricted a fam il y's recreation
program . Variety such as different and new activities, made a recreation activity a ttractiv e,
while water related factors and cleanliness made a s ite attractive; the single factor that made
both a recreation activity and site unattractive was pollution. 1ln most respects, the outdoor
recreation of St. Cloud families closely followed the national and state patterns demonstrated
by previous studies. This study represents an attempt to better identify and interpret the
spacial, attitudinal, and economic dimensions of outdoor recreation.
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APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, jUN E 1973
Philip Tideman, Chairman

GEOGRAPHICAL ASPECTS OF THE GENUS ARAUCARIA

Gerald A. Wheeler
All industrially developed nations require an adequate supply of softwood for the smooth operation of their economies. Yet the conifers that serve as the backbone of the wood industry
in the northern hemisphere are for the most part confined north of the equator. This suggests
the question then, what trees fulfi ll similar commercial requirements south of the equator?
With few exceptions, the conifers of the southern hemisphere are represented by an
e ntirely different set of genera from those comprising the taiga and other northern coniferous
forests. This study shows that among the twenty some genera of Coniferales indigenous to the
southern hemisphere, the genus Araucaria is by far the greatest in economic importance, especially in South America, Australia, New Guinea, and most other areas of Australasia.
Although fossil records indicate that Araucaria was once represented in both the
northern and southern hemispheres, the araucarias had disappeared from north of the equator
by the beginning of the Tertiary Period. In co nsequence, the genus Araucaria of today is confined to the southern hemisphere and is represented by the three taxonomic sections Colymbea,
lntermedia, and Eutacta.
Often incorrectly called pines , araucarias are evergreen, resinous trees that grow in
tropical , subtropical , and mesothermal climates and are highly valued for their timber and gum.
Displaying a remarkably disjunct distributional range, the extant araucarias grow natively in
South America, New Caledonia, the New Hebrides , Norfolk Island, New Guinea, and Australia.
In Au strali a, Araucaria forest is confined to the eastern coastal ranges of Queensland
and New South Wales, its distribution largely controlled by edaphic and climatic factors. Here,
in subtropical rain forest, araucarias grow as tall emergents of varying frequency above a canopy of predomi nantl y broad leaved angiospermous species.
Owing to the extent of the stands and quality of the wood, Araucaria early became
the most valuable softwood in Australia. For many decades, the logging of araucarian timber
in Queensland and New South Wales supp lied the bulk of the Australian softwood cut. But
because of the continuous demand for araucarian wood, logging the original forests can no
longer meet the softwood needs of the Australian continent. This study shows that, indeed,
these needs, in the future, can only be satisfied by the conservation of native stands and the
installation of plantation programs of Araucaria species, as well as other conifers--both
indigenous and exotic.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, MAY 7973
Ruben L. Parson, Chairman

HISTORY
FRED MARSHALL'S CONGRESSIONAL CAMPAIGN OF 7948

jean M. Choate
PROBLEM: Fre d Marshall 's congressional victory in 1948 over a well-known opponent was
considered surprising. This thesis deals with the Marshall campaign in the Sixth Congressional
District in Minnesota and attempts to determine which factors were influential in securing his
victory.
PROCEDURE: For the national and state events, newspapers and general works on the period
were used. On the campaign itself local newspapers, interviews of, and letters from Fred
Marshall a nd others were used .
FINDINGS: The campaign was influenced by various factors on the national level: The
Marshall Plan, Taft-Hartley Act, Knutson 's tax-reduction bill, and the farmers' dissatisfaction
with governmental agricultural programs. These all became issues in the campaign. On the
state level a split in the D.F .L. party affected the congressional primary but did not influence
the general election to any great extent.
Other factors influential in the campaign were Marshall's family, reputation, farm
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background, and experience in government agricultural programs.
The primary contest for the D.F .L. nomination to candidacy for the U.S. Congressman was between Fred Marshall and Arthur Gustafson. Neither of the men had much money
to spend on campaigning nor did they attack each other.
Represen tative Harold Knutson , the incumbent, was well known. He had been a
member of Congress for thirty-two years and was Chairman of th e powerful House Ways and
Means Committee. Although he had many friends in the Six th District, Knutson had antagonized some important groups by the way he had voted in Congress. Among these were:
college educators, co-op leaders, labor union s, and veterans. He had also voted against the
Marshall Plan and as that negative vote was brought out by Fred Marshall it became one of the
important issues of the campaign. The tax reduct ion bill which Knutson had pushed through
Congress also became an issue. Knutson did not campaign extensively in the Sixth District in
1948 . He was sixty-eight years old in 1948 and his age may have been a factor. He spent part
of the fall campaigning for the Republican Senator joseph Ball. He may also have underestimated his competition.
In the campaign, Ma rshall acquired several staff members, two of whom were college
students. His campaign manager, Paul Presse ller, had worked with him in governme nt agricultural programs before. Presseller and Marshall organized a very effective All-Party Volunteer
Committee whose twenty-one members were mostly farmers who were well known in their
communities. Others who were helpful in the campaign were women volun teers who helped
with mailing literature, students a nd veterans who campaigned, and co-op and union leaders
who worked with the members of their groups. Marshall did not have enough money to use in
the campaign. A great deal of the campaign funds was spent on advertising, postage, pamphlets,
posters, printing costs, and campaign advertising in newspapers. Fred Marshall spoke out clearly on issues of importan ce such as the Marshall Plan, Knutson's tax reduction bill and federal
agricultural program s. He also attempted to appeal to people of all parties, and tried to wage a
"clean" campaign .
Marshall won in 1948 because of a combination of favorable circumstances, airi ng of
importa nt issues clearly distinguished , effective organization, bipartisan support , a nd appealing
personality .
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, ] UL Y 19 72

Calvin W. Gower, Chairman

EDITORIAL OPINION IN MINNESOTA'S GERMAN LANGUAGE WEEKLIES,
1890-7920

Carol A. Mayer
PROBLEM & PROCEDURE: This stud y fo cusses upon the edi tori al o pinions expressed in
Minnesota's Germ an language papers on certa in national and internationa l issues that arose between 1890 and 1920 in order to determine : (1) if the papers considered these issues important or if they showed the same tendency to stress eth noc ultural issues noted by other a uth ors
in their studies, a nd (2) if they respond ed to non-ethnocultural issues with the same degree of
unity with which they had respond ed to the predominantly ethnocultural issues confrontin g
them before 1890.
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FINDINGS : The papers ' reactions to the manifest at ions of d iscontent by th e nation's farmin g
and laboring classes during the early and mid-1890 's showed a lm ost all of th em t o be sympathetic toward the farmer and th e worker. A lth ough they refused to support what they considere d
to be imm oderate methods or irrational demands , they were not conservative e nough to accep t
and endorse the status quo when the status quo meant th e Republican Party , big b usi ness, and
the protective tariff.
The latter two issues, that is, the evils o f the trusts and the need fo r tariff reform
received the most consistent emphasis from the pa pers. Constantl y they stressed the un due
benefits the high tariff had bro ught t-he nation 's protec ted industries, and th ey demanded significant tariff reform as the so le means of effectively curbing the excesses of the trusts. Since
most of them rejected Rooseve lt's trustbusting activities a nd Taft 's efforts a t tariff reform as
half-way measures, the Democratic Pa rty was able to maintain a domina nt position among th e
state's German papers u p to the outbreak of the World War.

In the area of foreign policy, the papers showed a strong consensus of opinion on the
issue of imperialism, es peci ally as that issue was embodied in the quest io n of the retention of
the Philippines. On issues less salient than that of imperialism , editor ial comment was more
limited and more varied. Thus, although they agreed that the additional bu rdens th e United
States incurred throu gh its evolving position as a world power and as the dominant power in the
Western He misphere were regrettable, they often either failed to comment upon specific incidents involving th ese issues or failed to agree in their assessments of the ways in which the Republican inc umbents responded to these incidents. The non-partisan attitude which they displayed toward foreign pol icy iss ues arising after the decline of the imperi al ist iss ue emphasi zes
their primary orientation toward domestic issues.
With the outbreak of the World War the papers again achieved a consensus of opinion
equivalent to that which they had displayed toward the issue of imperialism. Their strong and
consistent support for Germany as well as the arguments they advanced against administration
policy prior to April , 1917, lead one to co nclude that they never ge nuinel y accepted the justifiability of Wilson's decision to go to war. In 1920 the papers rejected Wilson's Le ague, but
Cox' close association with Wilson and his polici es and his past hostility to ward GermanAmerica were probabl y the most decisive factors in their unanimou s repudiation of the Democratic Presi denti a l ticket fo r the first time in three decades.
SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS: Minnesota 's German papers displayed a strong consensus of
opinion on the majo r non-e thnocultural issues confro nting them between 1890 and 1920 . Although ethnocultural issues were not ig no red, up to the outbreak of the World Wa r no issues
received more consistent emphasis than did the economic issues of tariff reform and trust control. The strong preference which the German papers showed for the Democratic Party and its
doctrine of tariff reform challenges the assertion that German-Americans preferred the Repub 1ican Party.
Viewed simply as organ s of communication, the German la nguage papers fulfilled
com pletely th e ir obligation, fr om an editorial standpoint, to present to their readers their views
of importa nt issues. Although they always displayed a strong pride in their German heritage,
they did not display a strong sensitivity to issues involving Germany until they felt forced to do
so with the outbreak of the World Wa r.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMM ITTEE, FEBRUARY 7974
Edward L. Gambill, Chairman

THE OPERA T!ON OF THE SA UK RAPIDS-ST. CLOUD LAND OFFICE

7849-7883
Thomas W. Mulligan
Th e disposal of the public lands of the United States aspart of the westward movement of the
Unite d States is the primary concern of this paper. At issue in this study is the question of how
the local land offices at Sauk Rapid s and St. Cloud carried out the myriad and complex tasks of
surveying, selling, and protecting the public land s. Hi storians have debated the role of the publi c lands in western settlement and have seriously questioned the effectiveness of the General
Land Office. A study of the Sauk Rapids-St. Cloud Land Office provides an opportunity to
evaluate these histo riographical arguments in light of very specific evidence.
The St. Cloud Land Office serves as an excellent model for a case study of General
Land Office operations since the district contained nearly all of the variables which made disposal of the public lands the difficult task it proved to be: excellent agricultural land, prime
pine timber lands, changing land district boundaries, and extensive railroad land. In addition
to these physical features, the St. Cloud Land Office was administered by a series of local administrators who varied greatly in quality.
For the most part the St. Cloud Land Office was administered as competently as
possible given the nature of the conditions under which the administrators worked. Control
of the St. Cloud Land Office was contested by local factions who sought control by criticizing
eac h other in the newspapers each faction controlled. Charles A. Gilman, Thomas C. McClure,
and Henry C. Waite were the members of one faction. Each of these individuals served as
Regi ste r and Receiver. A fourth member of the faction, Nehmiah Clark, held no official position in the local land office, but used his connections and his partnership with Thomas C.
McClure to acquire sizeable holdings of prime pine timber land. Charles A. Gilman used his
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position in the Land Office to secure substantial quantities of land for his real estate business.
William B. Mitchell and H.C. Burbank were members of the competing faction who criticized
local land office operations and in turn were rewarded with positions as Register and Receiver.
Substantial land fraud occurred at the St. Cloud Land Office. The principal method
by which prime pine timber land was illegally obtained was the use of Chippewa Half-Breed
Scrip. This scrip, issued despite the opposition of the General Land Office, was or'iginally intended to provide eighty acres of land to members and descendants of the Lake Superior band
of Chippewa Indians. Using blank powers of attorney and cooperative members of the Pembina
band of Chippewas , Joseph P. Wilson, a St. Cloud land dealer, obtained sizeable tracts of pine
timber land. Joseph Wilson then transferred these pine lands to prominent Minneapolis lumbermen including T.B. Walker, C.A. Pillsbury, William T. Aukney, a:nd others. Wilson's actions had
the cooperation of Charles A. Gilman of the St. Cloud Land Office. Following a Congressional
investigation, the lumbermen were allowed to purchase the illegally obtained, extremely valua ble pine lands for the minimum established government price.
American historians have long debated the nature and value of the American land
system. The subject of their study is a system which emerged not as part of a grand design but
as a result of the various sectional pressures placed upon Congress. The questions of the treatment and disposal of the public lands were totally enmeshed in all of the public issues of the
nineteenth century . As a consequence any analysis of the American land system must take into
account the peculiar nature of its growth, the size of its task, and the accomplishment of its
goals.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, APRIL 7973

Kenneth Acrea, Chairman

A STUDY OF THE CIVIL WORKS ADMINISTRA T/ON--C/VIL WORKS
SERVICE WITH EMPHASIS UPON SELECTED AREAS OF MINNESOTA
Myron S. Umerski
PROBLEM: In 1933 in the face of m ass ive unemplo y ment , the government of the United
States instituted various programs including the Civil Works Administration {C WA ) and the
Civil Works Service {CWS). Of major concern was the necessity for the CWA and the CWS. A
determination of CWA-CWS goals and the programs' effectiveness in reaching these goals was
necessary . Also it was necessa ry to evaluate the many facets of CWA-CWS design . St. Cloud
{Minnesota). Stearns County {Minnesota), and the state of Minnesota were selected as areas of
concentration .
PROCEDURE : Research concerned with St. Cloud and Stearns County required newspapers
of the communities and state rel ief agency reports as primary so urce materials. State involvement in the CWA·CWS was recorded primarily in Minnesota Federal Emergenc y Relief Administration reports , Minnesota State Board of Control reports, Minnesota Civil Works Administration reports, Minnesota Planning Commission reports, and ·a multitude of minor agency reports
such as State Engineer and Highway Department records, most of which are housed in the
Minnesota Historical Society, Minnesota Archives, Minneapolis Public Library, and Universit y
of Minnesota Library. Federal involvement was primarily documented in Federal Emergency
Relief Administration Monthly reports, CWA official publications, and secondary sources.
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CONCLUSIONS: During the winter of 1933-34 public and private agencies, loc a l and state
governments, and the federal government were not providing adequate unemployment relie f,
therefore the CWA-CWS was created to meet the needs of the unemployed . CWA-CWS funds
were spent primarily on wages which the unemployed used to purchase 'l ife's necessities. It was
left to other programs to stimulate industrial production.
The CWA Administrator, Harold Hopkins, reached his goal of employing four million
people, however it became obvious that many more needed his assistance. This employment
changed the attitude of the unemployed from despair to optimism . At the beginning, CWACWS projects were of questionable merit but they soon met all requirements and most projects
were very successful. CWA·CWS projects were sometimes delayed by the lack of long range
planning efforts.
The CWS was a completely innovative program which provided professionals, white
collar workers and unskilled women with tasks that suited their abilities. Future work re lief

programs would adopt this policy.
The haste with which CWA..CWS was established created several problems. Need for
an immediate source of funds bound the CWA to PWA regulations, causing the CWS to operate
temporarily as a separate unit. PWA funding also forced excessive wage scales upon the CWA,
resulting in severe criticism of the program. Haste brought on confusion among many cooperating agencies. Hopkins tolerated such problems because his objective was to assist people
immediately.
Implementation of the CWA-CWS was primarily the responsibility of local officials.
St. Cloud and Stearns County were fortunate that they had productive leadership. Some other
areas of Minnesota and the country found varying degrees of corruption, political interference,
and inefficiency, usually the fault of local officials.
The CWA demonstrated the dole was an unsatisfactory method of providing relief
for the unemployed. The dole allowed morale and skills to deteriorate.
The CWA was the first completely federal program and extended federal influence
deeper into work relief than any previous program. Control over state activities was used
sparingly but it forced states to assume a greater share of work relief assistance. This power
substantially discour.aged the use of the work-test.
The CWA, while holding onto some traditional activities, also developed new experiences and philosophies for work relief programs. The experiences gained through working with
organized and unorganized elements of society developed the attitudes and philosophies of
future large scale work relief programs.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, jUNE 7972
Calvin W. Gower, Chairman

SPEECH SCIENCE, PATHOLOGY AND AUDIOLOGY
TRAINING ORAL PERCEPTION AND SENSA T/ON

Sharon Kay Byrne
PROBLEM : The intent of this study was to determine whether or not oral perception and
sensation could be increased through training with appropriate oral -tactile discrimination tasks.
It was hypothesized that the scores on a test of Oral Discrimination would not increase after a
period of oral perception and sensation training.
PROCEDURE: Fourteen children having articulation deficiencies and a low score on the test
of Oral Discrimination participated in the study. All subjects were selected from the third
through the sixth grade. The subjects were divided into an experimental group and a control
group , consisting of seven subjects each .
All of the subjects, both in the experimental group and in the control group, were
given the test of Oral Discrimination . The experimental group was then given training in oral
perception and sensation . The control group received no training. Both groups were again
tested after the training was completed.
The scores for the pre-test and the post-test were statistically compared for both the
experimental and control groups.
RESULTS: There was a statistically significant increase in the test scores for the experimental
group. The scores for the control group did not significant ly increase.
There was not a statistically significant difference between the pre-test scores for the
experimental group and the control group. There was, however, a significant difference
between the post-test scores for the ex'perimental and control groups.
CONCLUSIONS : Oral Discrimination ski lls can be increased through appropriate t raining in
oral perception and sensation . Further study is l)eeded to establish a relationship between increased oral discrimination ski lls and articulation abilities. Oral perception and sensation
training may be a useful tool in the clinical setting for speech pathologists.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMM I TTEE, jUNE 7973
Martin A. Kammermeier, Chairman
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MISARTICULA TIONS IN A BILINGUAL POPULA T!ON

james Michael Cullen
PROBLEM: Many phonemes which are a part of the Spanish phonemic system either do not
occur in the English phonemic system or are used according to different phonemic rules. As a
result of ttiis discrepancy, many children in the Southwestern United States, who are bilingual ,
have difficulty in mastering the appropriate phoneme usage in English. It follows that there is
a need to identify the specific articulation errors made by the bilingual children of New Mexico,
when they are speaking English.
PROCEDURE : Selected subtests of the Templin-Darley Tests of Articulation , which examined
tile subjects' articulatory proficiency on consonants, in the initial and final positions, vowels,
diphthongs and combinations were administered to the subjects_ The subjects were from the
fourth, fifth and sixth grades, in school with a high Spanish speaking population . The data
were grouped according to the number and type of misarticulation.
FINDINGS: Errors most commonly found involved the voiceless, "th," "ch," "ng," "t" and
"i" as in "bid." Seven speech sound errors were found. In order of decreasing frequency they
were "ng," " zh," 11 t," "ch," (in the initial position), "i., as in "bid," the voiceless, "th" and
"ch" {in the final position).
CONCLUSIONS:
It was concluded that bilingual Mexican-American children experience
specific articulation problems, involving primarily final consonants and confusion of the continuancy feature.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, AUGUST 1973
Martin A. Kammermeier, Chairman

THE EFFECT OF TRAINING ON THE CORRECTNESS OF STUDENTS '
jUDGEMENTS OF ARTICULATORY RESPONSES

Steven L. Danks
PROBLEM : The purpose of this study was to determine if beginning undergraduate majors in
speech pathology could increase their percentage of correct judgments of incorrectly and
correctly articulated speech sounds after having been trained in the identification of incorrect ly
and correctly articulated speech sounds.
PROCEDURE: The Ohio State University Audio-Visual Test {Forms A and B) for the Recognition of Misarticulations was used as the stimulus material. Eighteen undergrad uate speech
pathology majors were divided into two groups of nine on the basis of their score on Form A .
The training for the experimental group consisted of two viewings of Form A with immediate
feedback on the correctness of their response. Both groups were post-tested using Form Band
the scores then analyzed .
FINDINGS: The effect of training when tested with . the Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-ranks
test was, not significant at the .025 level of signifioance. The training of the experimental group
in the identification of correctly and incorrectly articulated speech sounds did not increase
their percentage of correct judgments. The mean percentages of co rrect judgm e nts for the experimental and control groups were 82 percent and 83 percent, respectively. An analysis of the
errors made show there was a difference in the type of errors made. The ex perimental group
made 26 percent of the errors in the form of a "miss" and 74 percent of the errors in the fo rm
of a "false alarm." The control group made 49 percent of the errors as "misses" and 51 percent
of the errors as "false alarms." The type of errors made before and after training and possible
reasons for the change in criterion of the experimental group were discussed.
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CONCLUSIONS: The training given to the ex perimental group did not improve th e ir accuracy
in judging articulatory responses. It was found, however, that the experimental group changed

the criterion they were using in making judgments of correctness and incorrectness of articulatory productions. This shift ih criterion decreased the "miss" rate but increased the "false
alarm" rate .
Suggestions for further research were made. Included were increasing the length of
training as a means of increasing the distinctiveness of the distribution of correctly articulated
sounds relative to th e distribution of in correctly articulated sounds, changing from a yes or a no
response to a phonetic transcription, and separate training for each of the three types of stimuli
presented in the test_

APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, AUGUST 7973
Martin A. Kammermeier, Chairman

CLINICIAN PERSONALITY AND RATED EFFECTIVENESS
julie Anna Diekmann
PROBLEM : Empirical evidence has supported a relationship between the psychotherapist's
personality and his effectiveness. In speech therapy, a helping profession which resembles,
includes , or is a form of psychotherapy, the idea that the personality traits of the clinician
directly influence his effectiveness has been widely discussed, but rarely examined experimentally. The purpose of this study was to determine if there was a significant difference in the
personality traits of two groups of student speech clinicians, one group consisting of those
clinicians rated as most effe ctive, and the other of those rated as least effective. The hypothesis was that there would be no significant differenc«< between the personality traits of the
most and least effective clinicians.
PROCEDURE: Twenty student speech clinicians who had completed a m1n1mum of five
credits of clinical practicum served as subjects. The subjects were ranked for effectiveness by
three faculty members. The subjects were divided into two groups. The ten most effective
clinicians were selected to compose Group A ; the ten least effective composed Group B. The
Sixteen Personality Factor Questionnaire was administered to all subjects. The scores of
Groups A and B on the personality questionnaire were compared using statistical and nonstatistical methods.
FINDINGS : The data consisted of the raw and standard scores earned by the subjects on the
personality questionnaire. There was no significant difference between the average raw scores
of Group A and B. Neither was there a significant difference between the standard score means
of Group A and B. A similarity existed between the graphe'd raw score p.rofiles of the two
groups, and between the graphed standard score profiles of the two groups. Both Groups A and
B possessed some of the traits described in the literature as desirable for the successful speech
clinician . Compared to the average person, both Groups A and B were more emotionally
stable and more tender-minded.
There was some differences in the personality traits of Groups A and B. Compared
to Group B, Group A subjects were more outgoing, happy-go-lucky, suspicious, experimenting,
and tense. Compared to the average person, Group A subjects were more outgoing, imaginative,
and experimenting. Group B subjects, in comparison to Group A subjects, were more venturesome, shrewd, and controlled. Group B subjects were also more venturesome, shrewd, selfassured, and relaxed than the average person.
CONCLUSION: There were some differences in the personality traits of Groups A and B. The
differences,however, were not statistically significant_ These results indicate; within the limits
of this study, that the relationship between the clinician's personality and his effectiveness is
not significant.

APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, AUGUST 7972
Marlin A. Kammermeier, Chairman
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RELATION OF DISTINCTIVE FEATURES TO SPEECH INTELLIGIBILITY FOR
THE HEARING- IMPAIRED

juliana E. England
PROBLEM: Distinctive features of speech sounds have been studied extensively in recent
years. No direct attempt has been made, however, to apply distinctive feature analysis specifi·
cally to speech discrimination and expressive language ability of hearing-impaired persons.
The purpose of this study was to do a distinctive feature analysis on the speech sound errors
made by heari ng-impai red subjects.
PROCED URE : Seven chi ld ren, aged 10-15 yea rs, with borderline-moderate to borderlinesevere hearing impairments were chosen for t he study. Each child was presented, via monitored
live voice ove r so und-field speakers, a test consisti ng of 12 polysyllabic and 13 monosyllabic
words. Oral and graphic responses were obtained from the subjects. Consonant sounds com·
prising these words were subjected to a distinctive feature analysis.
FINDINGS: The majority of errors (65 percent) were substitutions of one sound for another.
The next highest percentage of errors (24 percent) were omissions. The remainder (11 percent)
consisted of additions and "miscellaneous " errors (for examp le, wrong word responses such as
"cake" for " pin k") . Most errors in manner of formation corresponded to errors in place of
articulation . Relatively few (N=8) voicing errors occurred; the subjects tended to substitute a
voiced for another voiced consonant and vice versa. Most omission errors involved final consonants; however, there did not appear to be any clear pattern of omitted features in the subjects' responses.
CONCLUSIONS : Whil e more research is needed before clear implications or conclusions can be
drawn, it appears that distinctive feature analysis may, indeed, be useful in habilitation and rehabilitation of hearing-impaired individuals. There is evidence here to indicate that distinctive
features do contribute to errors in speech discrimination; conversely, evidence exists which
indicates that these features co ntribute to correct production as well.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, AUGUST 7973
Martin A. Kammerm eier, Chairman

ORAL STEREOGNOSIS AND SOUND LEARNING IN NORMAL SPEAKERS

Douglas E. Fox
PROBLEM : The intent of this study was to determ ine if sound learning ability is related to
oral stereognosis. This aspect of oral-se nsitivity testing was selected for the investigation because of the inconclusive evide nce in the literature. It was hypothesized that there would be no
significant differences between a group of -normal speaking children with high a nd anoth er with
low oral stereognosis scores on a task of sound learn ing ability.
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PROCEDURE : Seventy-three normal speaking children participated in an ora l stereognosis
task. Fifteen subjects with high scores and fifteen with low scores in ora l stereognosis were
selected for f urther investigation. These thirty subjects participated in a sound learnin g task.
The mean age of the subjec ts was 8.74 years. All subje cts were se lected from the campus laboratory school at St. Cloud State College.
The stimuli used in the test of oral stereognosis consisted of 20 plastic geometric
forms developed at th e National lnstit.ute of Dental Research. Twenty form s for the oral stimulus and twenty forms for a visual display were used.
Each geometric form was presented orally and. the subj ect identified the form in his
mouth by pointing to it's match in a visual display. The 20 stim u lus forms were presented to
the subjects in a random order. The subject's score was the number of co rrect identifi ca tion s
he made.
The st imul i used fo r the sound learning task, consisted of three pre-recorded German
sounds, /ach/, / ich/ , and foe{. The tape contai ned seventy-eight random presentations of the
three sounds. Each sound o ccurred 26 times and each sound was five seconds apart. Each

subject listen ed alo ne in a quiet room. The subjects were instructed to make their imitative
sound match the German stimulus sound . The subject's imitations were recorded on a separate
track immedi ate ly after the stimulus sound.
Three judges with high inter-judge reliability listened to each of thirty tapes.
They rated the aco ustic similarity between the stimulus sound and the imitative performance
of the subject. Th e ratings of the thr·e e judges for each sou!ld were averaged to get a mean
rating on each imitation.
FINDINGS: The mea n ratings assigned by the judges for each gro up were treated statist ically.
The difference for a ll three so unds was statistically significant beyond the .01 level.
Learning curves representing rate and level of acquisition of the three so unds were
constructed. Differences for all three sounds were with leve l rather than rate of learning. The
high gro up consistently receive d higher·mean ratings than the low gro up.
CONCLUSIONS: Ora l stereognosis a ppea rs to be a psychophysiological substrate of arti cula·
tion. There is a need for further research using an oral stereognosis task to study sensory
deficits . The use of non -Engl ish sounds is a useful learning paradigm for testing important
variables in articulation learning.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, jUNE 1972

Martin A. Kammermeier, Chairman

VOCAL RHYTHMIC 1M ITA TIVE ABILITIES OF CHILDREN WITH NORMAL
AND DEFECTIVE ARTICULATION

Marge A. Gersich
PROBLEM : Recent research has investigated the relationship between speech proficiency and
certain measures of musical skill. The intent of this study was to determine the a bility of children with normal and defective ar ti cu lation to imitate vocally presented rhythm patterns. It
was of interest to determine what re latio nship existed between the ability to imitate voca l
rhythm patterns and artic ulatory proficienc y.
PROCEDURE : Twenty-six males (mean age 8 .34 years) were selected as subjects for this
study , and placed into one of three groups according to their level of articulatory proficiency.
Each subject was presente d with twenty samples of rhythmically presented nonsense syllables
and instructed to imitate these samples.
Two judges sco red the imitative accuracy of the responses. Th e responses were tabulated and the d ata treated statistically. Reliability of the ratings was obtained by having two
judges independently score the responses.
FINDINGS: A .02 leve l of sign ificance was established in favor of the co ntrol group (I) when
com pared with the severe group (II). The perform a nce of Group Ill (mild) was a lso significantly better than Group II. Although Group I performed better than Group Ill, the differen ce
was not statistically significant.
CONCLUSIONS : It was concluded that a re lationship existed between the ability to imitate
vocal rhythm patte rns and articulatory proficiency.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMM ITTEE, AUGUST 19 73

Martin A. Kammermeier, Chairman

USE OF THE MINIMAL DISTANCE PRINCIPLE BY ADULTS

Mary K. Gondek
PROBLEM: Resea rch has shown that many adults do not have mastery of the Min imal Distan ce Principle (MDP). This is the general rule in English that the implicit subject of the
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complement verb is the noun phrase most closely pre ce ding it. The purpose of this study was
to de termin e whether there was a significant difference between the number of er rors fo r constru ctions requiring use or vio lati o n of the MOP and employing the fi rst or third person
si ngular _ A significant difference would call into question the interpretation of previous researc h and the view that many adults do not know this structure .
PROC EDURE : T we nty ad ults were asked to respond to sentences which necessi tated a ppli cation or violation of the Minim a l Distance Prin ciple. Half of the items employed t he first pe rso n
singular and half emp loyed the third person singular. The number of co rrec t items using the
first person si ngul a r were co m pa red to those usin g the third person singu lar.
FINDINGS: No sig nifi cant difference was fo und betwee n use of th e fi rst pe rson singular and
t hird perso n si ngul ar. It was fo und that 75 perce nt of the subjects m ade errors on at le ast one
of these cons truction s but that eight o ut of 15 made fewer errors on th e last half of t he it ems
than on th e first half. A De pend en t t-test showed a significant improve m e nt on the seco nd set
of items.
CONCLUSIONS : It was conc luded t hat most adults do have knowled ge of the Minim a l Di stance Principle although they may need several trials befo re they reali ze that the construction
in this study is an exce pti on to the ge neral rule . Thi s co nclusion conflicts with that of Sanders'
study (1971) in whi ch she sta t es that most ad ults do not have kno w ledge of this constru ctio n
and therefore it should not be considered part of ad ul t gra mm a r.

APPROVED BY THES IS COMM I TTEE, AUGUST 7973

Martin A. Kammermeier, Chairman

A LINGUISTIC DESCRIPTION OF VERBAL INTERA CTION BETWEEN
MOTHER AND CHILD
Patricia Ann Hopkins
PROBLEM : The study so ught to descr ibe the ver bal interaction of mothers a nd yo un g ch ildren. Of particular co ncern was th e type and form of lingui stic units used . Comparison w it h
previous research was made.
PROCE DUR E: Four children (C.A., 2.6, 3.0, 2.6, 3.9) and three mothers (C.A ., 22, 23, 29)
served as subjects for this study. A lang uage sa mpl e of t he ir verbal interaction was obtai ned by
video recording. Written transcriptions of the record in gs were ana lyzed for t he li ng ui stic forms
of interest to this study. Th e data were the t ype and fre qu ency of occurrence of the var io us
linguistic forms .
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FINDINGS : Th e most freq uent words used by th e c hil dre n are nouns a nd verbs . In the
mother 's lex ica l distrib ut ion nouns, pronouns, ver bs and prepositions are the most fre qu ent
classes. The m ost freq uen t ly occurring morphemes in the mother s ' speech are the contractib le
auxiliary, thi rd person regular and t he plural. In the ch ild ren's morphological d ist ribu tio n fo ur
morphemes recurred freq uently. For two childre n (C.A., 2 .6 and 2.6) th e co n tractible auxiliary occ urred most freq uent ly whereas for th e other two childre n (C.A ., 3.0 and 3.9) the plural
and th ird perso n regular we re the most predomin a nt morphem es.
The mo the rs frequently used interrogative a nd dec lara ti ve type se ntenc es. Th e most
frequent types of se ntences used by the child re n were declarative and single word utterances.
The mean length of ut te rance for Mother-! with Child- 1 was 5.90 morphemes;
Moth er- 11 wi th Child-11, 5.58 morph eme s; Mother-I ll w ith C hild -Ill , 3.44 morphemes; and
Mo t he r- IV wi th Child- IV , 6.33 morphemes. T he mean length of ut te ra nce for the chil d ren was
Child-!, 2.88 morph emes; Child- 11 , 4 .16 morphemes; Child-Ill, 2.96 morphemes; and C hild-IV,
3.44 morphemes.
Th e surface st ru c ture of the moth ers' se n te nces included "wh" que stion s a nd the
contracted copula. The chi ld ren's surface stru c ture differed co nside ra bl e . Bas ica ll y, two
su bjects (MLU, 2.88 a nd 2.96) demo nstrate d si milar sy ntacti c str uctu re, that is ex pansion of
the no un phrase with a limited verb ph rase construction . Th e other two children used more
adverbs and expanded both the ve rb phrase a nd noun phrase.

CONCLUSIONS: The results of this study indicate that (1) mothers used a specific pattern of
speech as they verbally interacted with the language-learning child and (2) a distributional
a nalysis is an effective tool for displaying differences in children's language performance.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, AUGUST 7973

Martin A. Kammermeier, Chairman

COMPARISON OF TWO METHODS OF OBTAINING A SPEECH SAMPLE FOR
DISTINCTIVE FEATURE ANALYSIS

Catherine C. Knight
PROBLEM : Di stinctive feature analysis has been a subject of considerable interest in recent
years, as a theoretical model and as a practical tool for testing and therapy.
Research findings derived from distinctive feature analysis have been taken from a
structured articulation test sample rather than from a conversational speech sample. Findings
and implications, however , have be en a pplied to conversational speech. The purpose of this
study is to determine if findings derived from a structured articulation test sample can apply to
conversational speech.
PROCEDURE: A five year, four month old boy who exhibited multiple articulation errors,
but displayed no other obvious pathology, was utilized in the study. The child was first given
a standardized articulation test, and then was engaged in active conversation. The two speech
samples, articulation test and conversational speech, were completely taped during one session.
The conversational sample was first subjected to distinctive feature analysis; after a month's
time, the structured test sample was similarly analyzed. The results of the two sets of data were
compared. Similarities and differences regarding feature confusion or lack of feature confusion
were noted.
FINDINGS: Analysis of conversation"al and structured samples revealed similarities in features.
However, the actual words in which these confusions were man ifested occasionally differed.
CONCLUSIONS: It was concluded that distinctive feature information derived from structured
samples can be generally applied to conversational speech. It appears that different methods
may be utili zed to obtain a valid speech sample for distinctive feature analysis.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, AUGUST 7973

Martin A. Kammermeier, Chairman

A STUDY OF THE EFFECTS OF ASSEMBLIES OF SOPHISTICATED AND
UNSOPHISTICATED ADULTS WITH HIGH AND LOW LEVEL RETARDATES

Kathleen R. Lamminen
PROBLEM: The purpose of this experiment was to investigate whether individuals trained in
speech pathology (sophisticated) and naive individuals (unsophisticated) respond differently to
high and low level retardates when engagea in a story telling task.
PROCEDURE : Eight adults, four sophisticated and four unsophisticated, met for ten minutes
eac h with four high and four low level retardates as determined by the Parsons Language
Sample . The adults were instructed to tell the retardates stories based on stimulus picture sequences provided by the experimenter. All sessions were tape recorded to enable the counting
of the verbal behaviors of the adults according to five language measures : type token ratio,
mean length of respon ses, total number of words, total number of vocal responses, and total
number of questions.
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FINDINGS: A co m p lex ana lysis of va riance procedure showed no significant differences between leve ls of sophisticatio n or between ad ul t res ponses to the hi gh and low level retardates .
Mea n d iffe rences were presented which ap pea red to indicate that on the average, adults e mitted
greater vocal output w ith more red undan t and shorter lengths of response with low leve l
retardates than to hi gh le vel retardates. Howeve r these diffe rences may have been due to ra ndom differences and do not necessarily re f lec t a ny trends . Th ese mea n diffe re nces were discussed in li e u of previous investigative f indin gs where si milar patterns of ad ul t verbal behavior
were observed.
CON CLUS IONS : Res ults of invest igations w here retardates' verbali zations were ana lyzed were
presented _ These results showed favo rabl e increases in verbalizations by retardates stimulated
with homogeneous leve ls of voca li zat ion . Th ese find in gs were discussed as imp orta nt fo r a ll
concerned in the habilitation of retar dates.
Suggestions were made for f urth er research which includ ed replication, m a nipul ation of type token ratio , and employ m ent of various types of disorders in interpersonal
assemblies.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMM I TTEE, DECEMBER 1972
Martin A. Kammermeier, Chairman

THE EFFECTS OF RESPONSE-CONTINGENT PRESENTATION OF "WRONG"
ON THE FREQUENCY OF DEFECT/VEL Y ARTICULATED PHONEMES IN AN
ORAL READING TASK
David j erome Lucca
PROBLEM : This study sought to explore whethe r response-contingent presentation of an appropriate verbal stimulus of misarticulations in an ora l read in g task. It was hypothesi zed that
the verbal co ntin gency "wro ng" wo uld decrease the freq ue ncy of misarticulations during t he
conditioni ng phases of th e exper iment a nd the removal of the cont in gency during the baselin e
phases would res ul t in an increase in frequency of misarticulations.
PROCEDURE : Three th ir d grade students were se lected as subjec ts. An eva lu at ion of th eir
speech disc lose d that one sub ject misarticulated the / r/ -colored phonemes and two had f ro nta l
lisps. A ll three sub jects were stimulab le on t he er ror phonemes but did not co nsistent ly artic ulate the phoneme correctly in speaking or readi ng contexts.
Th e experimental sessio ns were divided into baseline a nd exper im e nta l phases.
During Baselin e 1 , th e operan t leve l of misarticulations was reco rd ed as each subj ec t read fro m
a text. Fo ll owing the Base li ne 1 phase, Ex perimental 1 procedures were introduced . The experimenter p rese nted the verbal co ntin gency "wrong" immediate ly fo ll owi ng eac h misarticulat io n . At the conclusion of Experimental 1, Base lin e 2 co nditi o ns were p u t into effect. Co nditio ns in Base lin e 2 we re identica l to those in Baseline 1 in that no co nseq ue nces fo ll owed incorrect responses . All remain in g baseline and experime n tal p hases were sim il arl y cond ucted.
F INDINGS : All subj ec ts showed a signi f ica nt decrease in freque ncy of m isarticul at ions for th e
Ex perimental 1 phase . Fo ll ow in g rem ova l of the con tin gency in Baseline 2, misarticulations
for two subj ects failed to increase sig nifi cant ly , b ut re m a in ed at low freq ue ncy throughout the
remai n ing base line and experimental phases. Remova l of the co ntin ge ncy fo r the third subject
resulted in a n increase in res pon se f req uenc y. Howeve r, response frequency cont inu ed to increase thro ughout the rem a ind e r of the ex per im e nt regard less of wh et he r baseline or expe ri mental conditions were in effec t. The verbal co ntin ge ncy "w ro ng" d id f un ctio n as a co nd it ion ed punishing stimulu s for all subj ec ts during Experimental 1 a nd co ntinued to f un c ti o n as a
punish er fo r two of the sub jec ts throughout th e re maind e r of th e exper im e nt.
CONCLUSION: Appropriate verba l respo nses f un ct ion as punishing stim uli fo r some children .
Wh e ther a verbal response is pun ishing or not m ay depend on the chi ld 's pas t hi story of re inforcement and o n the co ntin ge n cy schedu le .
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APPR OVED BY THES IS COMM ITTEE, j UNE 19 73
Martin A. Kamm erm eier , Chairman

PERCEPTION OF MONOTIC VERBAL STIMULI IN STUTTERERS AND
NON-STUTTERERS
Mary Lynne Campbell McAionie
PROBLEM : It has been found that individuals with left cerebral dominance for language
functions exhibit right-ear superiority on tasks involving verbal stimuli presented under dichotic listening conditions. The purpose of this study was to investigate the ea red ness of stutterers
and non-stutterers , who were presumed to be left-language domin a nt, on a task of speech perception monotically presented. It was of interest to determ ine if th e right-ear effect could be
produ ced under monotic listening conditions. It was hypothesi zed that there would be no significant difference between th e performance of the ri ght ear and that of the left (1) for the
non -stutterers and (2) for the stutterers.
PROCEDURE: Te n stutterers (mean age 23.0 years) and ten non-stutterers (mean age 23.1
years) served as subjects for this study. All right-handed subjects were selected in an attempt
to exclude right cerebral language dominant individuals.
The test consisted of 22 nonsense monosyllables of low associative value and 28
fam iliar monosyllabic words presented from a tape through earphones to each ear separately.
The stimuli were presented at 10 db SL to all ears. The subject had to classify the stimulus as
"word" or "non-word" and mark an answer form accordingly.
FINDINGS: The data, recorded in the form of test scores, were the number of errors for each
ear fo r each subject. Fifty was th e maximum number of possible errors for each ear tested.
Nine out of ten subjects from the group of non-stutterers demonstrated fewer errors
for the right ear. Of the stutterers, six showed fewer errors for the left ear; three, fewer for the
right ear; and one earned equal scores for both ears. The data were treated with the Wilcoxon
Sign Rank Test. The difference in performance between ears for the non-stutterers is significant at the .01 level of confidence. The difference demonstrated between ears by the stutterers
is not significant.
CONCLUSIONS: The results of this study indicate that (1) monotic prese ntation at low intensity reveals the right-ear effect in normal, right-handed non-stutte rers; (2) the stutterers, as a
group, demonstrate confused sidedness and lack of unilaterality; and (3) this evidence supports
the theoretical viewpoint that stutterers in some way differ in neurophysiologica l organization.
It is suggested that future research (1) investigate the effect of varying intensities on
monotic presentation to determine if there is a "critical" intensity at which the right-ear effect
emerges; (2) undertake a study of this sort on a longitudinal basis to ascertain whether or not
ear superiority in stutterers shifts in direction over time indicating a lack of clearly established
cerebral dominance; and (3) substantiate these results by replicating this ·study using subjects
in whom cerebral dominance has been ascertained by the Sodium Amytal injection technique .
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, AUGUST 7971
Martin A. Kammermeier, Chairman

THE USE OF SUPPORTIVE PERSONNEL IN PUBLIC SCHOOL SPEECH AND
HEARING PROGRAMS
Loren A. Magsam
PROBLEM : There is a manpower shortage in the health and related fields which has become
apparent because of increased government involvement, the expansion of know(edge in these
areas, and the inability of ru ra l areas to obtain adequate services. The field of speech pathology
and audiology also feels this shortage , especially in the public schools.
PROCEDURE : The purpose of this study is to determine the feelings of Minnesota public
school speech and hearing clinicians concerning the role , training, and supervision of supportive personnel. A questionnaire was handed out to sixty clini c ians at the spring convention
of the Minnesota Speech and Hearing Association in April 1972. Forty-four clinicians respond:
ed. The results are in tabular form.
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FINDINGS: The majority of the respondents agree with the use of supportive personnel in the
public schools. They feel the role of supportive personnel should be limited to tasks that are
well defined and highly structured. The majority of the respondents also fee l capable of training and supervising supportive personnel. However, the majority of the respondents did not
feel they would be allowed the time necessary for the training of supportive personnel. The
results also indicated that the majority of the respondents were probably unaware of ASHA's
guide lin es on supportive personnel.
CONCLUSIONS : The American Speech and Hearing Association suggests that the Certificate
of Clinical Competence should be the minimum requirement for the training, supervision, and
utili zation of supportive personnel. Only a minority of Minnesota public schoo l speech and
hearing clinicians hold the CCC. Nevertheless, Minnesota clinicians felt capable of training and
supervising supportive personnel. This, however, is contingent upon a well defined ro le for
these supportive personnel.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMM I TTEE, AUGUST 1972
Martin A. Kammermeier, Chairman

EFFECTS OF MISARTICULA T/ON OF /S/ AND / L/ ON INTELLIGIBILITY
Karen Oxman
PROBLEM: The purpose of the study was two-fo ld . The primary purpose was to determine
whether the misarticulation of /s/ and /z/, a nd / 1/ in an intelligibi lity test setting had an adverse
effect on a listener 's abi lity to recognize certain spoken words. The secondary purpose was to
fi nd out whether there was a statistica ll y significant difference between the influence of the
/sf and /z/ phonemes and the / I/ phoneme on intelligibility.
PROCEDURE: A modified Multiple-choice Intelligibility Test was the instrument used. The
three treatment conditions of the study, "th/s," "w/1" a nd normal art iculation, were prerecorded by the experimenter. Three adu lt female subjects participated in the study. Hearing ability
was carefully screened. A monetary reward was co ntin gent on correct responses to the test
items. Criterion was the number of correctly identified words.
RESULTS : The treatment conditions containing words wit h the /s/ and /z/ misarticulation and
the / 1/ misarticulation had significantly fewer correct responses than did the normal articulation
treatment condition. The difference between the two different misarticulations was not significant. The five percent leve l of confidence was utili ze d .
CONCLUS ION: In an isolated word-situation, misarticulations adverse ly affect intelligibil ity.
Howeve r, because of the number of cues provided for the li s tener in spontaneous speech at the
conversat ional leve l, intelligibility is not likely to be significantly reduced due to a si ngle type
of articulation error.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMM ITTEE, jU NE 7973
Martin A. Kammermeier, Chairman

AN /NVEST/GA T!ON OF PHONETIC MED IATION IN NURSERY SCHOOL
CHILDREN
Theodore L. Peterson
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PROBLEM : The intent of this study was to determine if the ability to recall more rhymed
than nonrhymed labels in a visua l memory task is re lated to an implicit a bility to detect
rhyming. This aspect of phonetic mediation te sting in young chi ld ren was selected for the investigation because of inconclusive evidence in the literature. It was hypothesi zed that there

would be no significant differences between a group of nursery s~hool children with high and
another with low phonetic recall scores on a rhyme detection task .

PROCEDURE : Forty-one nursery school children participated in a short-term visual memory
task. Ten subjects with high rhyme recall scores and ten with low recall scores were selected
for further investigation. Those twenty subjects participated in a rhyme detection task . The
mean age of the subjects was 4.96 years. All subjects were selected from th e Gaetz Nursery
School in St. Cloud.
The stimuli used in each task consisted of twelve sequences of three familiar pictures,
presented in the form of colored slides. The six sets with rhyming labels and six sets with nonrhyming labels were presented in a random order.
In the short-term memory recall task the stimuli were projected onto a screen. After
each sequence the subject was asked to orally recall the three pictures he had just seen. The
numbers of rhymed and nonrhymed labels recalled by the subject were totalled.
Two weeks later , in th e rhyme detection task, the subject viewed the pictorial stimu·
li through a slide viewer at his own rate. The original order of presentation was followed. The
subject was asked to tell whether the pictures did or did not sound alike. The subject's score
was the number of correct identifications.
FINDINGS: The results of the short-term memory task indicated an ability to recall more
nonrhymed items, a statistically significant difference beyond the .05 level.
When compared to the low recall group, there e merged a tendency among the high
recall group to more accurately detect which items sounded alike. Subsequent statistical
analysis revealed this to be a nonsignificant difference.
CONCLUSIONS: In preschool children, there does not appear to be a relation between phonetically mediated recall and an implicit ability to detect rhyming. It would seem unlikely that
3- to 5-year olds use their phonological knowledge in memori zi ng picture lists .
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, AUGUST 7973
Martin A. Kammermeier, Chairman

CHANGES IN ORAL SENSITIVITY AS A FUNCTION OF SPEECH THERAPY

Karen W. Reitherman
PROBLEM : Speakers who misarticulate speech sounds have been shown to perform less well
on tests or oral sensitivity than speakers who produce speech sounds correctly. It was not
known if the relationship between articulatory proficiency and oral sensitivity hold s true after
articulation has been improved. The purpose of this research was to determine if improvement
in articulatory proficiency is accompanied by an increase in oral sensitivity.
PROCEDURE: Twenty children who had received speech therapy to correct misarticulation
of speech sounds were compared for oral sensitivity with twenty children who were enrolled in
speech therapy for correction of similar sounds. Oral sensitivity was measured by requiring the
subject to discriminate between pairs of plastic forms placed in the mouth . There were fiftyfive pairs; th e subject's score was the number of errors. The groups' average scores, standard
deviations, and types of errors were compared.
FINDINGS: Both gro ups performed approximately the same on the test of oral sensitivity on
all parameters considered.
CONCLUSIONS: It was concluded that training which increases articulatory proficiency does
not also improve oral sensitivity.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, jUNE 7973
Martin A . Kammermeier, Chairman
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LANGUAGE SKILLS OF ARTICULATORY DEFECTIVE CHILDREN
Norman j. Sabrowsky
PROBLEM : The purpose of the study was to determine whether or not differences in certain
language skills existed between children · with articulation defects and children w ho have never
experienced speech diffic ulties.
PROCEDURE : The children with articulation defects that comprised the experimental group
met the following criteria: had been enrolled in speech therapy for two or more yea rs, correcting misarticulation of the /r/ or /sf sounds; had at least two different speech clinicians test the
articulation and administer at least one school year of speech therapy. Additional criteria that
were included to permit adequate comparison to a control group included conside ration of the
following: intelligence quotient, vision, age, no known physical abnormali t ies, normal sensitivity of hearing, and socioeconomic status. Six subtests of the Illinois T est of Psycholinguistic
Abilities were administered to the twenty-one experi mental subjects and to twenty -one control
subjects who had no speech difficulties. The subtests includ ed were : Visual Reception, Visu a l
Sequential Memory, Auditory Sequential Memory, Visual Association, Verbal Expression and
Grammatic Closure. The differences between mean scale scores of the grou ps fo r each subtest
was assessed using a t test.
FINDINGS: No significant differences were found in the language skills tested between children with articulation defects and the normal control subjects. A trend of poorer performance
became evident on the fo llowing subtest: Verbal Reception, Visual Sequential Memory, Auditory Sequential Memory, Visual Association and Grammatic Closure. Comparison showed a
slightly larger range of scores fo r the experimental group than for the control group.
CONCLUSION: As a result of the study it can be concluded that children wi t h articulation
defects who have had at least two years of speech therapy are similar in linguistic skills to c hildren who have never experien ced speech problems.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, AUGUST 7977
Martin A. Kamm ermeier, Chairman

RELATION OF INCREASED ORAL ASSESSMENT SKILL TO ARTICULATION
SKILL
Barbara Rue Schons
PROBLEM: The purpose of this study was to determ ine the relationsh ip between an in creased
skill in oral assessment is a correlation between the two skills and that a defi ciency in one may
be predictive of a deficiency in the other.
PROCEDURE : Thirteen subjects with functional misarti cul ations between the ages of 8.4
years to 11.4 years were chosen. Each subject was given a pre-program articu latio n test and an
oral discrimination test. All subjects completing t he training program were given identical
post-program tests. Eleven of the subjects completed the program .
The training program consisted of five activities designed to increase t he oral assessment skills of the subjects. Five half-hour tra ining sessions were held fo r each subject.
FINDINGS : Post-program tests indicated an increase in oral assessment sk il ls fo r all subjects
completing the program. Seven of the subjects showed a decrease in articu lati on score, th ree
showed an increase , and one subject showed no change. According to the sign test the results
were ·significant at the .055 level in the negative direction.
CONCLUSIONS: It was concluded that an increase in oral assessment skill does not cause an
increase in articulation skill.
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APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, DECEMBER 7972
Martin A. Kammermeier, Chairman

LINGUISTIC COMPREHENSION IN CHILDREN AS A FUNCTION OF TESTING
METHOD

Teresa M. Sawada
PROBLEM : Currentl y , the field of speech pathology is emphasizing the measuring of the
young child 's comprehension of linguistic structures and discovering the hierarchical order in
which these structures are acquired. Several methods employing the use of grammatical con·
trasts have been devised . However, no inter·method comparisons of their effectiveness have
been conducted. This study was designed to compare the pointing and demonstration test
methodologies. Th e hypothesis was that there would be no significant difference in the values
of the resultant comprehension test scores when comprehension was measured by a pointing
method or by a demonstration method .
PROCEDURE: Eight language-normal children of approximately three years of age were selected as subjects. Each subject 's comprehension of certain grammatical structures was tested by
two methods. Method P involved pointing to the one of four foils which correctly depicted a
grammatical utterance. Method D involved demonstrating the meaning of a grammatical utterance with toy objects. The order of the presentations was counterbalanced. Both employed
the use of grammatical contrasts, that is, paired utterances which differed only in the grammatical structure to be tested. Two matched sets of utterance pairs were devised for each contrast.
This enabled the administration of each method with sentences having identical grammatical
structure, but not identical vocabulary.
FINDINGS: The results of this analysis indicated that there was no significant difference between the matched sets, and there was no interaction effect between the methods and sets.
Further, while the D scores exceeded those for P, this difference was not significant. Finally,
the resultant hierarchies of grammatical contrast difficulty for Methods P and D were found to
be not significantly different.
CONCLUSIONS : It was concluded that , within the limits of this investigation, neither theresultant total scores nor the resultant hierarchies of grammatical contrast difficulty were significantly different for the pointing and demonstration methods of testing linguistic comprehension.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, AUGUST 7973

Martin A. Kammermeier, Chairman

A CORRELATIONAL STUDY OF INTELLIGENCE AND LANGUAGE

Beverly N. Strong
PROBLEM: There is a disproportionately large number of children in the low ability group
who have language problems. Therefore it is important when dealing with mentally retarded
children to understand the relationship between mental ability and psycholinguistic ability .
PROCEDURE : Children ranging in age from 5-0 to 8-11 were tested by school psychologists
with the Stanford Binet. Those scoring less than 90 IQ points were tested with the Illinois Test
of Psycholinguistic Abilities. They totaled thirty children. Correlations between mental age
and language age and the individual ITPA subtests and mental age were calculated using the
Pearson Product-Moment formula .
RESULTS: A correlation of .82 was found between language age and mental age. This is a
higher correlation than that found in previous research with normal children. Correlations of
all ITPA subtests and MA were higher than those found in previous research with normal
children.
CONCLUSIONS : There are apparent differences between the relationship of language function
and mental ability in retarded children and non-retarded children.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, AUGUST 7972

Martin A. Kammerm eier, Chairman
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THE EFFICACY OF AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION TRAINING IN THE
CORRECTION OF A SELECTED MISARTICULA TION

Maxine M. Zdon
PROBLEM : Questions have been raised concerning the use of auditory discrimination training
in the treatment of functiona l a rticulation disorders. The results of research have presented
equivocal data. This study was designed to determine if chi ldren who did not receive auditory
discrimination training for the /er/ phoneme did as we ll on a production task for that phoneme
as those children who received the auditory discrimination training. It was hypothesized that
there would be no difference betwee n the groups tested.
PROCEDURE: Thirty-two ch ildren met the criterion necessary for inclusion in the study. The
total group of subjects was divided into two groups designated experimental and control.
Those in the experimental group received discrim ination training and the /er/ production program. Those in the control group received only the /er/ prod4ction program. T he range and
distribution of responses for each group were compared by a statistical procedure .
FINDINGS : Subject to the discussion and limitations of the study, the following conclusions
were reached:
1. Children who do not receive discriminatio n training do as well on a sound production task as the children who do receive the training.
2. Discrimination training by itself does not appear to improve the articulatory
behavior of the subjects.
3. Discrimination training appears to benefit those children with more severe speech
disorders.
4. There is a difference between the performance of boys and girls on a production
task with or without discrimination training.
APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, }UL Y 1977
Martin A. Kammermeier, Chairman

INCIDENCE OF FUNCTIONAL ARTICULATION DISORDERS IN SERVICED
AND UNSER VICED SCHOOLS

jack Francis Zlimen
PROBLEM : Speech therapists in schools spend much time working with chil dren who have
functional articulation disorders. Because the rate of improvement in such cases is relatively
slow it is difficult to attribute improvement to speech therapy or to m aturation. It was of
interest to learn whether speech therapy or maturation was most effective in improving
articulation.
PROCEDURE: The method used to determine the differential contribution of speech therapy
and maturation was to survey the incidence of funct ional articulation disorders in schools that
had speech therapy services and those that had no speech therapy services.
The subjects consisted of two groups of students c hosen from grades 3-6 . Group A
was chosen from a school that had speech therapy services for at least six years . Group B was
chosen from a school that had no previous speech therapy. The subjects from the respective
groups were screened by one graduate and one undergraduate student for functiona l articulation defects. Students who were found to have defective articulation were referred to this
writer and one other examiner for a final eva luation of their speech.
FINDINGS : The results of the study indicated that Group A (speech therapy avai lab le) had
one half as many functiona l articulation errors as Group B (no speech therapy). The findings
failed to show a uniform decrease of articulation errors as the grade level increased as had been
observed in previous research in this area. The types of articulation errors for each group were
very similar. Of these errors, approximately 85 percent occurred on the sibilant sounds.
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APPROVED BY THESIS COMMITTEE, AUGUST 1972
Martin A. Kamm ermeier, Chairman

